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Cloudy, Chance of
Light Snow Tonight;

Someone Wants Your

Temperature Same

With a Want Ad

Pool Table ! Sell It

Chance of Flood in 1966
Unlike ly, Engineer Says
MADISON, Wis. W-The
severe floods which struck
western Wisconsin t h i s
spring are not likely to recur next year unless heavy
winter snows are followed
by ice coating the ground
during the runoff , an engineering expert indicated
Monday.
Heavy fall rains already
have contributed to potential
spring floods, but Lt. Col.

Leslie B. Harding said this
was probably the least of
the factors involved in causing disastrous overflows.
Harding, district engineer
at St . Paul , Minn., for the
Army Corps of Engineers,
said the question of spring
floods would depend on the
amount of snowfall, the rate
of melting, whether rains
accompany it, and whether
frozen ground prevents wa-

ter from soaking in.
Harding told the natural
resources committee of
state agencies that a rapid
breakup of snow affected by
alternate freezing or thawing or by heavy rainfall
would increase the danger.
But the engineer added,
"A major flood is not likely to occur unless all these
factors prevail.

Gemini 7 Gives
Australia a Scare

Levander, Hat
In Ring, Raps
Rolvaag Reign

U.S. Planes Bomb
Red Escape Route

SAIGON, South Viet Nam
(AP ) - "U.S. Marines called today for heavy blows from the
skies to cut off Communist escape routes on the seventh day
of Operation Harvest Moon 350
miles northeast of Saigon.
U.S. jets seared the ground
with napalm after the elusive
Communist? fired on U.S. Maine helicopters lifting a Leatherneck infantry unit into blocking
position to prevent the flight
of elements of the big Communist force by river.
As the massive U.S.-Vietnamese sweep south of Da Nang attempted to tighten the vice-,

U.S. Air Force B52s pounded
suspected Communist positions
for the third straight day, blasting huge crater in the river valley battleground.
"Beautiful" , exclaimed, the
comraandet of the Marine task
force, Brig Gen. Jonas Piatt , as
the aerial barrage rained down
on targets near the town of Viet
An, 32 miles south of Da Nang.
While the Communists played
hide-and-seek with several thousand Leathernecks and Vietnamese troops, helicopters carried Marines from Viet An to
lookouts over the Chang River

Early Approval
Of GI Bill Seen

Goodfello ws
Concert at

tor, bringing to nearly 1,200 th«
total of claimed enemy dead.
The Marines said their overall losses were light, although
one Leatherneck company was
hit hard in a helicopter Landing
last week.
In Washington, a Pentagon
list of U.S. casualties issued
Monday showed 27 Marine
deaths in recent fighting. The
exact period for the toll was not
announced but it obviously included losses in the Harvest
Moon operation.

Marine officers said the air
blows halted movement across
the river and estimated their
bag of enemy dead in the weeklong operation at 600. although
only 127 bodies were reported
counted.
Vietnamese units claimed 570 Vietnamese forces took heavy
of the enemy died in their sec- casualties at the start of the
operation when an elite ranger
battalion was virtually wiped
out and a rescue column badly
mauled.
Radio Hanoi claimed a victory for the Communists, declaring that the Viet Cong had
killed, wounded or captured !,•
050 men, including 20 Americans, in tfce initial action last
Wednesdav and Thursday.
In another sector of "Death
nist success hi Viet Nam might halt the spread of communism Valley," the Marine name for
lead to new Communist adven- represent a "main pillar of the 20-mile-long battleground,
peace."
tures elsewhere.
Viet Cong troops aimed smallarms fire at a Marine platoon
While
Southeast
Asia
is
a
long
behind
closed
Rusk spoke
doors at the opening of the 15- way from the frontiers of Eu- and fled. They were presumed
natixn policy review. Spokesmen rope, he continued the United to be part of & Viet Cong force
relayed his words to newsmen. States cannot and will not choose believed to total up to 3,700
between various commitments. hard-core fighters which OperaBritish Defense Minister Den- He implied that to do so would tion Harvest Moon aimed at
Is Healey , deputizing for ailing destroy the credibility of NATO wiping out.
Foreign Secretary Michael Stew- itself as a defensive shield for
Although the Communists reart, supposed Rusk's argument. the Western world.
fused to come out for a showRusk said U.S. commitments
in various parts of the world to
He asked America's allies down fight, Marine patrols
what would happen to the confi- hauled out evidence of the magdence and conscience of the nitude of the Viet Cong force. In
American people if they were the hills near the hamlet of Qua
asked to pick and choose which Son, they found an abandoned
of their solemn commitments to guerrilla training area Monday
and large stores of the gray and
maintain.
black cloth used by the Viet
What would it mean, Rusk Cong for their pajama uniforms.
went on, If Americans honored a
commitment in one part of the Combing the hastily evacuated Viet Cong camps, caves
in the Guard and from the Re- world and set it aside in an- and tunneis, the Marines also
other.
serve.
turned up large stores of flashBuilders of the selected force Rusk asked the Allies to pro- light batteries, almost 60,000
have tried wherever possible to vide doctors and engineers for pounds of rice and 20,000 pounds
draw into its ranks trained men Viet Nam. This apparently was of tea.
who have seen at least two an appeal for a psychological
years of active military duty.
demonstration of support. He Showing how fast troops were
made no call for any military being shifted to match the speed
commitment from the Atlantic and mobility of the Viet Cong,
Allies. Further, Rusk urged the U.S. officials reported Marine
NATO Allies to give their sym- helicopters lifted more than 2,pathy for what the United States 200 men in Operation Harvest
was doing in Southeast Asia and Moon in the 24-hour period endto end any carping and critcism. ing at 6 p.m. Monday.
The French , in particular, Although the Marines and
have been critical of American Vietnamese troops could not
actions in Viet Nam. Some of lure the Viet Cong into another
the other NATO Allies also have major clash, pockets of Commuhad whispered reservations.
nists showed their presence
even in some presumably seConference sources said this cure areas. A helicopter in trouwas Rusk's basic thesis : If the ble sat down on a beach oppoCommunists are going to contin- site Tarn Ky. 38 miles south of
ue to beli eve that the United Da Nang The crew was picked
States will fight to defend West- up by another helicopter, but
ern Europe, the Reds must be before the downed chopper
shown tha. the Americans will could be recovered, the Viet
not allow Southeast Asia to be Cong blew it UD .
overrun.
Closer to Saigon, units of the
101st Airborne Brigade uncovDr. W. Randolph Lovelace
ered a maze of camps big
enough for a regiment 35 miles
northwest of the capital, U.S.
spokesmen reported.

over Carnarvon at the same Gemini 7 entered its 147th ortime, and seemed to be converg- bit at 8:30 a.m. (EST).
ing on a collision course.
Borman and Lovell woke up
Harold Levander
this morning scratching and
SOUTH ST. PAUL, Minn.(AP)
As residents gasped at the griping about the food.
sight, the two vehicles appeared "We're starting to itch a little —Another Republican candidate
to collide, but the North Amer- —getting kinda crummy," Bor- for governor has warmed up the
ican Air Defense Command at man reported.
Minnesota political front with a
Colorado Springs, Colo., said
sharp
attack on the Rolvaag adthey actually were in orbits 434 In the tenth day of the deministration
miles apart.
manding 14-day mission, Borman said "Jim and I have been Harold LeVander, South St.
noticing the days seem to be Paul attorney, coupled his criticism of the'Democrats Monday
lengthening a little."
Traveling at five miles a sec- with implied endorsement of the
ond, Gemini 7 kept tuned in with sale tax. He said that tax re- PARIS (AP> - U.S. Secrepreparations to launch Gemini 6 form is just one of a host of tary of State Dean Rusk called
from Cape Kennedy. The firing, challenging problems confront- today for greater Allied understanding and support of the
scheduled for Wednesday, would ing Minnesota.
culiminate with the first rendez- The 55-year old attorney de- American war effort in Viet
claired his candidacy for the Nam and warned that the fate
WASHINGTON (AP) — Rep. American fighting men in "Viet vous of orbiting space ships.
nominationa in next year's elecMission control reported that tion at a testimonial dinner at- of the North Atlantic Alliance
Olin E. Teague, the father of the Nam.
the distant
GI Bill of Rights for Korean War league, a Texas Democrat the Gemini 7 orbit, once circu- tended by some 400 persons at might be decided on
veterans, predicted today early who heads the House Veterans' larized at 185 miles, had gotten South St. Paul Junior High battlefields there.
The .American secretary of
approval of a new bill which Affairs Committee, said in a a little lopsided. The high point School.
would grant similar benefits to telephone interview from Waxa- now was 187.5 miles and the low He tonchei on issnes of moral- state told the annual meeting of
the North Atlantic Treaty Orhachie, Tex., he expected Con- 183.6 miles.
ity, education, attraction of in- ganization's foreign, finance and
the
end
of
Febby
gress to pass
•'It's a fine journey," was the dustry, metropolitan problems
ruary a bill extending education message to earth as Borman and conservation — among other defense ministers that a Commuand home-buying benefits to and Lovell aeared the 4-millioiv- topics.
veterans of more than 180 days' mile mark in their 14-day voy- LeVander declared that in visactive duty since 1955.
toppling more space flight iting about the state the past
Such a bill already has been age,
few years he'd found a lot of
records
along the way.
"'
approved by the Senate.
The pilots, bearded by now, people are deeply concerned
He said he hopes the Johnson eclipsed the individual endur- about the future of Minnesota.
administrationwill retreat from ance mark held by Air Force He added:
The band, orchestraand choir jts opposition to the measure Col. L. Gordon Cooper Jr., who "How can we make progress,
of Winona Public Schools will when his committee resumes amassed 225 hours and 16 they ask, if a governor can't
firesent their annual Goodfel- hearings next month on the minutes on his Mercury and get along with the legislature, WASHINGTON (AP) — The
ows Concert at 8 p.m. today in measure.
Gemini 5 flights. It was an une- kicking them in the ribs 13 times chief of the National Guard Buthe auditorium of the Senior "There is reason to believe ventful record setting at 11:46 and then expecting them to doc- reau predicted today that the
High School.
they have changedtheir views," p.rn. EST Monday — both astro- ilely prearrange the apportionnew 150,000-man "selected
ment of our state'?"
This is a Christmas project Teague added, noting that con- nauts slept.
He
was
referring
by
"kicks"
force" of Army National
that the choir, orchestra and ferences have been under way Gemini 7 began its 147th orbit
to the vetoes by Gov. Karl Rol- Guardsmen and Reservists will
band has sponsored for the past in Washington to ease adminis- at 8:30 a.m. (EST).
vaag of measures passed by the
tration objections "We want to
five years.
be fully ready to back up the
Launch teams at Cape Kenne- legislature earlier this year.
try
to
pass
something
they
can
will
be
preA varied program
regular
Army for crisis duty by
Fla.,
labored
long
hours
to
dy,
"Why can't we have leaders
live with," he said.
sented by the three groups.
June
30.
ready
a
mighty
Titan
2
booster
who
are
willing
to
speak
frankParents, particularly, are urg- Explaining why the adminis- rocket for a second try to start ly, forth-rightly and consistent- "There is no question in my
ed to attend this first concert tration opposes the bill, Teague Gemini 6 on a 17,500-mile-an- ly...? asked LeVander. "Why mind that we are going to meet
of the school year, and all Wi- said: "Money is the whole hour chase after Gemini 7 at must we have scandal in the the eight-week goal by June 30,"
thing." He estimated the bill 8:37 a.m. (EST)
nonans are cordially invited.
Wednesday.
Maj. Gen. Winston P. Wilson
Statehouse?
would cost several hundred milsaid
in an interview.
"Why
should
we
not
face
up
lion dollars in the first year.
Goodfellows
squarely to the overriding need Wilson referred to the objecKeep Plugg ing
Like the previous bills which
for tax reform? Why must we tive of having the "selected
Contributions
helped millions of World War II
have
a governor who divides force" in shape to deploy within
In this modern electric
veterans go to college and buy
and
creates
dissension, rather eight weeks of mobilization.
Previously listed ....$2319
era, all a woman has to
homes, the new bill would pay to keep her home runningdo
than
seeks
to
inform, unite and
is
This could be significant from
A Friend
college or vocational school ex*
lead our people?"
to
keep
plugging
.
.
.
Poem
the point of view of how the seMr. and Mrs. Harry
penses and guarantee loans for
Taking
op
the
tax
Issue,
LeM
Elnhorn
purchase of homes, farms and a b o u t Christmas toys : Vander said that real and per- lected force might fit into any
In Memory of Frank
farm equipment for veterans "Words on a box to make a sonal property levies had in- long-range military buildup
man tremble: 'Instructions creased 400 per cent .since 1946. plans of the Defense DepartB
and Helen
with more than 180 days' active
so simple a child can as- But in the same period the as- ment related to the growing war
Model Railroad
service since Jan. 31, 1955, when
semble' " . . . A local fel- sessed value of property subject in South Viet Nam.
100.89 the Korean GI bill expired.
Show
low notes that jet travel has to the property tax has gone up Composition of the force was
2
A Friend
Maximum education payMr. and Mrs. Raymond
ments would be $160 a month its drawbacks : "It means up only 78 per cent, he added announced on Oct. 13. It comA. Mussell,
He said it was heartening to prises 119,000 men from the Nafor a veteran with two or more my wife can be home from
5
Plainview
dependents for up to 36 months. Miami Beach faster" , . . see that some of the associates tional Guard and about 31,000
15
Dairy Bar
Maximum guarantees of home The really cautious man is of the governor and lieutenant from the Reserve.
5
A U.S. Marine
imrchase loans would be $7,500 one who looks both ways be- governor (A.M. Keith) do not The heart of the selected force
2
A Friend
or commercial loans and $15,- fore crossing a one-way share "their dogmatic and ar- is made up of three Guard divi2.50 0O0 for direct government loans
street. . .Some people will chaic positions" on taxation.
Joseph M. Dahm ..
sions and six independent bristart the new year with
Derald J. Johnson
It may be," said LeVander, gades.
where private financing is not
3
hopes. Others will just start "that we can soon get to the
Transfer
available.
25
J. C. Penney Co
point where leaders of both po- Wilson told The Associated
high.
The Senate bill, sponsored by
Russell, Linda, Brian
litical persuasion will agree that Press that Guard units in the
10
Teague's fellow Texas Demonot all sales tax proposals are selected force are already built
and Josephine ....
crat, Sen. Ralph W. Yarmerely wicked devices to shift up to more than 97 per cent of
Warner & Swasey
borough, sets a July 1, 1967, cuttaxes on to the poor. They their combat strength. This has
Co., Badger Div. . 156
off for eligible servicemen. But
(For more laughs see shouldn't be and don't have to been done by absorbing volunWarner & Swasey Co..
Teague said this date represents Earl Wilson on Page 4.)
teers from lower-priority units ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. (AP)
be."
Office Employes... 144
«•
— A massive air search was
Dan Prcybyliki
an effort to hold down the cost
Myron Findlay
JJ
organized today for a plane
of
the
bill.
Oeorga Sdinaldar
'•J
John R. Soman
carrying the U.S. director of
Hanry PnybylaW
J
space
medicine missing since
Dan Kluander
J
Richard Burmalirar
Sunday on a flight over the rugJ
Dava Slark
a,
J
ged mountains of Colorado and
Vara Nafion
'
»
Carl Juchomal
New Mexico.
*
Joiapti Mowlatt
Ban Brabblt
Dr. W. Randolph Lovelace II ,
J
An schaala
J
67;
his wife, Mary, 53, and pilot
Frank Wlaciorak
J
Claranca Cravaa
Milton Brown, 27, Albuquerque,
J
LaVarna Koliner
TOKYO (AP) — Domei, the
J
left Aspen, Colo., en route to
Claranca Huila J
moderate
Japan Federation of
W. C. Krotua
Albuquerque about 12:30 p.m.
J
Richard M»«ln
Labor, ended a two-day execuJ
Sunday and haven't been henrd
Richard Oimtm
J
tive meeting today after adoptByron Schnalda
J
from since. The flight would
«
Hanry Wicka
ing a policy statement opposing
take about two hours.
Tom Burni
\ the presence of U.S. troops in
Richard Howard
J
Kauphmman
Idward
Japan in peacetime.
One of the Lovelaces * three
J
Lavonna Otmun
j
Domei, organized last year, Is
da ughters, Jacqueline , in, said
Charlat Kochta
J
Bruce Swanton
affiliated with the middle-of-theJ
she had not been overly conRichard Kohnar
J
road Democratic Socialist party
cerned when her parents failed
Phi, Hoffman
J
?
Kirk Oauvay
and
has
a
membership
of
1.0
to
return home .Sunday night
*
Ardyca Tranbaroj
million.
because of their frequent travel,
Ruby Cox
1
¦
M a n * Krua»ar
J
'
Varnon Kail*
In 1942 Lovelace set an altiOaorga Kohnar
'
tude record when he parachutWEATHER
Ray M'arau
J
Harry Palubicki
J
ed over Ohio from a piano at
Fred Rallknwaki
J
FEDERAL FORECAST
'feot to test an oxygen
42,000
Edwin Nlamayar
J'
Jamet Slmo
WINONA AND 'VICINITY m-ask. Last month he was on a
Jaitla Babcock
{
Cloudy with no important temjet plane which miule tho first
Ralpti Krohn
J
Kan Vaughn .
change tonight and
perature
\
fl i ght over both tho North unci
Mary Voalker
J
Wednesday, Chance of light
South Poles .
'
Sfiarldan Wolfe
Lovelace, born in Springfield ,
snow tonight , otherwise only
$2809.39 light snow flurries. Low tonight
Mo., received his PH.D. at St.
Total w Date
Louis, Mo. , from Washington
15-25, high Wednesday 20-30.
Mr. and Mrs. Peter VanLOCAL WEATHER
University in 1930 nnd his M.D.
clothLamoille,
derzee,
from Harvard University in 1934.
Official observations for the
ing.
He was head of a section of
24 hours ending at 12 m. toA Friend, clothing and
son greeted his visitor on the South Lawn of surgery nt the Mnyo Clinic from
PAKISTANI PRESIDENT GREETED . . .
day:
shoes.
President Johnson nnd Pakistani President
the White House today. (AP Photofnx)
1941-46 going to Albuquerque in
Maximum, 33; minimum, 27;
Preble Pioneers 4-H Club, noon, 211; precipitation, trace. , Mohammed Ayub Khan converse as John1947.
etc.
Mabel , toys, clothing
SPACE CENTER, HOUSTON,
Tex. (AP) — Bearded and beginning to itch, astronauts Frank
Borman and James Lovell raced
on in their record-busting space
flight today after giving Carnarvon, Australia, a few scary moments.
Both the Gemini 7 spacecraft
and the five-year-old Echo 2
satellite showed up in the skies

to overtake Viet Cong trying to
escape to Laos.
The airlift drew bullets from
across the river, but the
Marines retaliated with artillery, mortars and an air assault
that sent up huge balls of fire
over the valley.

Rusk Asks NATO
To Back Up U.S.

Fully Ready
Reserve Seen

WSH Tonight

S pace Doctor
Missing in
Southwest

Japanese Labor
Opposes U.S.
Viet Policies

WINONA
STORES
¦sgp?

II

^Emj^lsssssk I

EXCEPT SATURDAY
AND SUNDAY

Troops of the 1st Infantry Division came on two camps 15
miles north of Saigon. One had
already been destroyed by
bombs and artillery, and a dead
Viet Cong with a submachine
gun was found in the debris.
A U.S. Air Force spokesman
said raids on North Viet Nam
were canceled because of heavy
rain storms
Communist China again ruled
out any peace talks except on
Communist conditions, which include the complete withdrawal
of U.S. forces from Viet Nam.

Freezing Drizzle
For New England
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Snow, rain or fog covered
mast of the country today.
Freezing drizzle chilled the
New England coastal area during tho early hours, coating
streets and roads Of greater
Boston nnd Rhode Island, and
extending into southern New
Hampshire.
A wlde-sprend snowstorm deposited moderate cover over
tho central Rockies nnd Plains.
Lander, Wyo. , reported three
inches of snow accumulation in
six hours. Denver , Colo., and
North Platte , Neb., had two
inches, and there was an inch
or so In the central mountain
area.
Flurries , light snow nnd drizzle fell from the Great Lakes to

New England.
Another weather disturbance
over southern Texas and Louisiana produced rain.
In the Middle Atlantic and
central Gulf coastal regions ,
travel was impeded by heavy
nighttime fog. There w a s
some light fog ln upstate New
York where drizzle was the rule.
Skies clenred on tho West
Coast after western Washington
experienced tho sens-on's first
snow Monday.
Electrical and phone repair*
men still wore busy restoring
service for 3,400 families in
southeastern North Dakota after
a sleet storm snapped wires
and downed about 2,500 poles
in the Dakolas during tho weekend.
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Some Smaller Flood Three Federal Preston Man Critically Hurt
Claims Disallowed Aid Projects

Claims for private flood damages last April and costs of
private dikes totaling $131,300
were declared ineligible for Office of Emergency Planning reimbursement by OEP inspection
teams here Monday.
The ruling was made in a
supplemental engineers inspection report to city officials. The
OEP team , comprising Army
Corps of Engineers personnel,
approved $76,088 in private levee expenses that were deemed
to have protected property in

addition to that on which they was for $1,689,500. The second
were built.
was for $164,000. A 75 percent
allotment of each of these toCITY officials and depart- tals has been received and
ment heads had included a to- balances will be paid subject
tal of $207,388 of such damages to final audits by government
in a request for additional OEP inspectors.
funds. The supplemental reStill owed by the city are
quest, which they expect to
complete in about 10 days, will unpaid bills of $104,000, accordbe tie city's third application ing to City Engineer James
for disaster reimbursement Baird . The city has paid bills
totaling $1,690,000 and recently
funds. .
In two previous requests, the borrowed $300,000 to make up
city has received a total of $1,- the difference between the pay390,000. The primary request ment total and the amounts
forwarded by OEP.

IN DISTRICT COURT

Views Differ on
Term Exp losion

Differing definitions of what
an "explosion " is came from
two expert witnesses Monday
afternoon in District Court in a
suit by a Winona County farmer
to obtain compensation from his
insurance comp any for a destroyed silo.
The case went to the jury late
this morning after arguments
by the opposing attorneys and
instructions in the law governing the case by Judge Arnold
Hatfield.

normal silo - filling period of
middle September. This is because the steel supporting rods
embedded in the silo's tile expanded more than the tile did
in the summer heat, he said.
Attorney Ralph B. Foster,
Minneapolis, representing defendant Homestead Mutual Insurance Co., asked Hamerski
whether a balloon filled with too
much air will "burst" or "exATTY. DUANE M. Peterson, lode"? Hamerski replied that
representing the farmer, Harold the two terms are synonymous.
T. Zitzow, rural Dover, called
David E. Hamerski, 105 W. JOHN STRAIT, St. Paul, an
Howard St., as his expert wit- agricultural engineering profesness. Hamerski teaches physics sor at the University of Minneat Winona State College.
sota, a defendant's witness, atThe WSC instructor gave as
his opinion that the Zitzow silo tributed the rupture in the Zitexploded Aug. 13, 1964, under zow silo to "structural failure
the pressure of a nearly full of the silo." He testified that
load of silage which Zitzow had the failure was caused by "debeen filling it with early that
terioration of reinforcing rods
month.
Hamerski said that the silo by corrosion from silo juices
could have been weaker in the and moisture."
hot weather of early August Strait told the court that he
than it would h ave been in the found the reinforcing rods generally corroded (those that had
bees exposed by the silo collapse). A rod from the silo with
about 38 percent of its diameter
eaten away by corrosion at one
point was introduced in evievidence.
Maybe it was the season.
Two Winona motorists found Strait told Peterson on crossout today in municipal court examination that he disagrees
that "the law" can admit it with Hamerski about what could
isn't always perfect either.
be called an explosion. A true
Robert J. Milleville, 1670 explosion is the result of a presKraemer Dr., v/as charged by sure buildup occupying a fracpolice Monday night with going tion of a second, Strait said,
through a stop sign at Winona not the buildup of pressure over
Street and the Milwaukee Road several days described by
tracks. He posted $10 bail and Hamerski in the Zitzow silo colappeared today in court to plead lapse.
to the charge.
MRS. ZITZOW and the ZitIT WAS found, however, that zovv's younger son, Kenneth, 16,
the red stop sign, posted by the testified in corroboration of the
city several feet in front of the father's account of the silo colrailroad crossing sign with its lapse. They heard cracking
old-style yellow stop sign, was sounds from the silo, followed
missing.
So Milleville appeared in about half an hour later by a
boom as one side of the
court today to find that City loud
silo
wall
blew out, they said.
Prosecutor James W. Soderberg wanted to move for a Wax Langford, Loyal, Wis.,
dismissal of the charge. Judge operator of a building supply
John D. McGill ordered the store and an appraiser and concharge dismissed and Mille- tractor for insurance companies repairing wind and fire
ville's bail refunded.
A< driver who entered a guilty damage, was the final defendplea to a charge of driving ant's witness.
after suspension Saturday in He testified that he appraised
municipal court got his fine the cost of repairing the Zitzow
money back after he produced barn alone at $3,633.82. He perevidence that he was not in- formed the appraisal Oct. 15,
formed of the suspension until 1965, Langfeld told Peterson,
and did not estimate the cost
after the alleged violation.
Allen R . Hazelton , 18, Winona of building a new silo.
Rt. 2, pleaded guilty Saturday (Zitzow testified Friday that
to a r charge of driving after his total loss in the silo collapse
suspension that day at 4:56 a.m. amounted to about $8,400. He
at Gilmore Avenue and Clark 's noted that not only had the silo
Lane. Police informed him , been virtually destroyed, but its
after contacting the state, that collapse had also half destroyhis license had been suspended ed his barn, moved an attached
following an October accident. milk house off its foundation
Hazelton paid a $35 fine and and destroyed some personal
went home.
property in the barn.)
*m
THERE, HE found a letter
Highway
Departfrom the state
Trempealea u County
ment waiting. Mailed Thursday
evening, the letter informed Gets Call for Nine
Hazelton of the suspension.
WHITEHALL, Wis . (Special)
City Prosecutor Soderberg
agreed with Hazelton that he —Trempealeau County's Selecshould not be penalized for a tive Service quota for January
violation committed ignorantly. calls for nine to be called for
Judge McGill today dismissed induction Jan. 5, Miss Phyllis
the charge against Hazelton and Tan gen , county selective servordered nis fine refunded.
ice officer , has announced.
On the same date six registrants, will be sent for pre-inWHITEHALL VACATION
WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special ) duction examinations.
m
—All schools in the Whitehall
the
be
dismissed
at
will
district
Caledonia Jobless
usual time Friday for a twoThey
vacation.
Office Next Week
weeks Christmas
will resume Jan. X Future
CALEDONIA , Minn. - The
Homemakers Association and
the high school chorus will go special unemployment compenChristmas caroling two eve- sation claims service here will
nings this week. They will walk begin Dec. 22, not this week
the city and also visit the nurs- Wednesday as reported l a s t
ing homes. The winter dance , week .
Representatives will be at the
sponsored by the senior class
City
Hall in Caledonia every
school
high
the
held
at
will be
other
week on Wednesday from
It
is
open
22.
auditorium Dec.
9
a.m.
to 11 a.m.
public.
to the
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Auxllliry will m aat at Taimifur't Hall,
Mrt. Alfrrd Halvartan. PruldMi.
HENRY WALINSKI, Coatmwidar

ON THE list of private levee
projects ruled eligible for OEP
reimbursement to the city
were:
Winona Industries and Miller
Industries dike, Hamilton to
Zumbro Street, from 2nd to
Front Street ; R. D. Cone Co.,
Hiawatha Printing Co., Speltz
Hatchery and others, from Center to Lafayette, from 2nd to
Front, and Lake Center Switch
Co. and Winona Boiler & Steel
Co., from Washington to Johnson, from 2nd to Front Street.
The total was $76,088, with
individual figures not listed.
Most of the disqualified
claims were those submitted by
private, homeowners for various
kinds of damages, including
flooded basements and other
residential damage.
OEP funds are allotted for
reimbursement of the city in
four categories : Protection
(levees, sandbags, materials,
pumps), debris removal clearing away temporary dikes),
utilities rebuilding (storm and
sanitary sewers, treatment
plant) and streets damaged by
flood or emergency traffic.
ONE ITEM of damages, a
claim for $55,000 by the Chicago & North Western Railroad,
was disallowed for OEP payment. The claim was presented
to the city for costs of rails,
grades and installations torn
up in connection with emergency levee construction.
Since the $55,000 already has
been paid by the city, using previously received OEP funds, it
will have to be replaced from
city funds. Baird said he could
not account for OEP refusal to
reimburse the railroad damage
as flood-connected. OEP has
ruled out a similar claim made
by the city of St. Paul, he said.

Durand Debaters
Win 1st in Both
Tourney Groups

DURAND, Wis.—Two Durand
High School debate teams cap
tured first place in both divisions of the Hiawatha Valley debate tournament Saturday at
Hastings, Minn.
Durand will play host Saturday to its first invitational debate tournament in history with
over 25 schools from Minnesota
and Wisconsin participating.
In the varsity division last
weekend Durand emerged the
only undefeated team after
three rounds of debate. The affirmative team of Barbara
Morey and Gary Wekkin defeatr
ed Orono , Benilde and Bloomington Kennedy schools, while
the negative, Mary Shafer and
John Hess, won over Sibley, St.
Paul Park and Stillwater.
In the B division , an all-sophomore unit also was undefeated ,
capturing first place. James
Forster and Mary Spindler, affirmative., defeated Chippewa
Falls McDonell , Lakeville and
Red Wing and the negative
pair , Kathy Forslund and Nancy Morey, won over Richfield ,
St. Agnes and Benilde.
The Durand squad was led by
Mary Shafer with 42 points, followed by John Hess, 41, and
Barbara Morey and Gary Wekkin , each with 40.
Two other Durand teams were
in action at Menomonie. One
unit , composed of Jane Bartholomew and Donna Schober , affirmative, and Christine McNaughton and Randy Bauer,
negative, won 4 and lost 2, lo
place third. A second unit com
posed of all freshmen won 2 and
lost 4 in the B division. The

RUSHFORD, Minn. ( Special)
— A young Preston man is in
St. Marys Hospital , Rochester,
today with a broken neck received in an accident near Rushford Monday night.
His companion received minor
injuries when the car went out
of control for 350 feet; parts
Applications for approval of flew off as the vehicle rolled
three projects in the Winona and went end over end .
public schools to improve the
MOST seriously injured was
education of culturally and edu- Wayne A. Hahn. His companion
cationally deprived children was Wayne D. Pfremmer, Harwere approved Monday night mony. Both are 22.
The accident happened about
by the Board of Education .
9:25
p.m. on Highway 16 2%
If authorized, the projects
would be fi- ,
. miles west of Rushford on the
¦ sharp curving east approach to
nanced by fed- £ •
the bridge over Root River.
eral aids made OCnOOl
Hahn, son of Mr. and Mrs.
available by
Arthur
Hahn , who live south of
Congress unDoA r J
ut,t u
Preston on the ridge, was drivder provisions
"
ing the 1965 hardtop. He apparof Public Law
ently was thrown in the path of
89-10.
SUPT. OF Schools A. L. N elson said that some 10 areas
had been explored for possible
requests for authorization under
the federal law and that of these
discussions with the administrative staff indicated that three
probably rated top priority for
establishment here.
These include:
• An ungraded junior high
school program to assist students with reading problems. In
Judge Arnold Hatfield ordereach of the three junior high ed a $711 judgment against the
schools, groups of such students
would be organized to work defunct Vulcan Manufacturing
half-days with a teacher for Co., West 3rd and Wilson
work in English, mathematics, streets, for an insurance policy
social studies and science and purchased late in 1963.
the remainder of the day in
Allied American Agency Inc.,
regular classes.
represented
by Attorney William
program
• A nursery school
to afford culturally deprived A. Lindquist, won the default
pre-school children an oppor- judgment Monday after a Distunity for social experiences trict Court hearing before the
which will assist them in making satisfactory adjustments to judge. Vulcan went out of busithe classroom when they enter ness after a mortgage was foreclosed against it June 9.
the regular school program.
developA
remedial
and
Judge Hatfield made the
•
mental reading program for order after reading the affielementary school children with davit of Paul E. Hines, Lexingspecial problems in an efffort
to help them attain capabilities ton, Ky., district credit manager of the corporation, and
at their normal grade level.
reading the rest of the file in
THE COST of the three prothe
case.
grams has been estimated at
Hines
alleged that Vulcan
and
would
be
around $80,000
financed entirely by fed eral bought two policies on product
liability for bodily injury and
funds.
for property damage for the
Nelson said that if approval one-year period beginning Dec.
of these three projects is real- 28, 1963. Vulcan canceled the
ized they might be inaugurated policies Feb. 21, 1964, owing
at the beginning of the second Allied American $711.38, Hines
semester.
claimed.
He said that study will be Judge Hatfield ordered Vulmade, meanwhile, of other pos- can to pay the insurance comsible projects which might be pany that amount plus the costs
undertaken under provisions of of the court action. Vulcan was
the new law and those that are not represented at the hearing
determined to have potential and did not try to defend in the
N
value will be presented to the action.
board for consideration for future application.

Recommended

Judge Orders
Judgment in
Vulcan Case

IN OTHER business Monday
the board approved payrolls
for : Homebound teachers, $1,134; substitute teachers, $952;
evening school instruction, 92,492; miscellaneous instruction,
clerical work and other services, $1,229; work study program, $202; Manpower Development & Training Act program
maintenance, $173; noon hour
supervisors, $729; cafeteria
helpers, $504 and custodial
helpers, $70. Overtime payments to custodians of $464 and
cooks, $13, were approved.
Attending the meeting were
Board President Lawrence Santelman and Ray Gorsuch, 1st
Ward ; Dr. C. R. Kollofski and
Dr. L. L. Korda, 2nd Ward ;
Dr. C. W. Rogers, 3rd Ward ;
Franklin Tillman and Daniel
Sadowski, 4th Ward , and David
F. Wynne, director-at-large.

Durand Physician's
Office Entered
DURAND , Wis. (Special) Approximately $50 in cash was
taken from the office of Dr.
Joe Springer just west of the
Chippewa River bridge here
sometime Monday night.
Entry was made by breaking
a glass in the back door and
releasing the lock. Apparently
nothing else was taken. The
break-in was discovered by an
office girl on her arrival at
work this morning. Officers are
investigating.
freshmen debaters were Barbara Ileike and Mary Jean Scholsser , affirmative , and Suzanne
Sperger and Marie Duesterbeck ,
negative.

Judge Approves
Default Divorces

Two default divorces were
granted Monday morning after
District Court hearings before
Judge Arnold Hatfield.
Mrs . Audrey Ford , 43, no address given, won findings for a
default divorce from Charles
E. Ford, 48, serving with the
armed forces in Germany. Mrs.
Ford testified that her husband
tried to persuade her to accompany him to Germany two days
after their marriage.
Although she refused to go,
Ford went to Germany and has
not been back since, Mrs. Ford
testified. Her sister, Mrs. Joan
Voigt, no address given , testified in corroboration of Mrs.
Ford's allegation of cruel and
inhuman treatment.
The Fords were married April 15, 1964, at Caledonia , Minn. ;
they have no children. Mrs.
Ford won the right to again use
her maiden name of "Scarboro. "
Attorney Dennis A . Challeen
represented Mrs. Ford .
Mrs. Phyllis J. Hoffman , 22,
Dresbach , Minn., won findings
for a default divorce from Ronald E. Hoffman , 25, also of
Dresbach , on grounds of cruel
and inhuman treatment.
Mrs. Hoffm an won custody of
the couple's four children. The
Hoffmans were married May 14,
1960, at Grand Meadow , Minn.
Mrs. Hoffman and her mother , Mrs . Ethel Dewey, Dresbach , testifed in support of the
cruel and inhuman treatment
allegation. Attorney Leo F.
Murphy Jr. represented Mrs.
Hoffman.

the car as it went out of control. His arms and legs are
paralyzed , a Rochester physician reported this morning. His
condition is critical.
He was unconscious when
moved from the scene by ambulance to Community Memorial Hospital , Winona , and transferred to Rochester.

THE YOUNG men were proceeding west. At the curve ju st
east of the bridge, the car hit
the guard rail on the right side;
crossed the driveway to the
Marvin Brand farm , which is
to the right ; sheared off the
corner of the guard rail on the
west side of the driveway; proceeded along the edge of the
shoulder outside the guard rail
for about 90 feet; dropped down
about 15 feet into the ditch ;
speeded over small trees and
brush for about 170 feet; traveled over a 5-foot slough with

"Now I wish to state that I
was brought before Mrs. Esther
Dobrunz of Dakota on July 3,
1065, not for traveling the wrong
way on U.S. Highway 61-14 but
for entering the old road to
Dakota from said highway. You
see my car was out of oil completely and was heating and I
was trying to get to an oil
station to get lubricating oil.
The islands had not been put
in yet as the road was not
completed at thhi time. Nothin g
to prevent you from turning left
and going down the old road.
"I did , and Ronnie Loftness,
553 E. Howard St., of the State
Highway Patrol was at the bottom of the roa d and arrested
me, The old road was a one
way, he said. He was very upset that I insisted on putting

oil in the car before going with
him to Mrs. Dobrunz . There
Mr. Loftness informed me I
once insulted him , in a restaurant, for whistling. I' ve no doubt
1 did if he whistled at me. I'm
allergic to whistling at my age.
I did refuse to plead guilty , and
I also refused to post bond. I
had $57.42 in my purse of which
$50 was rent money. They set
$14 bond , $5 court costs , approximately $20.
"This is also a correction. I
said I did not have enough
money over my rent , so Mrs .
Dobrunz said I'd have to RO
to jail. Seven days , she said.
I sold 'O . K. * but I'd like to
leave my car at a friend' s.
Both said I'd have, to leave it
on tho street. I pleaded I'd not
have a car when I came out.

IT M'AS several minutes before Hahn was found. The
Brands, watching television ,
heard a sound like the ripping
and rasping of a building being
razed. Mr. Brand and son, Ro-

bert , 18, heard someone call,
"Wayne, Wayne."
Mrs. Brand telephoned Russel Anderson , Rushford policeman. When he arrived he called the Rushford fire department, fearing that Hahn may
have landed in the water- It
was then 9:48 p.m.
Before the department arrived
Hahn was found lying among
the small trees over which tho
car had passed. He was about
295 feet from where the car hit
the first guard rail.
Over the entire path the car
traveled , parts were thrown—
a door here, a fender there and
the radiator stripped free and
lying near where it stopped.
The top was almost sheared
off.
The muffler lay by the first
guard rail.
Pfremmer's parents are Mr.
and Mrs. Mern Pfremmer .

Detailed Costs Asked
On 3 Tech School Sites

A detailed listing of comparative cost data on three sites
under consideration for placement of the new Winona Area
Vocational-Technical S c h o o l
was requested Monday night by
the Board of Education for presentation to the city Planning
Commission.
Board action is the aftermath
of a decision by the City Council earlier this month to defer
action on a school board recommendation that an area in the

East End in the vicinity of Sie- telman had reviewed for combrecht's greenhouse be design- mission members the backated as the new school site.
ground of board site deliberaTHE COUNCIL had asked tions.
that the Planning Commission
The commission had asked
take the matthat the board submit informater under con.
,
tion on the potential sites in^
sideration and
bCnOOl
cluding the Siebrecht area, an
submit a recomrnendaarea at Wincrest Addition and
D-~„ J
POdl O
tion to aldera tract near St. Mary 's
— referred to as the KnoppCollege
men prior to
;
farm.
Council action. Last week school
School directors began to
board President Lawrence San- compile this data Monday night
at a meeting with W. W. Ward,
a member of the architectural
firm of W. Smith Architectural
& Engineering Services, Winona , which has been retained by
the board to draft plans and
specifications for the new school
building.

That Little
Teacher Salary
Girl Is
Discussions Set
Eating Again
For Next Month
Terry Stolpa was smiling today and her appetite
was returning following the
reappearance of her pet
Chihuahua dog.
Terry, 10, is a cerebral
palsy victim. She is unable
to move or care for herself and must depend on
her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Donald Stolpa, for everything. They live at 451 E.
King St.
When Chiquita , her close
companion for five years,
slipped outside and disappeared Saturday, Terry
was brokenhearted. She
showed little interest in food
and the family searched the
neighborhood without result
for the missing dog.
A neighbor, seeing a news
story in Monday's Daily
News, reported seeing the
dog playing with some small
children. When told about
the dog's identity, the youngsters quickly returned Chiquita to Terry , who brightened up immediately, her
parents said.

White House
Sends Thanks to
Club at WSC
President Johnson has never
doubted that most college and
university students support the
U.S. policy in Viet Nam , according to a White House letter received at Winona State College.
The letter was written to
Ralph Carter , president of the
Young Democratic Farmer-Labor Club , in response to a club
resolution supporting the Viet
Nam policy.
The White House letter went
on to say that , although President Johnson feels a majority
of the students support the program , it is good to have this
confirmed by positive expressions of opinion .
In the resolution the Young
Democrats say "the South Vietnamese are fighting to free
themselves from the Viet Cong,
and the assistance of the United States, both militarily and
non-militarily, helps the South
Vietnamese attain this goal. "
Tho members "denunciate the
practices of the burning of draft
cards and other such illegal attempts to avoid the draft. "

Woman Explains Her Arrest

Mrs. Arelia K. Degnan , La
Crosse, wrote this account ol
her arrest last summer on a
charge of going the wrong way
on U.S. 61-14 after a story recounting the charge and her
subsequent stay in Winon a
County jail was published in
Thursday's Dall y News:
"I wish to correct the display
article that was written in the
Dec . 9 paper about me. When
it comes to law , you 're supposed
to 'Tell the truth, nothing but
the truth , so help me God.'
Nowadays I believe that is
nothing but routine. The court
cases are pretty much cut and
dried. 'Just take it , it's no use.'
"Tho Daily News must huve
had a hard time climbing out
of their debris filled closet to
get around to write this article.

about 1% feet of water in it; hit
a dike, bank along the river east
of the bridge , and then wheeled
around. It stopped on its wheels
lacing east, the way it had
come.
Pfremmer , according to the
Highway Patrol , also apparently was thrown out. A La Crescent coach found him walking
toward Peterson about threequarters of a mile west of the
accident. An unidentified woman
took him to Community Clinic ,
Rushford , where he was treated
for lacerations of the face , the
right side , of the forehead and
the right arm . He also was
bruised.

They said they couldn 't help
that.
"They called in the constable
of Dakota and lie put it in a
garage. Then Mr. Loftness told
me to get in his car and told
tho constable of Dakota to tfet
in the seat in buck of me. He
was armed. I said , 'I'll not kill
you or frame you. I come from
pioneer stock.'
"No I did not ent , I just
couldn 't . 1 made up my mind,'
to treat it as a retreat. Reviewed my past life and getting
to know my God better. I exercised and a dear lady came
nnd said a few kind words
every day and 1 came out
healthier anrl at peace with my
God which is all that mutters .
I had to pay $5 to get my car
and $1(1 to have it fixed. "

School board discussion with
the public schools teaching staff
on a salary schedule and other
contractual matters for the
1966-ff7 school year have been
scheduled tentatively to begin
early next month.
At Monday night' s meeting
of the Board
of Education , ¦ -»' .
•
S u p e r- SCnOOl
intendent of
Schools A. L. D-..». J
Nelson said [ BOarO.
that representatives of the two teachers organizations — the Winona Education Association and the Winona Federation of Teachers
— had expressed an interest in
beginning consideration of contract matters as soon as possible, perhaps this month .

WITH THE Christmas hall
days approaching board members felt that it might be difficult to schedule such a meeting this month but suggested
that perhaps the teachers might
be advised that a meeting with
their representatives could be
arranged early in January .
The procedure will probably
be much the same as that followed last year when a joint
committee of teachers met with
the board as a whole at several
discussion sessions.
Directors Monday also approved a resolution concerned
with contractual matters involved in school construction
for which federal funds are
solicited. An immediate case
here would be the Winona Area
Vocation-Technical School which
will be financed in part by federa l aids.
THE RESOLUTION , whicli
must be adopted to qualif y a
project for federal aid , spells
out
numerous qualifications
which must be met by contractors on such jobs. These include compliance with established wage rates , adherence to
provisions of the Fair Emp loyment Practices Act which prohibits discrimination for reason of race, creed , color or sex
and other matters.
Board Clerk and Business
Manager Paul W. Sanders was
authorized to attend a nine-day
workshop scheduled by the University of Minnesota graduate
school for school business managers in January and Fehruary .

WARD submitted a list of
cost estimates on site preparations in each of the areas under
consideration,
• The area immediately west
of Siebrecht's — bounded by
old and new Highway €1 —
would have more than 40 acre*
available for school construction. It was estimated that cost
of site preparation here would
come to around $60,000. This
would cover the cost of topographical work, involving an
estimated 7,(XH> cubic yards of
fill to bring the construction
site to desired grade level , costing $5,000; $15,000 for sewer and
water extensions ( the exact
cost would depend on the location within the tract of the
school) and compaction required in sub-soil preparation , costing $40,000.
• The Knopp farm site cost
—all of these are exclusive of
actual acqu isition costs — was
estimated at $118,000, including
$67,700 for excavation , backfilling and compaction , and $50,000
for water and sewer extension.
• At Wincrest the cost was
estimated at $38,000, covering
$2,000 required for leveling of
the construction site and $36,000
for sewer and water extensions.
STILL undertermined are the
land acquisition costs. The property adjacent to Siebrecht's and
owned by Winona Management
Co. and Arthur Noeske has been
the board 's first choice as a
site and an option is held on
an 18.5-acre strip owned by Winon a Management which can bo
purchased at $987 an acre. No
formal negotiations have been
made with Noeske as to the
price for his acreage adjacent
to and west of the Winona Management strip.
Dr. C. W. Rogers said that
he thought that the presentation to the commission should
contain some specific data on
acquisition costs. The board is
retaining John Steffen , a Winona real estate appraiser, to
make an appraisal of the entire tract under consideration
and Dr. Rogers said that he
thought the appraisal should be
obtained , toget her with an architects' recommendation on specific placement of the school on
the site, for consideration by the

commission.

UI RECTOR-at-Large David F.
Wynne asked whether the board
should advise the commission
of various other factors which
figured in board considerations
of the various sites and directors agreed this should be done.
The architect was asked to prepare a statement of cost estimates on various sites as far as
preparation and utility extensions are concerned , the npraiser will be asked to submit
his appraisal as soon aw possible and hopes were held that
perhaps a presentation might
be drafted next week for subMINN EAPOLIS (AP ) - The mission to "the commission.
Weather Bureau issued a heavy
snow warning for central and
northeastern Minnesota , with six
inches or morn expected to cover the ground by Wednesday
morning.
Regular Meeting
The storm will be accompaTHURS., DEC. 16
nied by northeast winds of 15 to
B:O0 P.M.
(lie
forerast said.
25 m.p.h.,
Temperatures will remain moderate , In the 20s in thu west and
2,r> to :i(l above in tin ; eastern
section of tin ; stale.

Heavy Snow
Warning for
Parts of State

WINONA
ACTIVITY GROUP

Bub's
Hospitality Room

Common Market
For Americas
Is Recommended

By Jimmie Hatlo

They'll Do It Every Time

Hudson Bay Honken
This picture on Darby Reed's
Christmas cards, which arrived
today, tells of a successful
goose hunt he enoyed along
Hudson Bay in Canada. His.
party of five shot 38 big honkers one morning. He spent 30
days in Canada late in the fall
hunting and fishing.
Darby , formerly of Wabasha, now in business at Bismarck, N.D., has developed
into an international big
game hunter and spends at
least six months a year fishing, hunting and guiding. He
is leaving shortly, he writes,
for Mexico to hunt exotic
game from India and Africa. He has built a trophy
room near his home to
house trophies gathered all
over the world.
Snow Needed for Hunting
A little snow spread over the
hills and valleys would be a
big boost for hunters throughout
this area. Fox hunters have
been pretty well handicapped
by the lack of snow. Even with
telescopic .sights it takes skill to
pick out a red fox against the
dark fall background. However,
its winter coat of fur makes it
stand out against the snow.

St diappsitwL£OAL Tliyht

IPedestrian at
Gallant Betty Bacall Duluth Killed

Battles for Her Show

By EARL WILSON
NEW YORK — Lauren Bacall's a gallant lady.
Betty's had a lot of battling to do in her life fox principles
she believed in or people she loved, and she 's in another one
now with her new show, "Cactus Flower," which she wants to
¦ee become a long-running hit
She's hoping the common folk will like her show .
Betty was knifing her thin hips between the tables at Sardi's
the other morning . . . taking the kisses and applause from the
Broadway pros tor ner roie as
dentist's nurse in "Cactus Flow- critic . . . 1 felt the Bacall-Barer" . . . when I, hoping to be ry Nelson comedy is a great
provocative, said, "If this is a crowd-pleaser. Some Broadway
hit, are you going to become stage pillars were indignant
overbearing?"
when the reviews weren't bois"Was I over?" she said. "Was terous raves.
I 20 years ago when I had a
"THEY CAN'T do that to this
right to be?
show!" one famous woman said.
"You were the first one to Producer
David
Merrick
call me "Baby; " She said. heard of this remark .
"Don't louse is up."
"Famous Last Words in SarShe was remembering a night di's at 2 a.m.," Merrick laughIn the 1940* in the 21 Club when ed. '"They can't do that us
Humphrey Bogart, leaning us.' " After a one-second beat.
across a drink, holding her Merrick said, "They can do it."
hand, said to me, "When I get a TODAY'S BEST LAUGH : A
divorce, I'm going to marry fellow announced his wife 's at
•Baby. "
the awkward age — no longer
remembers how old she really
THEV HAD given me a held- is.
va scoop.
WISH I'D SAID THAT: A conTime passes. Now it appears ference is a meeting held to dethat Lauren Bacall and her cide when the next meeting will
husband Jason Robards, of take place.—Quote.
"The Devils" are Broadway 's REMEMBERED QU O T E :
new "Lunt & Fontanne" and "Every man prays in his own
must do a show together. "We language, and there is no lanjust haven't found a script," guage God does not underBetty said.
stand."-Duke Ellington.
"Anyway, I'm going to be There's just one thing ( exbusy a long time in this ,
plains Bob Orben) keeping more
Just as a lowly member of people frorn going unto the stock
the audience . . . not as a market — the supermarket . . .
That's earl, brother .

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
A pedestrian fatally injured at
Duluth and a man driving a car
that collided with a big truck
in western Minnesota are the
state's latest traffic victims.
Eric Carlson, 65, Duluth, died
at a hospital Monday from injuries suffered last Thursday
when hit by a car on a Duluth
street. Police said the driver,
Andrew Dunleavy, 24, Duluth,
turned himself in to authorities
the day following the accident.
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Woman Awarded
$125,000 for
Permanent public access to Plane Injuries
40 trout streams in St. Louis

Easements to streams are
granted under provisions of
a little publicized law enacted by the 1961 Legislature.
The act has made it possible for the conservation department to acquire permanent easements to hundreds
of miles of fishing streams.
The easements do not prevent the sale by the counties of the tax forfeited
lands involved, but if the
land is sold the easements
remain in effect. The St
Louis County easement,
granted on Nov. 5, assures
free access to 75 miles of
stream for all time.

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) -^.Miss
Elizabeth Rose , St. Paul , won a
$125,000 out-of-court settlement
for a plane crash injury which
caused her to lose her left leg.
The agreement was announced Monday as the case was
about to begin in Hennepin
County District Court against
several defendants. Miss Rose
had sought $300,000.

She was a passenger in a
plane piloted by Dean C. Johnson of Mora when the aircraft
attempted a crash landing near
Wyoming Minn, in October 1962.
Johnson was not a defendant
party to the settlement, however, said Miss Rose' attorney,
William Kelly.
Others named defendants were
Maxwell Aircraft Service Co.,
Crystal; Van Dusen Aircraft
Supplies Inc., Bloomington; Dakota Aviat'on Co., Huron, S.D..
and two mechanics. Counsel for Miss Rose claimed faulty
installation of an oil drain
Ted Shields, state game and valve.
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Published dally txctpt Saturday and Holidays by Republican and Harald PubllihIns Company, Ml Franklin St., Winona,
Minn.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Single Copy — 10c Dally, 15c Sunday
Delivered by Carrier—Par Wt«k 30 canti
U weeka 112.75
52 weeks 125.50
By mail strictly In advance; paper atop*
pad on expiration date.

MSPYM &
RESTAURANT
and
PANCAKE HOUSE
Junction Highway* 14
and 61, Winona, Minn.

In Fillmore, Houston, Olmjtejd, Winona,
Wabasha, Buffalo, Jackson, Pepin and
Trempealeau counties and armed torcei
penonnel In the continental United States,
or overseas with APO or FPO) addresses;
l year
.. .. $12.00 3 month* .
M.50
a months
tt JO 1 month
SIM
All other subscriptions:
1 month .. . Jl .M 3 month* .... St JJ
6 months .. 48.00 1 year
115.00
Sand change of address, notices, undelivered copies, subscription orders arid other
mall Items to Winona Dally Newt, P.0
Box 70, Winona, Minn.. 55987.

FRIDAY EVENING,
DECEMBER 17
Special

S p.m. to 9 p.m.
ALL THE OLD WEST
BUTTERMILK PANCAKES
YOU CAN EAT

Second class postage paid >t Winona,
Minn .

50c
•Wv

par furwn

. . . a good place for
a snack or lunch whan
when you're
¦ __
downtown
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Let Schenley Reserve reflect your gift for giving "the best
Q ^^H
of spirits." Schenley—the season's most tasteful gift—comes H IHH
to you in the magnificent Starlight Decanter.Together, they ^MJE |^B
are the bri ghtest note of good cheer for the holiday season. UHJEiiH
Starlight Decanter or regular fifth beautifully gift wrapped with «mr compliments.
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CHICKEN!
BUFFET 1

fl! Primed for great eating . . . our Famous Wednesday
"I Night Chicken Buffet. And, you'll always find some
|
1 thing new on our buffet. Still all you can eat for
1
DH $1.75 . . . to what are you waiting for?
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The disturbance broke out Sunday at the Vogue Theater near
Lake Street and Nicollet Avenue
during a triple serving of horror
movies which attracted some 300
youths. When the melee spilled
into the streets, 30 policemen
sped to tlie scene but couldn't
quell the crowd before some
nearby store windows and car
headlights were smashed.
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Access to Trout Streams
Conservationists of Southeastern Minnesota, especially in the hardwood forest
area, should look into the
law and arrangements outlined in the following publicity release of the Minnesota Conservation Department:

fish director, expressed appreciation for the public easements
which he said "will insure the
continued enjoyment by the
public of the fishing opportunities of the streams despite possible changes in land ownership
and land use. "

CHICAGO (AP) - A proposal
that the western hemisphere
form its own "common market" to foster trade expansion
and economic development was
advanced at Monday 's opening
session of the American Farm
Bureau Federation convention,
Leaders of a resolutions committee planned to place such a
proposal before voting delegates
later in the convention .which
ends Thursday
The proposal which would
start with the United States and
Canada and would call for elimination of all trade restrictions
between the two countries,
would become, in many respects
a counterpart of the European
Common Market. That was organized several years ago to
promote economic and political
unity and advancement in Western Europe. Members are
France, West Germany, Italy,
Belgium, The Netherlands and
Luxembourg.
A factor back of the promotion of economic unity in this

In time, the western grouping
might be enlarged to include
Mexico as well as Central and
South American countries.
Meanwhile, bureau President
Charles B Shuman, an Illinois
farmer, called for developing
agriculture at home and abroad
attuned, he said to "competitive
capitalism "
In a talk at the opening session, Shuman said American
farmers, contrary to claims of
some, are unified in their desire
to get rid of government farm
controls.
Touching on the task of helping meet the problem of hunger
abroad, the farm leader said
starvation can be averted only
if government managed farm
economies are cast aside.
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MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — A
youth who took part in a. fist
fight at a theater that sparked
a melee outside the place has
been ordered to serve six months
probation.
Municipal Court Judge Donald
Burris put Ira W . Russell, 18,
on probation. If the youth keeps
a clean record for the period,
he will have his record wiped
clean.
A 14-year old girl who was
taken into custody for allegedly hitting a policeman with a
AN OUTSTANOIMO RICYCIE VAIUEI metal cigarette case has been
referred t.i juvenil* authorities.
Schwinn quality all th* way.
Four coat baked en enamel finhK. Schwinn tu bular rimi.
Sthv*inn canlil.ver from*. Full
length chainguard.

month later. This also provides
good sport when the snow is
not too deep along the edge of
most groves. The only trees
providing leaf cover for these
bushytails are oaks with their
late hanging leaves.

County has been guaranteed under easements recently conveyed by the county board to the
conservation department. The
easements include the bed of
the streams and strips of land
50 feet wide on each side. A
total of 283 parcels of tax forfeited lands are involved.

Both states have a jackrabbit
season that runs the same dates
but today there are a few jack
hunters and likewise few jackrabbits. A fox hunter, occasionally, will get one up and bag it
but the old-time jackrabbit
Adolph G. Wvaskee , 67, Daw- hunter wilh his rifle is seldom
son, was killed Monday when seen in this area nowadays.
bis car and a semi-trailer truck
There was a time, a few
crashed five miles west of Mon- years back, when jacks
tevideo, at the intersections of could be found in most
plowed-fields and it used to
U.S. 212 and Minnesota 58.
Sheriff's officers identified the be fun chasing them down
(ruck driver as Charles R. Ma- back roads at night ahead
len, 30, Billings, Mont. Malen , of a car. They would bound
who was taken to a Montevideo down the center of the road
hospital with cuts and bruises, at unbelievable speed and
was driving the load of lumber seldom get run over. When
the car got too close, the
for Cully Trucking Co. of Mar- rabbit
would venture a wild
shall, Minn.
leap into the darkness.
The state's traffic toll for the
yaar rose to 792, or eight be- Minnesota's squirrel season
hind the pace one year ago.
closes Dec. 31 and Wisconsin a

JSUUIIXIUU. Youth Put on
THI WOULDFAMOUS QUALITY IIKII Probation for
Theater Melee

$39.95

Cottontail hunting never
really starts before there is
tracking snow. Most hunters
await the early fall of snow
before venturing forth after bunnies. The cottontail
season has been open all
fall , or since Oct. 2 in Minnesota, and runs to March
1. In Wisconsin the season
runs through Jan. 31.

part, of the world has been the
failure of tne European group,
largely at the behest of France,
to engage in serious negotiations
with this country on lowering
trade barriers.
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IRVING IN THE ARMED FORCES

cialist, He is the son of Earl
Heller, Minneapolis, and Mrs.
Betty Heller, Owatonna , and a
June graduate of Owatonna
High School.

Ship s CO Writes Parents

The commanding officer of a
ship aboard which a Winonan
is serving off the coast of Viet
Nam has sent the serviceman 's
parents a personal letter of
greetings at the Christmas season.
The letter was received by
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Dubois,
216% E. 3rd St., whose son,
LAURENCE DUBOIS, is aboard

the USS Ashtabula , a tanker on
patrol in waters near Viet Nam ,
In the letter, Capt. Ralph E.
Graham, the Asljtabula's commanding officer, says: "Being
separated from home and loved ones on Christmas is a bitter disappointment . Your son,
like thousands of other service1
men, is by his dedication and
perserverance making a signif-

icant contribution to our country's effort of halting Communist aggression in Viet Nam.
Laurence is doing a fine job on
the Ashtabula and his efforts
are certainly worthy of praise.
"Christmas on the Ashtabula
will not be what many of us
would wish for but we do share
in the hope that we -will be able
to spend many, many Christ-
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mases in the coming years with
bur families and loved ones in
our homes. This thought alone
is enough to make us realize
that the work we ar« doing is
not only worthwhile but a vital
necessity.
"I wish you a Merry Christmas and sincerely hope that
the knowledge and understanding of why Laurence is here
and not at home will not only
make Christmas a little brighter but make each day until his
return home more bearable."
DuBois' address is: RDSN
Laurence DuBois, USS Ashtabula, AO-51, Operations Divsion,
FPO San Francisco, Calif.
96601.
'" ¦
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DAVID DAVIES. son ot Mrs.
Helen Davies, 550 E. Howard
St., has been graduated from
Navy officer training school at
Newport, R.I., and is now taking advanced officer training In
Georgia.
His address is: Ensign David
A. Davies, U.S. Navy Supply
Corps School, U. Company,
Room 216 Miller Hall, Athens,
Ga. 30601.

. •
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CANADIAN WHTSKy.A BLEND. 80 PROOF. IMPORTED BY McMASTER IMPORT CO., DETROrT, MICH.

AIRMAN JAMES A. HELLER, grandson of Mrs. Rose
Rihs, 303%. E. Sanborn St., has
been selected for training at
Sheppard AFB, Tex:., as an Air
Force aircraft maintenance spe-

Man, oh man, what
awhale ofagift I
for Christmas!
\
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AIRMAN MICHAEL PARMA.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Anthony
Parma , R e d
Top. Motel, has
been assigned
to George AFB,
Calif., a f t e r
completing basic training. A
: 1964 graduate
of Winona Senior High School,
he will be trained as a transportation speParma
cialist with the
Tactical Air Coommand.

PVT. KENNETH G. RATAJCZYK, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Lambert J. Ratajczyk, 1102 W.
Broadway, has completed advanced training as a cannoneer
at the Army Artillery and Missile Center, Ft. Sill , Okla.
A 1962 graduate of \Vinona
Senior High School, he" attended Winona State CoUege, entered the Army last July and received basic training at Ft.
Leonard Wood, Mo.
PVT. RICHARD J. THILL,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
Thill, 1751 W. Wabasha St., has
completed a six-week powerman course at the -Army Engineer School, Ft. Belvoir , Va.
He's a 1962 graduate of Cotter High School who was employed at Diamond Huller Co.
here before entering the Army
July. He received basic training at Ft. Leonard Wood.

WM

PFC. RONALD E. RONNENBERG. son of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Ronnenberg, 168 E. King
St., is serving with the Army in
Korea. His address is: HHD
122nd Sig. Bn., APO San Francisco, Calif. 96224.

MARINE CPL. JOSEPH M.
KOSCIANSKI . son of Mr . and
Mrs. Erwin Koscianski, 921 E.
Wabasha St., is serving with
the 1st Battalion, 11th Marine
Regiment, the artillery arm of
the 1st Marine Division at
Camp Hansen , Okinawa.
The 105 millimeter howitzer
battery provides direct artillery
support to units of the Marine
division in amphibious assaults
and
subsequent operations
ashore. The primary mission of
the artillery regiment is to provide artillery fire support to
frontline units.
HOMER , Minn. — Sp. 4 Carryle L. Olson, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Hector C. Olson, has been
graduated from the 7th Army
Noncommissioned Officer Academy at Bad Tolz , Germany.
He's a lineman in Co. B, 93rd
Sig. Bn. near Darmstadt, Germany. Olson attended Winona
Senior High School, was employed by Fiberite Corp., Winona,
before entering the Army in
February 1964 and -was last
assigned at Ft. Gordon, Ga.

•

A number of Winona area
men enlisted in November at
the Army recruiting station in
La Crosse. Among them were:
Robert J. Humfeld, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Donald G. Humfeld,
LA CRESCENT, Rt. 1, Minn.;
Jeffry L. Beatty, son of Mrs.
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TOUNTAIN CITY, Wis. (Special) — Gary E. R. Ziegler, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Ziegler.
rural Fourtain City , has been
promoted to specialist fourth
class. His address is: 64th Ord.
Co., APO New York , N.Y.
09 189.

•

OSSEO. Wls.-Airman James
R. Back , son of Mrs. Myra
Back , has been
selected f o r
t r a i n i n g at
Keesler AFB,
Miss., as an
Aar F o r c e
c o m m u n ications - electronics special- 1
l i s t . A 1962
g r a d u a t e of
W h i t eh al 1
(Wis.) H i g h
School, he is a
Back
graduate of DeVry Technical
College, Chicago. Back recently completed basic training at
Lackland AFB. Tex.
BLAIR, Wis (Special ) - Spt.
4 Clifton J. Thom pson , son of
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Thompson ,
rural Blair , haj been transferred from Ft. Hood . Tex., to the
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md.,
where he's an instructor. He recently spent an eight-day leave
with his parents. His address
is: HHC, lsc Bn., USAOCIS,
Box 230, Aberdeen Proving
Ground, Md. 21005.
Capt. Merlin T. Thompson ,
another son of the Thompsons
stationed at Amarillo, Tex., and
his family recently spent a
week at trie Thompson home.
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RESTORES NATURAL MOISTURE
An Aprilaire Humidifier helps solve the problem
of drying woodwork, carpeting, drapes, and aJl other
furnishings. Hemember too , an Aprilaire serves as a
high efficiency air cleaner during summer months.
Jt' s two quality appliances in one—for year 'round
better living".
Nature puts invigorating moisture into ihe air.
Artificial heating dries it out. Because this moisture
is essentialfor so many reasons, it roust be replaced.
Here's how: With an Aprilaire Humidifier. Here's
why: It adds moisture just as Nature does—as a
vapor. No mists, no droplets, no 'white dust. Controlled by an accurate humidistat. Big capacity. No
liming or maintenance problems. Choose your new
humidifier wisely—choose the best—Aprilaire. ".

i Call Now For Free Home Humidity Test

t

t>ut one thi ng he
didn't know was how
ej ulot the '66 Ford It.

NORTHERN STATES
POWER COMPANY

79 East Third Street
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... then he drove the Ford.
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KELLOGG, Minn. (Special)—
Pvt. John Freese, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Edwin Freese, recently was inducted into the Army
for two years service and is stationed at Ft. Leonard Wood,
Mo., for eight weeks of basic
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AMAZINGLY

Winter-time

"1966 Ford quieter than my Jaguar?
Not jolly likely!" said Rob Walker
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| with a new kind of
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Corbine Hovre, BLAFR, Wis.,
and Dennis A. Bauteh , son of
Mr. and Mrs. A. Frank Bauteh, training. Prior to entering serv- j 4lh Bn., 3rd BCT, EDE , Ft.
Independence Rt. 1, Wis.
ice he attended Humboldt Insti- ] Leonard Wood , Mo. 65473.
tute, Minneapolis, and was em- j
•
•
KARL GRABNER JR., son of ployed at Illinois Central St a- j INDEPENDENCE.
Wig. (SpeMr. and Mrs. Karl P. Grabner, tion, Chicago His address : Co. ' cial)
Independence
serv—
Two
226 Pelzer St., is serving with A . 4th Bn.. 3rd BCT, USATC, j
icemen
have
new
overseas
adthe Army in Viet Nam. His ad- Ft. Leonard Wood, Mo. 65473. j
dress is: S.A. Karl Grabner Jr., Also taking training at Ft. dresses. They are :
USA Central Registry Dettach- Leonard Wood Is Pvt. Gerald P. I Pfc . Jacob G Roskos, C Btry.,
ment, APO San Francisco, Giem, son of Mr, and Mrs. Leo t «th MSL, Bn. 62 Arty. APO New
Calil. 96243.
Giem, who was inducted Nr*v. j York , N.Y. 09108.
16. Before entering the service j A.3.C. Robert H. Roskos,
*
SPRING GROVE, Minn. (Spe- he was a cabinef maker in Min- j CMRl , Box 1463. APO Seattle,
cial) — Threw Spring Grove neapolis. His address: Co. A , ; Wash. 98737.
servicemen have new addresses.
They are :
Keith Myhre, Co. B, 2nd Bn.,
30th Inf., APO New York, N.Y,
09035.
. Robert A. Krogh, 557th Train,
Co. (Hy Trk). Ft Carson,
Colo
Dennis Williams , son of Mr.
anaj Mrs. Roger Williams , is
spending a 30-day leave here.
He has served with the Navy in
the Viet Nam area and after
completing his leave will be assigned to school at San Diego,
Calif.
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rord' a Oulat Man. who racantly d amonilratad tha 1966 Ford lo ewnar* of »om« of fh« world' s moat axrMMv
alva c»ri, twra dlacuasa* tha '66 Ford LTD w»th Rob WalWa r at Mi family' a estate In Wiltshire, England.
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"Astonishing... I believe this Ford of yours really is quieter !
,, famed British automotive sportsman.
I.W
exclaimed
Rob Walker
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excellence.
Ford's quiet ride la the result of bullt-ln quality and overall engineering
¦
Tape
New
Stereo
Ford are:
Other examples of this engineering magic from
¦
on
wagon
sDoorgato
Magic
New
Player option with easy-loading cartridges.
¦
Silent-Flo
swings out like a door for people and down like a tailgate tor cargo.
Ventilation, standard on Ford 4-door hardtops .gives open-window freshness
with all windows closed. « Quiet-test a "66 Ford,at your Ford Dealer s.

TEST-DWVE AMERICA *

TOTAL PERFOflMANCE CAR3
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IN WINONA SEE OWL MOTO R COMPANY
IN OTHER AREAS SEE YOUR LOCAL FORD DEALER
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1939 Dollar Now
Worth 44 Cents

TODAY IN NATIONAL AFFAIRS

Output Fails to
Match Wages

A SMALL NEWS it«m latt waak may
be the most significant one for tha
American econom y and c onsum e rs, business, and government.

By DAVID LAWRENCK

The consumer index increased two-tenths
of one percent from September, the Hepfcrtment of Labor report ed. But in more
meaningful language , il means that consumers had to pay $11.04 for goods and se rvices in October which cost an even $10
during the base period , 1957 lo 1959.

And ir more* blunt language , il means
that the American dollar which was worth
1O0 cents at the corner grocery in 1939 is
now worth about 44 cents .
IT POINTS OUT th* greater.! threat to

a healthy U.S. economy : Creeping inflati on
which may escalate along with higher government deficits to finance the rising costs
of the Great Society programs and Viet Na m
military operations .

r»KOI)lJCTIVlTY Itself takes Into account increased output per man-hour. This is often
not the result of human effort alone but the
consequences of new machinery and equipment.
The employer who furnishes the capital for
such improvements is nevertheless expected to
limit his price increases, and any gains in efficiency now are regarded as .something to be
added to the wage demands, although costs go
up just the same.
The "guideline " figure usually used to measure gain in productivity is 3.2 percent. But
this year . It has fallen to 2.5 percent. Sidney
Fish , writing in the New York Journal of Commerce, says :
''Shortages of labor and components which
manufacturers are now encountering make it
almost inevitable that the gain in productivity
next year will also fall well below the guideline level .
"DATA OF T H E Bureau ' nf Lab or Statistics
confirm the disappointingl y low gain in productivity this year. The below-average productivity gain , together with wage and benefit increases running to 4 and .5 percent annually
under recent settlements , spell out the dimensions of the current profit-squeeze In some industries. "
Vet President Johnson has ignored the failure of labor to make the requisite gains in productivity and is practically blocking major industries from raising prices. In the long run,
the larger companies will be able to absorb
these higher costs much more rapidly than
the marginal companies, which will be hurt.
This, in turn , is bound to increase unemployment.
The AFL-CIO wants to raise the "guidelines " for productivity so as to make possible
wage and benefit gains of at least 14 or 15
cents an hour in 1966. The administration will
have to decide whether it will sanction an in
crease in the "guidelines " merely as a means
of curry ing favor politically with the labor unions.

Inflation — creeping or escalating — has
been recognized as the one black cloud
hovering over the American economy. It is a
complex subject for even economists to
a gree on, let alone control .
But it is clear now the consumer suffers
a s the purchasing power of his savings diminishes month by month. The value of life
insurance policies and pensions and investments shrink to but a portion of their intended worth. The squeeze.is tremendous on
older persons with fixed income but similarly en younger persons attempting to
save small amounts for their children 's education or their own retirement .
THE GROWING welfare costs of the
Great Society coupled with the Vict Nam
build-up means greater government borrowing, and already the Interest rate on the
federal debt approximates $1 billion a
month.
Sound monetary and fiscal policies are
mandatory If the threat of inflation is to
be checked, and this means the President's
spending program. The White House expects the next budget lo climb to $105 billion, technically breaking the $100 billion
level for the first time. More accurate of
the spending picture, however, is the estimate that the 89th Congress appropriated
$119 billion during the 1965 session.
Now here is the tragic paradox: The
booming economy is producing record high
tax collections for the Treasury, but the
government still doesn 't come close to balancing the budget, The Budget Bureau estimated that the deficit for the current fiscal
year will be between $7 billion and $8 billion. If the federal debt , now about $318
billion, continues at that rate , can the
25-cent dollar be far behind?

IF THIS HAPPENS, it will mean that the
confidence of businessmen in the impartiality
of the administration will be further impaired.

THE JOHNSON administration which has
asked for voluntary restraint on wages and
prices from the business world , must exercise the same restraint in its own spending.

IN YEARS GONE BY
Ten Years Ago . . . 1955

The Penalty That
Goes With Growth

Apointment of a new office manager for the
Royal Finance Co. was announced by John E.
Sullivan , St. Louis, district manager . Richard
Meyers , formerly of Ihe Minneapolis office , has
been transferred here.
John C. Fair was elected high priest of
Winona Chapter . 5, Royal Arch Masons.

(La Crotse Tribune)

Twenty-Five Years Ago . . . 1940

IT STRIKES US at a mark of maturity
and calm judgment that La Crescent vot ers
last week approved a $450,000 bond issue
to complete and enlarge a high ' school
building opened only this fall.

"Rushford , Minn. — A cily completely surrounded by a village which contains another
village " — such wa.s tlie comment which , accompanied by a view of Rushford 's main street
in Ripley 's, "Believe It Or Not " column,
Oficers of Winona Lodge No. 18 AF & AM
will be installed at convocation at the Masonic
Temple . Taking office among ot hers will be
C. R . Thaldorf , elected worshipful master succeeding C. K. Williams.

The margin of "yes " voles for the bond
Issue was not large , but it was decisive.
Tinder the circumstances, the vote very
¦well could have gone the other way.
For yea rs, when La Crescent wa.s smaller, its high school students came lo La
Crosse. When our Board of Kducatlon and
Common Council served notice that this
arrangement would end , La Crescent parents had to face the heavy capital outlay
lhat a modern high school entails.

Fifty Years Ago . . . 1915

Charles Hrosik was elected president and
Percy lloy t , vice president , of the Winona Machinists union.
The first sleighing of the season has arrived
and many people, especially delivery drivers,
are making use of it .

THIS CAME on th* heelt of other growing pains that included a sewage treatment
.system, expanded water supply, and major street improvements. By this time ,
many newcomers to La Crescent (who
helped cause the city 's growth problems in
.search of lower-cost housing and lov er
taxes) were finding that tins advantage
w asn 't permanent.

Seventy-Five Yea rs Ago . . . 1890
Thomas Wilson has been honored with and
has accepted the invitation to be present and
respond to a sentiment at the Reform Club
dinner at Madison Square Garden , New York ,
in celebration i>f the results of the late elect ion.
Articles of declaration of the organi'/.utinn of
the Pickwick Cemetery Co. were filed with the
register of deeds.

One Hundred Years Ago . . . 1865
The Minnesota StaRe Co. is now running
from eight to 12 coaches each way dally from
here (o La Crosse, to meet the requirements of
passengers, mail and express traffic.

WINONA DAILY NEWS

WE SAY ALL »hi«, not to gloat over tho
bond and tax; troubles of a neighboring
community, but merely to point out that
t hese days there is literall y no place to
hide when it comes to taxes and government costs.
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feuds t hat liven its atmosphere.
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But like many oilier comininiille .s larger and smaller , La Crescent residents find
costs and cily problems coini ng to a head
a hit faster than they expected.
THESE ARE Ihe penalties of modern
standards , the present birth rate , and tho
community 's success in attracting new residents .

¦
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WASHINGTON CALLING

Viet Nam Test
Near for U.S.

By WILLIAM S. WHITE
WASHINGTON - A bleak winter 's test in coming for
this government'* determination to go on to the end against
Communist aggression in South Viet Nam unless a decent
peace can be found through genuine and honorable negotiations. The storm is gathering; all concerned might as
'
' '
well know it now.
, - ,..
no-w
united
world
is
Communist
Externally, tlie entire
in at least one objective. That world has opened a massive
propaganda push tc talk or
frignten us out of Viet Nam.
To Your Good Health Even the bitter rivalry between the Soviet Union and
Red China over global strategy — the Russians insist*
ing basically upon indirect
means to forward the Communist revolution and tha
Chinese insisting upon outright war to amy and all
limits — has been muted
temporarily in behalf of the
grand immediate objective
By JOSEPH O. MOLNER , M.D
of driving us from Viet Nam.
Today's remarks ara In
Externally, too, the neuresponse to a number of
tralist powers are joining
the siege of wills on the
Inquiries about /what to do
side of the Communist imfor a child who hag an atperialists. Our "Western altack of v6miting.
lies themselves "will soon be
My comments will tn
under yet heavier pressure
to urge upon Washington
large degree apply to adults ,
that wonderfully easy way
too, but severe vomiting,
out which so appeals to the
particularly when accomlittle but loud minority here
panied by diarrhea , can be
whose honest horror of w*r
quickly dangerous for an
leads It to forget the catastrophic folly of appeaseinfant or small child. The
ment.
loss of fluids and minerals,

WASHINGTON — For three years , labor unions have been demanding higher and higher
wages based upon a supposedly increased "productivity " of Ihe worker. But it Is becoming
apparent that the gains in productivity this
year have been falling below last year.
The administration frequently talks about
"guidelines " which should measure the extent
to which wages might be increased without
[lushing up prices to inflationary levels.
The facts that are coming out now indicate a cost squeeze of major proportions which
could hasten the much-talked-of recession. For,
despite the failure of union labor to achieve
the productivity it lias boasted about , demands are being formulated for next year to
increase wages just the same. In fact , the
AFL-CIO economists already arc demanding
that the productivity scale , which has been used
to measure wage increases, be raised. This
would mean that the "guidelines " of productivity would supposedly justify higher wage increases.

And in more significant terms, it means
that the U.S. cost of living climbed to an
al Mima high in October , nearly 2 percent
higher than the level of just one year ago .

The cost of the new high school ran a
hit above estimates , as they have a habit
of doing these days. And the enrollment
estimates were low , too; when the school
opened in September ~ .still not completely finished or equipped — the student body
numbers were 100 above the planned capacity.

'The Journey of a Thousand Miles Beg ins With One Step*
(Lao-Tsze)

What to
Do for
Vomiting

THE WASHINGTON MERRY-GO-ROUND

Freeman 's Fancy Footwork
Thwarts Spanish Heifer
By DREW PEARSON
WASHINGTON - Secretary of Agriculture Orville
Freeman has been in a lot
of dangerous positions, ranging from the battle of Iwo
Jitna where he almost lost
his life , to the battle of the
farm bill , where he finally
won out over plantationowner Sen . "Big Jim " Eastland of Mississippi,
But last month In Spain lie
was Invited to participate
ln a practice bull fight .
Secretary Freeman and
his wife were en route home
from attending the International Food Conference in
Rome and stopped off in
Madrid to inspect Spanish
agriculture. At a bull farm
outside the city they watched heifers being selected to
breed fighting bulls. The average heifer in the. United
States is not dangerous, but
in Spain heifprs are bred
with horns over two feet
long, and picked for breeding purposes for their fe rocity.
THE SECRETARY of agriculture
was
watching
Spanish matadors wave their
red capes at charging heifers when his host invited
him to get into the ring.
Mrs. Freeman demurred,
but Orville accepted the
challenge.
Taking a red cape from a
matador , he waited for the
first horned heifer . She
charged him like a thundering Freight train. And like
a freight train she was too
heavy to turn aside. The
secretary of
agriculture
waited until the last split
second , then adroitly stepped aside as if averting the
oratory of Sen. Ellender of
Louisiana. The animal tore
his cape.
Nobody knows what would
have happened if the secretary of agriculture hadn't
stepped aside at exactly the
right time . Perhaps certain
senators would have been
pleased. But anyway Orville was too quick for the
prospective mother of the
bulls of the Spanish bull
rings.PRESIDENT Johnson today sits down with the son
of a bugler in the old Indian
army, who looks more British than any Britisher , is
more absolute than General
Franco of Spain , who has
received over $5 billion of
American aid, and who
wants more, He Is President
Mohammad
Ayub
Khan of Pakistan , picked
by the Eisenhower administration to be the main military support of the Un ited

THE WIZARD OF ID

States in Asia but who has
become an indirect supporter of Red China.
When I was in West Africa
last fall , the Chinese were
swarming over Africa trying
to undercut the democratic
influence of the French and
British and take over that
vast , relatively empty, very
wealthy continent. Reason
the Chinese were able to
reach Africa was largely
because President Ayub
Khan had given them an air
base in Pakistan. Otherwise
they would have had to go
through Hong Kong and
Singapore , where they would
have been stopped by the
British, would not have been
able to reach Africa at all.
ALSO. INSTEAD of using
the tremendous supply of
U.S . tanks, artillery, and
machine guns which we
have poured into Pakistan
against our enemies in
Southeast Asia, President
Ayub Khan has used them
against our friend, India.
When Ayub Khan arrived
in Washington before, he
was given a beautiful candlelight dinner on the lawn
at Mount Vernon , home of
President George Washington , a man who gave up his
sword in a symbolic ceremony to show that civil authority in the United States
lay with civilians.

Ayub Khan has never given up the sword. When I
was lr his country, the manager of the Blue Star Pakistan Hotel in Karachi was
arrested for playing phonograph records too loud;
three bus drivers were arrested for draining oil on
the side of the street; while
the police searched a merchant's shop without a warrant on the suspicion he had
smuggled nylon cloth from
India. Generalissimo Franco of Spain would blanch at
the
strong-arm methods
used by Ayub Khan in Pakistan.
Lyndon Johnson and Ayub
Khan are not unknown to
each other . The two met
when Lyndon Johnson was
vice president and toured
the Middle East. The two
men also knew each other
when Ayub Khan made a
spit - and - polish appearance before a joint session
of Congress over which
Lyndon presided.
TODAY THE two men sit
down together in a much
cooler atmosphere. The
President of the United
States can be very charming
or very tough. The chances
today are that when Ayub
Khan asks for more American aid the President will
be tough.

JJUL $j uil&

"Oh , dear! Now 1 remember who 's coming today . . .
the piano tuner. "

plus fever if it is present,
can lead to acidosis, and
prompt steps must be taken to alleviate the condition.
In adults, vomiting can
result from various causesappendicitis, intestinal obstruction, kidney colic, pregnancy, gall bladder disease ,
viral infections <often called
"intestinal flu"). Naturally
such other symptoms as
may he present should be
noted, to indicate whether
the situation hwolves some
serious underlying cause, or
is a transient Intestinal upset. In children , viral infection , appendicitis or intestinal obstruction are causes.

BUT IT IS here that the
mightiest winds of all will
shortly be blowing; aid
these will be crosswinds
from the left and the right.
No informed man here
doubts that when Congress
reassembles in a few weeks,
two bitter, competing gales
can be expected.

FOR THE uncomplicated
cases of vomiting, one of
the simplest remedies, yet
often highly effective , is a
half teaspoon of table salt,
dissolved in three ounces of
water, or a bit Jess than
half a cup.
The dose is one tablespoonful of this solution
taken by mouth every 20 to
30 minutes. It can be surprisingly helpful.
Along with it , sipping carbonated drinks (ginger ale
is excellent) not only helps
to settle the stomach but
replaces fluid that has been
lost . The sugar (not present
in the one-calorie beverages ) also affordssome nutrition.
As the nausea subsides,
salty broths or soups supply
fluid , minerals that have
been lost, and nourishment.
Fluids also can be given in
the form of fruit juice, or
the sucking of ice chips.
Candy, if tolerated, will ,
like the fruit juice, provide
sugar to comb at acidosis.
(Acidosis in a child can
be recognized by listlessness and fruity odor of the
breath. )

EACH CAMPAIGN will
have great superficial appeal to those inclined, once
frustration sets in, to look
to either-or courses. How
wonderful, indeed, it would
be if we could extricate
ourseWes through some
grand but empty "conference" where, by incantations about "peace ," we
could convince oursel-ves
that aggression was not really aggression after all! How
wonderf ul, indeed, it would
be if we could solve all our
problems and discharge our
duty simply by bombing
farther and farther northward until we brought the
troops home unscratched ,
through some Chinese capitulation.

ONCE THE child can
start solid foods again ,
crackers, toast, soft egg,
apple sauce, custard, milk
and juices in small amounts,
but t aken frequently, restore
strength, nutrition and mineral and protein balance,
Most children, sometime
or other , experience an attack of vomiting. Usually
the foregoing suggestions
put an end to it.
But if the vomiting persists , don't wait too long,
particularly if you detect the
signs of acidosis. Extreme
loss of fluids and minerals
can rather quickly become
a serious matter .
There ore, to be sure ,
more sophisticated medicines and injections to cont rol vomiting. They aren't
usually found in a family
medicine chest , but your
doctor will ha^ve them available if you need them.
Note to L,E . with the itch
and the "yellow pillow": It
is obvious that you have
some sort of dermatitis, or
akin ailment. Tha quickest,
surest, and in the long run
cheapest solution will be to
go to a dermatologist (skin
specialist) Seeing him may
even mean the difference
between keeping or losing
your hair

By Parker and Hart

One will seek to force us
to give up through some
fraudu l e n t ''negotiation''
that would, in fact, mean
abandonment of our commitment to the people of
South Viet Nam. The other
will seek to force this government to expand the war
with reckless violence that
might involve us In a continental
showdown with
Communist China itself.

But neither dream, however attractive , is open to
rational men. The first
would throw away our national position in the world
and, in truth , bankrupt the
whole policy of deterrence
which alone has kept most
of the earth at peace.
THE SECOND approach
could take the globe into
nuclear holocaust.
AH that Is left open is
the hard, unpretty middle
way which has only common sense to recommend it.
This is the way of more of
the same — of steadfast application of such rising power as may be required to
free South Viet Nam of invading forces , but of such
power and no more.
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rehabilitation centers in Duluth, Man- New Commander DEAR ABBY:
Crippled Children kato,
Minneapolis, Montevideo,
St. Paul and Virginia; shelter- For 7th Fleet
employment in Austin, RoAppeal Planned edchester,
Mankato and St. Paul; PEARL HARBOR (AP)-Vice
More
About
equipment loans, and research Adm. John J . Hyland assumed
and education.
command of the U.S. 7th Fleet,
In Houston Co. scholarships
In 1964, 6,334 handicapped relieving Rear Adm. Joseph W.
hearing problems;

SPRING GROVE, Minn. Mrs. Owen Onsgard, Spring
Grove, will head the Houston
County Crippled Children's appeal for 1966.
Mrs. Onsgard, in directing the
appeal from Jan. 23 to Feb. 9,
will coordinate the efforts of volunteer workers who donate their
time and effort to help crippled
children and adults.
Contributions support services such as Camp Courage, the
state's only residential camp for
physically handicapped, blind
children and adults, and children with severe speech and

Minnesotans benefited from
these programs.
The appeal will not be conducted in those areas which
have included the appeal in a
United Fund campaign.
¦

Who Gets Check

Williams Jr. aboard the guided
missile cruiser Oklahoma City
in the South China Sea, the Navy
announced Monday.
¦
BLAIR FIREMEN OUT
BLAIR, Wis. (Special)-BlairPreston fire department made
a run at 12:50 a.m. Sunday to
check a blaze in a car belonging to Elmer Brown, Blair. The
tar was traveling away from
the Countryside Cafe when the
fire was discovered. Police had
it under control before firemen
arrived.

Pepin Honor Roll

PEPIN, Wis. (Special ) - Receiving straight As during the
first nine weeks at Pepin High
School were: Karen Olson, Nancy Bergstrom, Lyle Erickson,
JoAnn Moline and Donald Erickson, seniors; Barbara Engstrom, junior, and Carol Larson, freshman.

On Pepin Commission

By ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
DEAR ABBY : I am one of those "STUPID WAITRESSES" who can't read the minds of customers to determine
whether they want separate checks or not. Don't customers
realize that all our checks are numbered? And when they
tell as at the end of a meal that they wanted separate checks,
we have to void the original check and start all over again ?
THIS TAKES TIME!
If some customers weren't so stupid, they could divide
up the check themselves. ''ANOTHER STUPID WAITRESS"

DEAR ABBY : Put me down as another
"stupid waitress,", who not only can't read
minds, but who can't tell when people are
kidding. When cocktails are being ordered
before the meal, I have been told that the
party was going to be on "Old Joe." And
when I presented the check to "Old Joe,"
I was asked ii I couldn't take a joke. Then
I've had to unscramble the bill and give
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ABBY
"Where's your sense of humor? You know when I'm in the
party, the party's always on me!"
EGG ON MY FACE IN DENVER
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DEAR ABBY: You said, "Waitresses are not mindreaders." So, since the waitress is the one who makes up the
•» $Booooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo1
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check, she's the one who should ask how it should be done,
.T TI ^^^^^^^^^
andM
not after the fact.
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^Looooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooool After all, one man did not eat all the food, so why should
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tha waitress have the gall to assume that one man is going
to pay for it? And in some cases, the waitress even takes it
upon herself to decide which man should be the host.
BEEN STUCK EN TACOMA
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DEAR ABBY: At last you have proved to me forever
that
no man ghost-writes your column, although on the quesm
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tion of restaurant checks you could have used a man's adA
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T vice. No woman understands the problem as a man does.
No waiter is likely to make the mistake a waitress makes
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entire party unless he is told that he is.
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couple in a dinner situation, as well as situations involving
a group at lunch from an office or something similar. Only
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a waitress will do it the "easy" way and stick one man with
the hill.
E. F. F., DETROIT
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PEPIN, Wis. — Two memp.m. to- meet all the chilSanta at Trempealeau 7dren
bers of the village council have
of Trempealeau school disTREMPEALEAU, Wis . fSpe- trict and distribute treats. He's
been appointed to the harbor
commission for terms of three i cial) — Santa Clqus will be at being brought here by VFW
years each. They are Cleon j the VFW Hall here Monday at Post 1915.
Peters and Walter Hartman.
The new small boat harbor was
dredged last summer. At the
& »•»* . through S p.m.
DR. C R . KOLLOFSKI
last meeting of council, a liSaturday 9 to 12:30
cense was issued to Pepin HoDR. MAX L. DEBOLT
tel for public dances for one
year beginning Jan . l. The
• Optommtrlttm
deadline for the payment of the
P HONE 68S0 - 3«31
THIRD AND M AIN STS .
first installment of real estate
taxes was extended from the
last of January to Feb. 28.
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DEAR ABBY: Here is one waitress who is not as stupid
as she used to be. When I first started waiting on tables,
the girls told me if a lot of men came in together, to put
it all on one check and give it to the man who looked the
most successful. And if they all looked successful , to give
it to the oldest man. I have learned through experience
that this is a mistake. For some strange reason, the man
who looks most successful is usually the one who is least
able to treat the crowd. And age doesn't mean anything,
either.
QUIT GUESSING IN HOUSTON
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Even the manwho has everything
sometimes runs out of The Sure One.
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DEAR ABBY: Does anyone have any advice on how a
waitress is supposed to know to whom the check goes when
two men are dining together and both of them Insist on
taking it? I have had my glasses knocked off , my pocket
ripped and my arm nearly broken while trying to present
the check to the "wrong" person.

-^

DEAR ABBY: I am a waitress, but I am far from stupid.
When a group of people come in for lunch or dinner, whether
they are all men, all women, or mixed, I always make out
separate checks. If, after the meal, one person wants to pay
for them all, I let him fight it out with the others.
FALLEN ARCHES IN QUEENS

After

all, a bottle of SeagramV 7 Crown
^Se^^^HBIH£9B
can't
last forever. Especially among
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|^HHB ^»^^ people who appreciate the better drinks
this better whiskey makes.
BBBWBlf BB
JllSWBB^JiL^ A perfect gift. The Sure One.
HH l^Hn^H ^'* America's most popular whiskey.
m
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^^^^^ |And you'll find it everywhere. In decanter
carton at no extra cost.
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^Hmi^r^^pi^|l|^^^H All you need is a man who has everything.
and
beSure
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SAVE 20% on a SPECIAL
GROUP of GUITARS

Few Motorists
Get Licenses

IQHUI OlSTUQt COHPMY. NEW YMK CITY. BUKXI) WHISffY.16 PlCOf.tl% SUi KOTtilttlJlTeX

lik» These:

——— Pre-Christmas Special

Troubled? Write to ABBY, Box 69700, Los Angeles, Calif.
For a personal reply, enclose a stamped, self-addressed
envelope.
at the current rate, about one
million registrations will be out
by Jan. 1, of the total of 1.9
million applications expected for
ST. PAUL (AP) - Minnesota 1966.
motorists may be too busy with Jan. 10 is the filing deadline
other things like Christmasshop- without paying a penalty.
B
ping—which could explain why
only about one-fourth of them ETTRICK PATIENT
have sent in motor vehicle li- ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) George Berger, 86, was taken to
cense renewal forms.
Secretary of State Joseph L. a La Crosse hospital by ambuDonovan reported Monday that lance Sunday.

Choose From Famous Names

I WE TAKE YOUR GUITAR IN TRADE.
» LESSONS AVAILABLE THROUGH HARDT'S.

Hardfs Music Store

Winona

116-118 East 3rd St
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Death of 4

Children in
Trailer Probed

PEARL RIVER , La. (AP) Asst. Dist. Atty. J ulian Rodriguez says he Is still investigating the death of four young children who were trapped in a
burning house trailer Monday .
The mother* of the children
were booked at the St. Tammany Parish sheriff's office on
charges
of negligent homicide.
¦ Dist : Judge
Frederick S. Ellis set bond for Charlenc Romney, 21 , mother of three children; and Jo Ann Thomas, 37,
mother of the other child , at
$2,500 each.

ke, 8 months, children ol the
other woman and Richard Kaske, a serviceman stationed at
Ft. Eustis, Vs.
A relative said the Kaskcs ,
natives of St. Paul , Minn., had
separated.
A sheriff's department ipokecman said the children were
trapped in a trailer the two families rented about one week ago.
Both families came to Pearl
Rive r from El Paso, Tex.
Authorities quoted the two
women as saying they had been
away from tne trailer about 20
minutes to pay the rent. A deputy said it could not be determined If the children had been
locked In the trailer because the
handle had melted.
A faulty gas connection was
cited as cau*e of the fire.

Charges Against
Rodriguez said his office has
not accepted the negligent hom- Clerks Dismissed
icide charges.
Under Louisiana law , a law
enforcement agency books an in Sunday Case
individual with violation of a law

but It is up to the district att orney's office to accept the
charge before the individual can
formally be prosecuted.
The victims were Tonya
Thomas, 3, daughter of Mrs.
Thomas; and Richard Kaske, 5,
Robin Kaske, 3, and Donald Kas-

For Christmas
TOYS.. .
Visit our cellar. Not a
fancy plsc* but prieos ar»
far from fancy, fool
BR0S DflDQ
ItURD STORE
V A S HARDWARE
57* B. 4th St, Phono 4007

WEST ST. PAUL , Minn. (AP)
—Charges against two clerks
that they violated the Sunday
closing lews were dismissed
Monday lo Municipal Court.
The women were clerks at
Spartan Department Store. City
Atty . Arnold Kempe said he
asked for dismissal because he
"didn't want to go after sales
girls."
Kempe laid Mi office preferred to pursue the statutes
by going alter the (Spartan)
corporation However, he said
he does not know how to press
the law against the firm, as
distinguished from its workers.
Dakota District Judge Robert
Breunig has lifted a restraining
order which the store had obtained Ln November 1964, banning
enforcement of the ordinance.
Spartan was open last Sunday.
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1 ADC Program
! Growth Puzzles
j State Officials

ST. PAUL (AP ) - The State
Welfare Department says Minnesota 's Aid to Dependent Children (ADO program continues
to grow—but there are some
puzzling reasons for the increase.
Divorced .parents accounted
for the largest number of new
ADC cases both this year and
last , but the increase over last
year was not large.
Divorced parents do not automat ically qualify as families for
ADC. But ' payments are made
to care for children when support payments set by courts are
too low or are uncollectible,
About one in three divorces
results in A new ADC case, the
Welfare Department said.
The biggest increase over the
past year came in cases where
the father was incapacitated—
both parents were in the home,
but the father was unable tc
work. The Welfa re Department
said it couldn 't explain this increase.
^N
Such cases amounted to more
than 19 per cent of the new ADC
cases added to the welfare rolls
in the past year.
Another big jump came from
families where parents were
separated
without
formal
divorce or where fathers deserted their families. Such cases
accounted fori.1) ' per cent of the
new caseload.
The department said It would
seem that desertion cases would
be low during this period, when
jobs are plentiful.
But it was observed that even
in good times, unemployment
and low pay continue to haunt
"a certak segment of our
society, the poorly educated, the
displaced worker and other persons not equipped to compete
it

The department listed these
other aspects of the ADC program in its monthly report:
—Minority groups of nonwhites continue on ADC rolls in
disproportionately high numbers. Ncn-whites make up about
2 per cent of the state population but account for 9.4 per cent
of ADC cases
—Among non-whites , illegitimacy was the largest single reason for ADC families. The number of mothers receiving ADC
aid for illegitimate children
went up among both Negroes
and Indians from 1964 to 1965.
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Watch your mall this week for
a special Chrittmat Circular
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Man Arrested
For Dressing
Up as General

a symbol of security
Sine* 1941 ear bank, and thousand* of others
from coast to coast, have served as volunteer issuing'
agencies for United States Savings Bonds. It is a
aerrtcawa Ilka to perform, since it help* both our
customers and oar country.

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - A
man resplend «it in the uniform
of an Air Force general and
battle ribbons was arrested here
Monday by FBI agents, after
allegedly fleeing Ohio authorities.
Herbert D. Cheatham, 49, Celina, Ohio, was charged with impersonating an Air Force General and held on $5,000 bond. Patrick J. Foley, assistant U.S. attorney, said Cheatham also was
wanted by Ohio authorities on a
larceny charge.
Aiithoritirs Raid Cheatham,
using the name Brig. Gen. Patrick Ryan , got into a casual
conversation with another man
in a downtown Minneapolla bar.
Cheatham Invited the man to
visit him at March Air Force,
Calif., where he said he was
commanding officer.
When the bar friend flew to
California on business a few
days later he tried to contact
a General Ryan. That put the
Air Force and FBI on the trail
of Cheatham , said Foley.

Our service emblem incorporates the Minute Man
of Concord, sjrmbo! of the Savings Bonds volunteers.
Like the Bond program itself, the emblem marks its
26th saniTersarf this year.
Millions of Americans first learned to save with
Savinps Bonds. Through the years their savings
have financed homes, college educations, and countless other dreams; yet our citizens own mora Series
E and H Bonds now than ever before.
Our community is stronger becftu&e of the Savings
Bonds program, our families and our Nation more
secure. This bank is proud of its part in this ailAmerican success story.

Pleasant Hill FU

($2.50 Value.)
BUY SAVINGS BONDS
FOR CHRISTMAS GIFTS
WITH EACH SIOO BOND (OR MORE) WE Will PRESENT PURCHASER WITH A BEAUTIFUL RED , WHITE
& BLUE PARKER PEN.

"The Land We Love"
A 25-nnnute lernro sound and coior cinerama type movip
of our beautiful land—available for service clubs, PTA
groups and similar sliovrinfls call Mr. Hassinger to schedule ttic film for your group. Professionally produced in
cooi>eration with Jill the major Hollywood studios.

Buy U.S. Sarlngf Bonds
STAR 8PANQUD SAVINGS PLAN
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K complete variety of Extra Fancy, Extra
La rge-Sized Fruits for Christmai Stockings

BED * GOLDEN DELICIOUS APPLES
e». l(V
BRIGHT RED ROME BEAUTY BAKING APPLES ta. 10^
JUICYCALIFORNIANAVELORANGES.. ;..M. 10('
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OCEAN SPRAY WHOLE OR STRAINED SAUCE
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Pleasant Ifill Farmers Union
will meet Thursday at 8 p.m.
at the Pleasant Hill Town Hall
to hear a report of the state
Farmers Union conference
held in St , Paul. Discussion
will include the new administration farm bill and a bill to be
introduced at the next session
of slate legislature calling for
a new tax to replace personal
property taxes .

Free Parker Pen

SAM JUAN CAPISTRANO QU EEN

. . . With
Comprehensive
Auto Protection
<>ui" fiill-envoni KO auto InMii ;in< <> offers I lie broad«-.| prolci-tinn |)IISM lilr for
\ tin .t iul r\ irv inemliiT nf
your f.' inulv. < ';ill us In"il;iy
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CLARK & CLARK, Inc.
H VV Clark
F. W. N*«s
C. G. Brown , Jr.
117 Center St.
Phon* 2904
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Winonan Sets
High Mark in
Watkins Sales

A district manager for Watkins Products, Inc., was honored here Monday night for being
the third person in the history
of the firm to have a district
produce more than $2 million
in wholesale gross sales during
one year.
He is Marvin Fuglestad, 420
Sioux St., Winona, who is district manager for the South Dakota and Western Nebraska district. His district produced
more than $1 million in wholesale gross sales in 1964.
He was one of nine persons
honored at a Watkins rural
sales marketing seminar at
Linahan's Inn Monday evening.
Fuglestad started with the
firm in 1946 as a dealer and in
3V4 years became field manager.
Other persons receiving sales
a n d recruiting performance
awards were Don S. Nicolay,
also of Winona; Jack Case,
Kansas City; Garth Christensen,
Winnipeg, Canada; B e r n a r d
Schmitt, Eastern Iowa; William
Cudmore, South Dakota ; Jake
Walther, North Dakota; J. R.
Wells, Kansas, who is retiring
after 35 years with Watkins,
and John Brunei, Alberta, Canada.
Twenty-ore district managers

[ftp m Seventy ; I [ fhe Sri]

^
$1 MILLION; MARK . . . Marvin Fuglestad, right , Winona Watkins Products, Inc.,
district manager, receives congratulations
from Watkins President James N. Doyle,
left; Harry Meyers, vice president in charge
of rural sales, and Bill Merrill, guest speaker
and fieldmen also received
awards for safe driving during
the past year.
About 90 district managers
and fieldmen from the Winona,

at a seminar, after being honored for having
his district produce more than $1 million in
wholesale gross sales during 1964. His is only
the third district in the history of the firm
to reach this mark in a 12-month period.
(Daily News photo)

Kansas City and Winnipeg districts attended the two-day seminar which concluded this afternoon.
Guest speaker Monday night

Old Thompson B|
Quiet Blend . JQ&.

was Bill Merrill , La Crosse.
Daily News columnist.
He discussed positive mental
attitude. He said, "Imagination
is not a fantasy. It conies from
the brain and is real. Imagination needs to be a part of ourselves, but we must work and
develop it.
"People have to see themselves as a success before they
can become successful."

HHH Tries to
Head Off Feud

WASHINGTON (AP ) - Vice
President Hubert H. Humphrey
today names a five-man board
to try to arbitrate the dispute
over control of amateur sports
In the United States.
A leading arbitrator reportedc^ {T|
?!""J{ "'' t ''''' i--*I7-x '^J--r"f M**ttg£j^ "g "lj jj B -,M
Bbiun
m
¦
mnnnU
:-i*
¥Jmm\^S '
ly will be named to head the ef^*^f M
/T *
forts to reach agreement between the Amateur Athletic Union and the National Collegiate
Athletic Association.
The dispute, centering mainly
around track and field, threatens to wreck the U.S. team in
' ~r~T*r" 'g£jJlljjj£ji|}JJE^^^^^F
the 1968 Olympics at Mexico
^^^HMi^k^i^aaak^i^i^e^e^iia^riflfli^i^^:
City .
The arbitration board is
scheduled to report back by
Feb. 15, in two months, when a
truce between the two warring
Blenrferf Whiskey 86 Proof - 37*A% Strifght Whiskies 4 Yaars or More Old
amateur sports groups will end.
62'/4% Grain-Neutra l Spirits ' GEenmor e Dist. Co., Louitville -Owensboro , Ky.
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HOLIDAY COMPANY
COMING TO CALL?
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Sears
Pre-Christmas

S PEC IAL
3-DAYS ONLY

Thursday-Friday-Saturday

Your Choice of a

T U R K EY
HAM

ONLY 7-UP TASTES LIKE 7-UP !
Seven-U p it « natural with the Holiday crowd. It's got the sparkle -that
sfngs . . . the ta$te that Is fresh and frisk y . . . the quick thirst quenching action . . . where there is Holiday action . . . there is Seven-U p.
Your guests will know the difference if you risk serving an imitation.
Don't you be the one to disappoint your crowd when they 're expecting
this famous fresh , clean taste! What you want for your guests, your family and yourself is the vary best, You'll find 7-Up in a whole family of
convenient sixes. 7-ounce, 12-ounce , 16-ounce, 28-ounce bottles. Also
I 2-ounce cans. All in their brilliant red and green — so they even look
Chrisfm as-yl Be sure you have p lent y of sparkling 7-Up!

OR

FOR THIRST
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USE OUR EASY CREDIT TERMSEast
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TASTE, Q UICK

LIFT

..."FRESH UP" with SEVEN-UP!

¦ Purchase
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¦¦
¦¦
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¦
With Each Major Item
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Q U E N C H I N G , FRESH
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Soiney-Norby
Vows Said at
Scheie Church

Wenonah Chapter,
DAR Meets at
Watkins Home
Familiar Christmas music
and a huge snowflake-decorated
tree provided a background welcome in the Great Hall of the
Paul Watkins Memorial Methodist Home Saturday to members
of Wenonah Chapter, Daughters
of the American Revolution.
Guests were greeted by Miss
Leslie Gage, DAR member and
resident of the home. Miss Gage
also read the Christmas prayer.

GATHERED AROWD THE TREE . . .
Some of the 200 adults and children -who attended the annual Christmas party of Winona Chapter 141, Order of the Eastern Star
at the Masonic Temple Saturday evening
were, little ones ln front, Mary, Ann and
Robert Polachek, and back row from left,
Mrs. Hale Stow, associate matron. Susan
DeLano, Lora Beseler and Fred Beseler, and
Harold Gates, associate patron. A program
Included: Community singing of Christmas
Carols, led by Merrill Peterson, accompanied
at the piano by Mrs. W. L. Hlllyer; vocal
aolo, "O Holy Night", sung hy Mr. Peter-

son; a reading, "The Night Before Christmas", by Ann Polachek; a song, "Rudolph
the Red Nosed Reindeer", by Ann and Mary
Polachek ; baton twirling by Susan DeLano,
and piano solos by Lora and Fred Beseler.
Santa Claus presented the children with
gifts of candy. The stage was decorated with
a beautiful Christmas tree end the tables
were decorated with red candles, greens and
ornaments made by members. The program
and dinner were under the supervision of
Mrs. Stow and Mr. Gates. (Harriet J. Kelley
photo)
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Winona Art Group
Sale Extended
Members of the Winona Art
Group will extend their sale of
paintings and sculpture.
The gallery on 5th and Franklin streets will be open this
evening and Thursday evening
from 7 to 9 and Sunday from
1 to 5 p.m.

MRS. Victor GlYbertaen, program chairman, introduced the
Rev. Eugene K. Meyers, adminMR. AND MRS. COYDE
istrator of the home, as speaker. His "Why Christinas?" top- MARSH, Lake City, Minn.,
ic was presented with thoughts announce the engagement of
for the deerp and more real his daughter, Nancy Hague,
meanings of Christmas that are to Harold Nihart, son of
being lost in commercialism Mrs. Harold Nihart, Lake
and lack of understanding of City, and the late Mr. Nihart. A fall wedding is betradition.
The meeting opened with the ing planned. Miss Hague ia
Pledge of Allegiance to the employed at Gates Variety
Flag, lead by the regent, Miss
Marion Wheeler. Reports of the Store, Lake City, and her
secretary, Miss Wary Vance; fiance works for Gould Natreasurer, Mrs. H. L. Packard, tional, Lake City.
and Mrs. Paul E. Fletke, Mabel
Marvin Scholarship chairman,
were given. Miss Wheeler thanked the telephone committee,
Miss Edna Harris and Mrs. Roy
Bedore for their assistance.
TEA was served following
the meeting with Miss Vance
and Mrs. Ralph Legreid presiding. Fruitcake served was a gift
from the School of the Ozarks,
Point Lookout, Mo., which is a
recipient of scholarship aid
from the Marvin Fund. Cakes
are made at the school by students who earn their tuition by
working within the school.
Each year Wenonah Chapter
has been given a cake in appreciation of its aid to the school.
Hostesses for the afternoon
were the Misses Gage and
Wheeler and Mmes. Otto Clessler, Gilbertsen and Pletke.

New President
Named for Paya ble Refunds
Total $60,000
La Crosse State At Garden Valley

MADISON, Wis. (fl — Samuel
Gerald Gates, a Colorado State
College administrator, was appointed president of La Crosse
State University today by the
State College Regents.
Gates, 46, will succeed Rexford S. Mitchell, who retires
Feb..I after serving as president
of the Institution since 1939.
Gates, dean of the graduate
division at the Greeley, Colo.,
school, has served there in various capacities since 1946. Before that he served as a B-29
bomber commander during
World War II.
Gates is married and the father of two children, Samuel B.,
20, a sophomore at the University of Colorado and Kristie
Marie, 17, a high school senior
in Greeley.
¦

Freighter on Fire
In Mediterranean
CARTAGENA, Spain (AP) The Panamanian freighter Vesper was reported on fire and
sinking in the Mediterranean today after all but one of her 35
Italian crew members were
brought to this port by the Norwegian ship Rubistream.
The survivors said the missing sailor died in the fire. The
blaze was believed to have broken out in the engine room while
the Vesper was 25 miles off Cape
Gata, south of Cartagena. She
was en route from the Ivory
Coast to Marseille,
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OUTWIT THE WEATHER FASHIONABLY I

The -forecast is for smarter walking with lighthearted
mas9 when yov wear this Winter Cobble I In supple
leather, pile-lined for warmth. Non-skid sole . . .
short stacked heel . . . and the wonderful fit of ad
ovr Cobbies,
NORTH STAR, 15.99

'

STEINBMJmS'
49 West Third Sf.
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Permanent Waving
Shaping
All Types of Hah- Cutting
Latest Mtthods in Styling
CALL RICHARD . . .

Center Beauty Salon

Phone M41
4JJ Ctnter St.
Officia l Memb er 0/ ihe Hotr
Fashion Guild 0/ America

\l hoate's %.
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FOR THE

TYVAND-BERG SHOWER
BLAIR, "Wis. (Special)— Miss
Mary Tyvand ana James Berg
Jr., will be honored at a prenuptial shower Friday at 8
p.m. in the dining room of Blair
First Lutheran Church.
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COCHRANE, Wis. — Payable
refunds of more than $60,000 for
1965 fiscal year were reported
Thursday at the annual meeting
of Garden Valley Cooperative
Creamery.
An additional $388,000 was reported as patron equity credits
for the same period.
Distributed to patrons at the
meeting was more than $38,000
in checks as a result of redemptions of equity reserve issued
April 1, 1958.
Edward Sent?, Independence,
was elected co-op president, and
Lloyd Salway, Independence,
vice president New directors
are Alvin Rotering, Waumandee,
and Eldon Berg, Alma.
The annual report noted installation of a new boiler in
March and a bulk fertilizer
building and spreading equipment now near completion.
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MABEL. Minn. — Scheie Lutheran Church was the scene
of the Nov. 27 wedding of Miss
Marie Norby and Larry Soiney.
The Rev. Norman Estrem
officiated and maid of honor
was Miss Elaine Soiney, sister
of the groom. Best man was
Vernard Norby.
A reception was held in the
church parlors. The bride,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Norby, Mabel, is a graduate of Mabel High School.
The groom's parents are Mr.
and Mrs. Elmer Soiney, Canton,
Minn. He is a graduate of Canton High School, was formerly
employed at Crenlo, Rochester,
and now has enlisted in the
Army.
¦
ARCADIA COF
ARCADIA, Wis. (Special) The" Women's Catholic Order
of Foresters will hold a Christmas party Sunday at 2 p.m.
at the borne o! Mrs. Bill Smith.
A potluck lunch will be served
and there will be a gift exchange. Each member is asked to bring one extra gift for
a game prize.

HOLIDAY CONCERT
LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special)
—The annual Christmas concert
ot Lincoln High School will be
presented Thursday at 8 p.m.
Participating will be the band,
girls glee club and mixed chorus. Accompanists will be Kathy
Pickett, Carol Roberson, Sherry
Lane, Shirley Luettinger, Peggie Schwertfeger and Nancy
Carlson.
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Russian Farm
Expert Dead
MOSCOW (AP) — Prnvda
today announced the death ol
Ivan Buyonov , 69, who played a
prominent part in (he introduction of collective forms into the
Soviet Union.
The obituary in the Soviet
Communist party paper did not
give the cause of death or say
when it occurred.
¦

AL
SB

HEBRON SOCIETY
ALTURA, Minn. (Special ) >M
J*^
The Hebron Moravian Missionary Society will hold a meeting
fisy
and Christmas party at the
home of Mrs. Clarence Rlske ,
Hi ll
Bcthmny parsonage , Monday at
8 p.m. There will be devotions, | |«
S>$ T!O
Blbl« study and gift exchange.
Sg
All women of the congregation
?&
are welcome.

Call the

100% NYLON JERSEY S»
Seeing double the *S y f ronkl way k racily double ihm
beauty of a step-in f tattm rer that tealt up the f ront
with twin tiers of buttons, lfi m ilitary In spirit
onl y, with a free-flowing ikirt , pleated and gored, to
add the f eminine charm . You'// be charmed, too, by lfi
easy caret 100% N y lon Jersey dr ips-dry in no time and
rinses clean in your automatic.
Co/or*; Blue , Rose, Green.

Sizes: 12 to 20
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3 Appointed fo
Vacancies on
School Staff

Appointments to fill two vacancies that will be created in
the Winona public schools staff
at the end of this year were
approved Monday night by the
Board of Education on the reco m m e n- .
¦
dation of the » •
a d m i n i s - OCnOOl
tration.
One of the D—-..J
teachers PPqiQ
n*w
ATHLfiTIC CLUB AUXILIARY . . . Jerome Rozek, president; Mrs. Welch, vice
will
be
assign'
Members of the committee tor the Winona
president ; Mrs. Margaret Mayzek, secre-~~ ed to Central Elementary School
; Athletic Club Auxiliary Christmas party
tary, and Mr*. Andrew Rozek, treasurer. The to replace" an instructor named
Monday were, from left , the Mmes. Ray
later was re-elected. Mrs. Peter Kulas was at the beginning of the school
re-elected to the kitchen committee. Assist- year on a short-term appointi Thilmany, Ceil Welch, Frances. Paskiewicz,
. Fred Rettkowski and Florin Beck . Donations
ing her will be Mrs. Stella CichanowskL and ment of three months.
: were made to the Goodfellows and ChristMrs. John Przybylskl. Cards were played
MRS. PAUL Watkins, who
and prizes awarded. (Daily News photo)
l mas Seal fund. Officers elected were Mrs.
will/be graduating from Winona
SHRINERS* XULE PARTY . . . Some of the 190 guests 578 W. King St., and Mrs. and Mr. Albert Paffrath , 258 Grand
State College this term, was
who attended the Winona Area Shrine Club Christmas party
St. Persons came from many parts of Southeastern Minnesota
hired as a first grade teacher
OUT-OF-TOWN COLLEGES
at Linahan's Inn Saturday evening were, from left , Mr. and
and Western Wisconsin. It was the biggest patty in the history
succeeding Mrs. M. 0. Holland
MrS
William
Dodge,
Rochester
;
Mrs.
and
Dr.
J.
W.
Kahl
.
,
of the club. (Daily News photo )
who had been filling in temporarily. Her salary was set at
as a welding instructor in the Stolen Italian
$5 ,000 a year.
The other new teacher hired vocational-technical school to fill
is Misg Elaine Funk , Minneapo- a vacancy created by the re- Art Is Recovered
WILLIAM B. McCARL, for- m Sunday s Christmas Festival Fountain City, Wis., and the lis, graduating this quarter cent death of Frank Daniels.
VENICE , Italy (AP ) - Pomer Winonan now an art in- of Music at Iowa State Univer- husband of the former Nancy from the University of Minne- Klungvedt will be instructor
who
will
fill
the
vacancy
sota,
lice say they have recovered
structor at Mesa, Ariz., is at- sity, Ames. Schoenike is a grad- Bill, Arcadia, received a decreated by the resignation of for the course until February $500,000 worth of stolen art
tending a symposium on "Uses
when another welding section,
of Newer Media in Art " in ute student working toward his gree of doctor of philosophy in Miss Dolores Fix. Her salary taught by Bruce Lyngkltp, will works and smashed a ring of
and
she'll
teach
will
be
$5,000
entomology
at
fall
commencedoctorate.
Washington, D.C.
complete its work. Lyngklip will art thieves after eight years ot
*
*
*
The son of Mr. and Mrs. Robment exercises at Iowa State im the fifth grade at Lincoln then take over Kluflgvedt's investigation.
ert McCarl, 4165 6th St. Good- PIGEON FALLS, Wis. (Spe- University, Ames. Dr. and Mrs. School.
The appointment of William Class. Klungvedt will be paid at The 85 art pieces recovered
cial ) — Tekla Anderson, daugh- Sutter live at Brookings, S.D.,
view, McCarl
Larson,
who has been the in- the rate of $164 a¦ ¦week.
ter
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ctirtis
H.
include a Madonna of the Bottiwas graduated
where he's engaged in research .
m
structor
for a class Iri auto
m
Anderson, was a member of
f r o m Wittona
celli school. The works were
body repair in the Winona Area REBEKAH LOD GE
the La Crosse (Wis.) State Uni- ST. MARTIN'S CIRCLE
S e n i o r High
taken from more than 50 churchNo.
Vocational-Technical
School,
to
Winona
Rebekah
Lodge
7
versity band that performed at
School and rees
and homes in northern Italy.
The
Sewing
Circle
of
St.
Marteach a second auto body re- will meet at the Odd Fellows
a recent Minnesota Vikingceived his baPolice filed charges against 11
SEE "THBM AT
Lutheran
Church
will
have
tin's
at
8
p.m.
A
Wednesday
hall
His
pair
course
was
approved.
Green Bay Packers football
chelor of sciItalians
and
said
they
were
its
Christmas
party
Wednesday
p.m.
dinner
at
the
Downtown
salary will be $170 a week.
game. Miss Anderson is a preence d e gr e e
Country Kitchen will precede checking whether 20 antique
professional freshman at the at 7:30 p.m. in the school audif r o m Winon a
THE BOARD approved the in- the meeting. Reservations are dealers in Rome, Genoa , Florwomen
torium
Friends
of
.
any
university.
State College in
of the church are invited to at- terim appointment of Orrin to be made with Mrs. Paul ence and Milan had accepted the
116-118 I. 3rd Sh
Winona
*
•
*
1952. He has a
stolen goods.
Klungvedt, Lanesboro, Minn., Griesel, 206 E. Sanborn St.
WHITEHALL, Wis. C Special) tend.
rn a 81 e r's de— Miss Sheila Rasrouson, daugree in painting
McCarl
and sculpture
Sliter of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
from Brigham Young Umver' lasmuson, plays flute with the
sity, Provo, Utah, has has been Eau Claire ( Wis.) State Univerteaching at Mesa for 10 years. sity symphony orchestra. She's
He's an instructor in 3-dimen- a freshman.
sional art at Mesa High School
and teaches an evening school SPRING GROVE, Minn. history and art course at Mesa Dorothy Anderson of Spring
Grove has been selectee! for
Community College.
The symposium is a project membership in the concert band
Sponsored under the provision* ensemble , at Bemidji (Minn.)
of Arts and Humanities Bill ap» State College.
proved at the last session of
ARCADIA. Wis. (Special ) —
Congress. Attending are 50 educators from art classes from Larry Gautsch, son of Mr. and
kindergarten through college Mrs. W. B. Gautsch, was one
levels selected from throughout of 24 forensics students at Eau
Claire State University who parthe United States,
ticipated in the 19th annual
MISS MARGART MCGRATH, speech tourney at Bradley Unidaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Har- versity, Peoria, 111.
m
•
*
ry P. McGrath, 669 Main St.,
was a member of a musical WABASHA, Minn. (Special)
cast of 1O0 participated in a — Kitty Rivers, daughter of
*ma L% gm\ Ma% gf^ wmp^^ 4a*\\* ^M ¦•"•¦ IIIB
^^^l^
SH!
^^^^^^¦¦Pfc^jU^^^^^^^B^BQ^^Hl^^HH^^rilpBh
special television broadcast Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Hivers, is
from the College ol St. Cathe- one of eight seniors at Viterbo
rine, St. Paul, Monday night. College, LaCrosse, listed in this
The program was entitled year's edition of "Who's Who in
"Treasury of Christmas Music." American Universities and Colleges."
•
*
*
•
*
*
EDGAR SCHOENIKE, son of
ARCADIA, Wit. (Special) —
Ernest Srboenlke, 422 E. Broadway, is a member of the Ora- Gerald R. Sutter , son of the
torio Chorus which participated Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sutter ,
; «¦'.
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Bro. Charles
Plans Long
Study Trip

Don t Just Criticize,
Charter Group Advised

Your Social
Security

Brother H . Charles , of the
St. Mary 's College biology department , fresh from celebrating his golden jubilee as a
Christian Brother , will leave
next week on a 2 l 2 month scientific junket through Central
and South America .
His first five days will be in
Mexico, where he hope? to stutl y
the montezuma cypress, com parable to the Pacific Coast
redwood. After that he'll be
in Guatemalan jungle , Nicaragua , Costa Rica (where he believes some of the best rain
forests in the world are located), Panama. Colombia , Ecua dor. Peru , Brazil and Bolivia.
On his way home Brother
Charles hopes to sto-p in the
lowlands of Colombia . (hen in
Jamaica, and Miami, Also
scheduled on the trip is a threedav stop in the Everglades .
The one-man expedition is being sponsored by the St. Mary '?5
biology department t o gather
material for courses During
the trip Brother Charles will
use over 1,500 color slides . His
! ravels are arranged try permit
him to study both the high altitude mountain terrain: and the
lowland jungles.
"I'm not quite sure what I'll
see there," said Brother Charles
who can count similar trips to
Chin a and the Phili ppines
among his experiences, "but
:here are certain things I'll be
coking for. "
Brother Charles , who holds
i doctorate in botany, will cener his studies about the vegeation of the different areas. lie
las set his return to Winon a
between Feb . 15-20.

Q. Last year I took ..my
retirement benefits at a reduced rate. Now , I am
physically unable to work.
Can 1 change over to disability benefits '?
A, It is possible thai you may
be able to change to disability
benefits il you become disabled
before reaching age 65. Check
with your social security district office .
Q. Recently I received an
application card for enrollment in the supplementary
medical insurance program.
At this time I am undecided, How long do I have to
make up my mind.
A. For t hose people 65 before l%6 to become eligible for
medical benefits in July 1966,
they must enroll no later than
March 31. 1966.
Q. Will child's benefits
now being paid to my son
continue until he graduates
from college?
A. If he remains otherwise
eligible , his benefits would end
when he graduates or is 22.
whichever is first.
¦
TESTING AT I'F.PIN HIGH
PEPIN , Minn. - All seniors
at Pepin High School took the
Strong vocational inventory test
given recently. Results have
been returned by the University
of Wisconsin. Ralph K. Leahy,
district administrator , said the
students will be interviewed ,
making use of the facts shown
by the test. Areas in which the
student showed a high interest
will be discussed and comparded with actual high school
grades earned in these courses
to correlate the student' s interests and abilities.

For Cozy Winter Comfort
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COMMANDER COAL

ALL OTHER things being
equal , however , some forms
may permit a better job to be
done than others, he went on.
While city governments have
a considerable amount of leeway, their charters or ordinances can be overridden by state
law under the principle of legislative supremacy in Minnesota,
Peterson explained. Should a
city adopt home rule, however,
it has power to repeal special
state laws that conflict with its
new charter, he said. (A special
law is one that applies either
to one city or to a single category. Winona's charter has been
amended from time to time by
special laws, passed by the legislature at city request.)
Some trends have appeared
among cities now adopting new
or revised charters, Peterson
said. Among these is a tendency
toward brevity. Where older
charters tend to be very specific in listing powers and functions, newer versions give
broad definitions. Details then
are spelled out in ordinances, he
said , which means that minor
administrative matters do not
require f u l l -blown charter
amendments which take undue
amounts of time and -which of-

A Grade And Size For Every
Heating Plant

Joswick Fuel & Oil

"Whert You Get More Htet at Lower Cost"
Ml Eait Ith St.
Phon* 3348

NEW CllARTER-S also tend
to move away from the principle of independent boards , all
making policy decisions, and toward more centralized responsibility. This concentration of
administration can be achieved
through strengthening powers of
the mayor or the council or by
establishing a city administrative office.
Shorter ballot s are gaining
popularity, Peterson said. Many
cities now elect only the mayor ,
council and judicial officers.
Other administrative posts are
appointive in many places , Peterson said , and some cities
have merged the offices of
clerks and treasurers.
More aldermen now are being
elected at large than formerly,
Peterson pointed out. Council
terms are tending to lengthen ,
he added-

PETERSON'S remarks were
part of (he commission 's familiarization program in which
members arc viewing the general subject of charters before
starting a specific study of the
Winona charter. He appeared at
the request of the commission
and the Citv Council.
Winona now is the only city
"POPULAR controls, " Initiaof the second class in Minnesota
, referendum and recall , are
tive
that does not now have a home
rule charter , Peterson noted . not stressed as much as they
once were , Peterson said . In no
There are now 92 home rule ; case have they been removed
charters- in the state , he said. i from a charter , however, once
Since any munici pality that i they have been included. These
, adopts home rule becomes a ' measures are seldom used , he
I' city, according to state law , |said. The referendum principle
normally is used to try to block
|there are some very small cit- by popular vote some action
l ies as well as some very large
taken by a council , Peterson
villages in Minnesota. About 21
home rule cities and eight vil- said. Recall has been rendered
lages in the Twin Cities metro- almost superfluous by court rulpolitan area now have city man- > ings, he added.
(Initiative is a means by
agers , Peterson said.
which
citizens can originate legi
"Structure of government is
not the full answer to all prob- i islation and force a council to
lems," Peterson said. "The kind act on it. Referendum is a
of people, traditions , moral fib- method of forcing a popular
er and citizens' sense of respon- vote on a govermental body's
sibility are vital. You can 't take action. Recall is a process of
a single form and say it would removing a public official from
unquestionably be better , be- office by vote of the people aftcause exceptions to every rule er filing of a petition by a certain percentage of voters.)
exist. "

FUEL
OIL

§

ten perish at the polls because vious general election , he statof popular indifference.
ed.

Charter studies should not be
conducted so as to antagonize
city officials , members of the
Winona Charter Commission
were told Monday night by Orville Peterson , executive secretary of the League of Minnesota
Municipalities.
A commission should avoid
giving the impression that it
is dealing purely in unfavorable
criticism , advised Peterson , and
that it is doing nothing but finding fault with administrations
and officers.

AN UNDERLYING principle
of most new charters , Peterson
observed , is that the city is a
service agency. According to
this reasoning, the city should
be able to perforin its normal
services without having to go to
the legislature or to the people
for each bit of authority.
In general there are broad
grants of powers within fixed
limits , such as ceilings on tax
rates or indebtedness, he explained. The new documents all
insist on governments living
within their budgets, he pointed out, although somewhat more
flexibility is given therein.

THE REPORT of a 1941 charter commission held that present legislative charter promotes stability while a home
rule charter would create instability, said Dan Trainor Jr.,
commission member, who asked
Peterson to comment oh this.
One objection to the special
law method of charter changes
is that legislation actually is in
the hands of two individuals, a
representative and a senator,
neither of whom was elected for
this purpose, Peterson said. It
is an easier way of changing
a charter than would be the popular vote method required by
home rule, he conceded , but
/ *^»fyi *^*^i>&gr'MtP this seems to make home rule
more stable, almost to a fault.
Mrs.
Virginia
Torgerson .
commission member , asked
/
about recommended requireV
ments for employment of initiative and referendum. PercentI
ages of petitioners should be
high enough so that small dis/
sident groups cannot abuse these
\
processes, Peterson said. A
charter can set its own percentages. These usually are about
S. |
10 percent of voters in a preV
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Trainor asked whether it is
more useful for commissioners
to go to other cities to study
their systems or to invite representatives to come to Winona. Peterson advised his listeners that they could talk to
more people and see more operations by visiting other cities.

compromises on the position's
authority, the better qualified
persons will not accept it, according to the league secretary.
Such individuals cannot be effective when authority is subject to continual ratification and
therefore will decline to accept
the responsibilities, he explained.
A manager would have almost nothing to do with school
district affairs , Peterson fold
M r s . Torgerson. In answer
to Trainor's query, he said
there is no state law requiring public utilities to be set up
separately from the general city
administration. Should a new
charter be adopted, incorporating such bodies into the government, previous special laws establishing them as independent
entities would be repealed.
Peterson replied in part to a
two-point question from Robert
Collins, in the audience. The
powers given to Winona, and to
any city in the state under common law, are standard ones relating to ownership and control
of property and to sue and be
sued. Discussing the language
which gives Winona's mayor
"complete control and supervision," Peterson said he could
not exactly define the difference between control and supervision.

cils ln cities which adopt new
charters, Peterson said. These
codes spell out specific powers which the charter defines
only in general terms. Thus the
codes are subject to changes by
aldermen as needs arise, within
the general limits imposed by
the charter.
The commission will meet

Jan. 10. This meeting will be
devoted to discussion of several types of charters, according
to Norman Indall , commission
chairman. Beginning in February the commission will hold
talks with city officials and department heads on history* composition, functions and admimstration of the several divisions.

9<
14 -

LIGHT 2 FURNACE OIL
"Top Quality Fuel Oil"
or by the ton

REPLYING to the query of
Harold Streater, Peterson said
most Twin Cities suburban communities have city managers.
There have been no adoptions of
commission form of government
since 1912 when St. Paul adopt'
ed it , he noted.
Among the "standard weaknesses" of commission government is its tendency to become
a spending machine , commented Peterson. No commissioner
wants to veto another 's budget
for fear of reprisals.
ADMINISTRATIVE codes are
( Under this plan , city gov- commonly drawn up by counernment is assigned to distinct
departments. Heading each department is a commissioner who
also becomes a city council
member. )
Some cities have set up modified city-manager plans in
which an administrator must
get council approval for such
actions as appointments of personnel and major decisions, Peterson told Mrs. Torgerson.

*18"
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COUNCIL ratification of appointments by a manager diminishes a manager's control
over administration , Peterson
observed , and thus works
against the plan's basic principle. Under a standard manager
plan , he can hire and fire but
is accountable to the council—
and can be hired or fired himself by them . In most major appointments a manager consults
his council anyway, said Peterson, simply because it is good
practice and promotes better
working relationships.
The trend in new charters is
away from rigid civil service
and toward merit systems, he
told Duane Peterson, commission member. Where this 'plan
is used, a manager usually can
hire and fire but appeals processes also are provided , he noted.
Budget preparation is the
duty of the mayor in a strongmayor system or of the city
manager under that plan, Peterson said.
DR. W. 0. Finkelnburg, commission member, asked about
average lengths of service for
city managers, adding that he
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wondered if managers tended to
become "dictators." The average stay is perhaps seven or
eight years , Peterson replied.
An individual who stays longer, however, probably has the
confidence of the community
which then relies upon him
more and more, he noted.
If public dissatisfaction with
a manager is great enough, it
can force a manager's dismissal, Peterson said, through
pressure on the council.
It is less difficult now to find
a manager than formerly because more young men are en¦I I
H
« H
V
tering the field, Peterson told ^H
Streater. Salaries are in the ^H
H
H
I
I
I
•>¦¦
$8 ,000 to $18,000 range and are
comparable to those of public
school superintendents, he said.
THE TYPE OF charter could
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rhe Daily Record
Winona Deaths
Mrs. Margaret Schaffer

Leister R. Thompson

Funeral services for Lester
R. Thomson. 54, native of Winona, were held this afternoon
in Concordia Lutheran Church,
Red Wing. Minn.
He died Friday night in Miller Hospital, St. Paul, and bad
been in ill health three months.
Mr. Thompson was born here
July 28, 1911. to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Thompson. He attended
schools here and served in the
Army from Dec. 31, 1943 to
Dec. 6, 1945. He married Beatrice Dalleska July 4, 1936.
In 1946 Mr. Thompson moved
to the Red Wing area and operated the Thompson Material Co.
at Wacouta, a builders' supply
firm until 1955 when he sold his
interest to Dox Plank of Minneapolis. He continued in the firm
as an engineer.
Mr. Thompson was a member
of Concordia Lutheran Church
and had been president of the
congregation the past two
years. He was a charter member of the Winona Jaycees and
a member of the Red Wing
DAV chapter.
Surviving are: His wife ; a
daughter, Carole at home; his
mother, Mrs. Rose Thompson,
Winona; a brother, Raymond,
Lisle, HI. ;, two sisters, Mrs. C.
P. Hartner and Mrs. M. M.
Frisch. Minneapolis.
Arthur R. Knapp, 80, Red Top
Trailer Court, died Sunday in
Sioux Falls, S.D., after a twoweek illness. He was a retired
tailor.
Born Jan. 25, 1885, at Hampton, Iowa, he lived in Aberdeen
and Watertown, S.D., before
moving to Winona in 1938.
He was a member of First
Church of Christ Scientist; "Winona Lodge 18, AF & AM; 'Winona Chapter 5, Royal Arch Masons; Coeur de Lion Commandery 3, Knights Templar, and Osman Temple of the Shrine.
Survivors are: One son, Robert, Amery, Wis. ; one step-son,
Norman Roloff , Minneapolis;
two daughters, Mrs. Jerome
( Faye) Rehfeld, Warner, S.D.,

Walter C. Schildknecht

Funeral services for Walter T.
Schildknecht, 723 Clark's Lane,
will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. at
Breitlow Funeral Home, Dr. E
Clayton Burgess, Central Methodist Church, officiating. Burial
will be at Woodlawn Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home today from 7 to 9
p.m.
Mrs. Leo Wessel

Funeral services for Mrs. Leo
Wessel, 703 E. Sanborn St., will
be Wednesday at 9:15 a.m. at
Burke's Funeral Home and at
10 a.m. at Immaculate Conception Church, Wilson, the Rev.
Martin G. Olsen officiating.
Burial will be in the church
cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home this afternoon and
evening. Father Olsen will lead
the Rosary today at 8:30 p.m.,,
and the St. Ann's Society will
say a Rosary today at 9 p.m.
Mrs. Emma Eischen

Funeral services for Mrs.
Emma Eischen, 615 W. Sanborn
St., were held today at Cathedral of the Sacred Heart, the
Rev. James W. Lennon officiating. Burial was in St. Joseph's
Cemetery, Rushford, Minn.
Pallbearers were Francis R.
Eischen, Ralph Belter, James
Reisdorf, Gary Schafer, Dale
Schafer and Erwin Maus.
a
A
MONDAY BIRTHDAY
Nancy Jonsgaard, Lamoille,
Minn.
and Mrs. Ervin (Evelyn) Gunderson, Sioux Falls, S.D.; one
step-daughter , Mrs. Eugene
(Elaine ) Meyers, Winona ; seven grandchildren; three greatgrandchildren, and one brother,
Emrnett, in Canada.
Funeral services will be
Thursday at 2 p.m. at Fawcett
Funeral Home. A Christian Science service will be read. Burial will be in Woodlawn Cemetery .
Friends may call at the Fawcett Funeral Home Wednesday
from 7 to 9 p.m. A memorial
ii being arranged.
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At Community
Memorial Hospital

Mrs. C. J. Maybury
Funeral services for Mrs. VUltlng noorn Medical ami surgical
C. J. Maybury, were held this patients: J fo 4 *r«t 7 to 1:30 p.m. (No
under 12.)
afternoon at Fawcett Funeral children
Maternity patients: I to 1:30 end ' «o
Home, Dr. E. Clayton Burgess, 1:30 p.m. (Adulta only.)
Central Methodist Church, ofMONDAY
ficiating. Burial was in WoodADMISSIONS
lawn Cemetery.
She was the former Jennie Mrs. Arthur Jacob, 616 Terry
Lane.
Forsythe Maybury.
Mark Carey, St. Mary's ColMrs. Anna Kaufman
lege.
Funeral services for Mrs.
William Boentges, 1126 W.
Anna Kaufman, 402% W. San- Broadway.
born St., will be Wednesday at Swen Swenson, R u s hf ord ,
8:30 a.m. at Watkowski Funeral Minn.
Home and at 9 at St. Stanislaus Ole Midtovne, 650 W. 5th St.
Catholic Church, the Rt. Rev. Mrs. Donald Johnson, 1031 W.
Msgr. N. F. Grulkowski offi- King St
.
ciating. Burial will be in St.
DISCHARGES
Mary's Cemetery.
Friends may call after 2 p.m. T. Charles Green, 462 W. King
today. Rosary will be at 8.
St.
WUliam Mueller, 1023 W.
Mrs . Romuald Galewski
Mark St.
Funeral services for Mrs. Mrs. Fred Beck, Alma, Wis.
Romuald Galewski, 522 E. 4th Mrs. LuVerne Kuhlmann, Red
St., will be Thursday at 9 a.m. Top Trailer Court.
and at 9:30 at St. Stanislaus
4412 6th St.,
Catholic Church, the Rt. Rev. Oliver Gates,
Goodview.
Msgr. N. F. Grulkowski offi"W. Belleciating. Burial will be in St. William Bedtka, 475
view
St.
Mary's Cemetery,
Friends may call after 2 p.m.
Wednesday. The Rosary will be
FIRE CALLS
said at 6:45 by St. Anne Society
Today
at the Watkowski Funeral
— 5th and Winona
10:23
a.m.
Home, at 7 by Sacred Heart
Society and at 8 by Msgr. Grul- streets, flushed gasoline from
the street surface after a trafkowski.
fic accident.
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Winona Funerals

Mrs. Margaret ( Grace) Schaffer, 72, 125% E. 3rd St., died
Monday in Community Memorial HoapitaJ. She has been ill
several months.
The former Margaret Nissalke, she was born Nov. 15, 1893,
in Germany, and immigrated
to the United States soon after
with her parents, Bernard and
Alvina Koss Nissalke.
She married Fred Schaffer in
1921. He died in 1934.
She was a member of St.
Martin's Evangelical Lutheran,
Church and its Circle 0.
Survivors are: Two daughters,
Mrs. Jeanette Zimmerman, Winona, and Mrs. Frank (Harriet) Sabo, Detroit, Mich.; 10
grandchildren;iive brothers, Alfred, Bernard and Wesley, Winona; Edward, Madison, Wis.,
and Ernest, Dubuque, Iowa, and
five sisters, Mrs. Hulda Kudart,
Winona; Mrs. Elsie McGrath
and Mrs. Harry (Louise) Johnson, Madison, Wis.; Mrs. George
(Frieda) Armstrong, Minneapolis, and Mrs. Willard (Evelyn)
Gant, Reedsbuxg, Wis.
Funeral services will be
Thursday at 2 p.m. at Breitlow
Funeral Home, the Rev. Merlen Wegener, St. Martin's
^
will
Church, officiating. Burial
be in Woodlawn Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home Wednesday from 7
to 8 p.m.

Arthur R. Knapp

TUESDAY

Municipal Court

Two-State Deaths
Nir$. Ben J. Pats*

WABASHA, Minn. (Special)Mrs. Ben J. Passe, 68, died at
her home today at 6:30 a.m. after an illness of 3Vfe years.
The former Mary Agnes Ender, she was born Aug. 28, 1897,
at Wabasha to Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Ender. She was a lifelong
resident of Wabasha and a
member of St. Felix Church and
the parish council She was married Oct. 15, 1917, at Winona.
Survivors are: Her husband;
seven sons, Robert, Raphael
and Arthur. Wabasha; Harry,
Dresbach; Daniel, Osseo, Minn.;
James, Venice, Calif., and Harold, Pismo Beach, Calif. ; 21
grandchildren, and two brothers, Roy, Minneapolis, and
Earl, Wabasha. Three brothers and one sister have died.
Funeral services will be
Thursday at 10 a.m. at St. Felix Church, the Rt. Rev. Msgr.
John Gengler officiating. Burial will be in St. Felix Cemetery.
Friends may call at AbbottWise Funeral Home after 2 p.m.
Wednesday. The Rosary will be
said by the church council at
3 p.m. and by Msgr. Gengler
at 8 p.m.
Mrs. Thomas Foley

WABASHA , Minn. (Special)Mrs. Thomas Foley, 76, died of
a'heart condition at her home
here Monday at 11 a.m.
The former Bathilda Sauter,
she was born Feb. 26, 1889, at
Frontenac to Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Sauter. She was married
in June 1920 at Morris, Minn.
She lived 20 years at Plainview
and the last 25 years at Wabasha. She was a member of St
Felix Catholic Church and the
parish council.
Survivors are: Four daughters, Carmena, Eleanor and
Mrs. Harold (Dorothy) Kennebeck, Wabasha, and Mrs.
George (Celia ) Knowlton, Rochester ; seven grandchildren;
one brother, Joseph, Alexandria,
and three sisters. Barbara, Mrs.
Louis McCarthy and Mrs. Albert Miller, Morris. Her husband died Dec. 3, 1947.
The funeral service will be
Wednesday at 10:30 a.m. at St.
Felix Church , the Rt. Rev.
Msgr. John Gengler officiating.
Burial will be in the church
cemetery.
Pallbearers will be Douglas
LaBrec, Roger Houser, Robert
Noll, Theodore Markey, Lloyd
Kennebeck and Walter Kennebeck.
Friends may call at AbbottWise Funeral Home this afternoon and evening. Msgr. Gengler will lead the Rosary at 8
p.m. The parish council will ' say
the Rosary at 3 p.m.

Guard Rosters
Rise in State;
945 Needed

ST. PAUL » — Minnesota
unite in the "select reserve
force" of the National Guard
—among them Winona's — are
now at 90 to 91 percent of full
strength, Maj. Gen. Chester L.
Moeglein, state adjutant general, said today.
Maj. Gen. Winston P. Wilson,
chief of .the National Guard Bureau in Washington, also said
today that 90 percent was the
strength figure nationally for select reserve units, which are
boosting their readiness in case
of a national crisis.
MOEGLEIN said Minnesota's
47th "Viking" Infantry Division,
which has just under 10,000 men
still is short 945 of the extra
1,000 men required by the buildup.
He said most of the new men,
who will go to replace guardsmen transferred from ordinary
units to the select force, will
be acquired by July 1.
All 49 companies of the Minnesota select reserve force have
stepped up training and have
shifted drill assemblies to weekends. The only evening sessions
remaining, Moeglein said, are
those required for administration processing, including physical examinations.

Fillmore Count y
Retarded Entertained
At Rushford Party
LANESBORO, Minn. ( Special)
—Elsie Sabal, foreign exchange
student from Ecuador , presented native dances in costume
and piano solos at the Christmas party for Fillmore County
retarded children Saturday at
Rushford.
The Rushford FHA girls were
in charge of the program, which
was followed by entertainment,
provided by the Girl Scout Cadettes.
At the business meeting Charles Every, Preston, president of
the Fillmore County ARC, reminded members of the change
of address of the state association. Mrs. Arnold Erickson, Harmony, announced a Sunday
school class for the retarded
now is operating in Harmony.
All children in the area, regardless of denomination, are welcome. Mrs. Rosella Warner,
Preston, F i l l m o r e County
Friendship Fund chairman, announced $1,195 has been turned
in to the treasurer to date, with
several townships unreported.
The program also included
baton twirling, a Christmas
reading, guitar music, songs
and a visit from Santa Claus.
Next meeting will be Jan. 11 at
Preston.

Farm Bureau
Leaders Hail
Patton Stand

Council Hears
2 Proposals on
Bookkeeping

The City Council finance commitee mulled over proposals
made Monday for a management survey of city departments prior to installation of
mechanized bookkeeping.
Committee members listened
to accountants representing
Alexander Grant Co., La Crosse,
and to Evan
_,
H e n r y , Gil- I
more Valley,
City
who operates
his own ser- / *
••
vice in Wino- V-OURCM
na.
A 2-DAY preliminary check
made by the Grant firm showed an apparent need lor several revisions in systems, said
Arnold Bradburg and Norman
Thingvold, representatives of
the company.
Acknowledging that the council was considering alterations
suggested by the state public
examiner 's department, Bradburg said his firm is in position
to give more comprehensive
service and followup. Charge
for the prior survey of all departments and for setting up
the machine-oriented system
would be about $7,800, he estimated.
Thingvold said a management
study should be made because
merely transferring present
methods to the machine might
only be the mechanization of a
partly inefficient system.
To fulfill the city's obligation
to taxpayers, the machine
should be operated at maximum
efficiency and capacity , he said.
Studies should determine what
departments other than the recorder's office can benefit from
the installation, he said. Moreover, the work should be tailored to meet needs of aldermen,
committees, boards and administrators, he added.

Stolen Car
Recovered

Police detectives were looking today for the person who
drove around in Raymond
Bronk's car Monday night without pausing to ask his permission.
Bronk, 623 Main St., parked
the ear Monday about 7 p.m.
on Franklin Street between Srd
and 4th streets while be went
bowling, according to Folic*
Chief James W. McCabe.
Returning to the place whers
he had left his 1959 model car,
Bronk found the vehicle gone.
He reported the theft to polica
about 9:33 p.m.; he had taken
the keys out of the car, Bronk
said.
Sergeant Ray L. Kauphusman
alerted all units, but it was two
night-shift patrolmen who spotted the car parked in front of
266 Lafayette St., about a block
south of the police station, today at 2:54 a.m .
Patrolmen Milton Ronnenberg
and Sylvester J. Rotering made
the discovery, and they alerted
the detective division.
Chief McCabe also report«f
that a five-pound dry chemical
fire extinguisher was found at
the Whitten dump on the city 's
west side Monday. The extinguisher has been turned over
to Fire Marshall Cleo Keiper
at the Central Fire Station,
where the owner can claim it,
McCabe said.

STAFFS OF battalion and
Bradburg said the charge for
higher headquarters have boostsetting up new machine acWINONA
ed the number of assemblies by
counts would be about $1,400 to
Robert G. Gora. 20. 1750
100 percent to 96 a year . Com$1,500
and price of the managecharge
Dr.,
$35
on
a
Kraemer
panies have increased assemment survey would be $6,300 to
of driving after suspension of
blies by 50 percent to 72 a year.
$6,400.
his driver's license at West
Training periods that formerly
Broadway and Huff Street MonSavings can be made if city
were two hours long now run CHICAGO (AP) - Leaders of
the American Farm Bureau
day at 12:15 p.m.
personnel are easily available
for four.
Bonnie J. Peterson, 18, 811
to answer questions, be added.
Moeglein also said the state Federation are giving the "welE. Mark St., $30 on a charge
The new system also will help
guard expects to have complet- come aboard" sign to James G.
of careless driving on West 2nd
department heads give better
ed the transfer of necessary Patton, retiring president of the
Street from Center to Huff
equipment to select reserve National Farmers Union, for his
operations and budget reports
streets Monday at 10:40 p.m.
units by April 1. He said he recent forecast that big governto the council, he told Aid. Neil
Michael A. Overing, 19, 573
Sawyer. Maintenance of a unihoped this could be done while ment farm programs are on the
E. Front St., $25 on a charge
leaving sufficient equipment for way out.
fied set of records will help
of speeding 40 m.p.h. in a 25
the training needs of non-select Federation leaders — here for
the council make comparisons
zone on Lake Drive from Main
the annual convention — also
units.
among departments, he noted,
to Huff streets Monday at 8:21
Requests for additional equip- said they welcomed a statement
p.m.
HENRY, appearing In his own
have been submitted to by Patton, long a militant battlment
Kyle M. Bishop, 21, St. Paul,
behalf, recommended that the
Bureau, he er for those programs, that
the
National
Guard
50
$25 on a charge of speeding
farmers of the future must look
A SURVEY, said Bradburg, public examiner's system be
said.
m.p.h. in a 30 zone on Gilmore
to cooperatives to fight for propmight
enable the city to adopt used. He said he now is acAvenue from Orrin Street to
't
MOEGLEIN said he doesn er prices for their products.
an
overall
financial plan. Cen- countant for the Housing and
Sunset Drive Saturday at 9:25
expect Minnesota's selected retralized
accounting
would be Redevelopment Authority of
p.m.
serve forces to have more than Leaders from P r e s i d e n t more efficient and could help Winona. He also indicated that
Charles
B.
Shuman
down
to
state
ARCADIA
about 95 percent of their 7,752
and county delegates said his- remove duplication, such as present systems could be alterARCADIA, Wis. (Special ) authorized strength by June.
that occurring when each de- ed to bring uniformity. Henry
Municipal court before Ernest
Some positions, such as radar tory shows that their organiza- partment invests its surplus did not give aldermen an estiT. Reck :
technicians, may take a long tion has been trying for many funds individually, to varying mate of his charges for the
Donald Klink, Arcadia, pleadperiod to fill, he said, because years to get government out of
service.
ed guilty to not having his car
of extensive training needed. agriculture because they believe degrees, he suggested.
Flow
of
paperwork
might
be
farmers
would
be
better
off
Aid. Sawyer, chairman of the
under control in the city of
not
think
Minnesotans should
Arcadia Oct. 21 and was f ined
without controls it has imposed simplified and dif f erent systems committee, said further study
forces
as
reserve
of
the
select
William C. Grobe
of reporting used by the sev- would be given the proposals.
$23.
"combat ready " troops, Moeg- on them.
Norman M e s k a , Winona, LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special! lein said. "There's no way un- Patton's forecast that farm eral departments could be unipleaded guilty to traveling the -William C. Grobe, 71, died der peacetime training t h a t programs were nearing an end fied, said Bradburg. Other re- BVBVBVSVBVBSHMH BI
BV
wrong way on a one-way street of a heart attack Sunday morn- you're going to become combat was made in an interview short- sults might extend to adoption
ELECTRIC
MIXER
ing
in
Lake City Memorial Hosand leaving the scene of an
ly after he announced that he of equipment sharing among
ready," he said.
accident Nov. 19 in Arcadia. He pital.
would not accept re-election at departments, he added.
was sentenced to pay a $20 fine Born here Sept. 15, 1894, to
his organization's annual meet- The survey could be taken
on the first count and $25 on Mr. and Mrs. Charles Grobe,
ing in Denver early next year. soon, said Bradburg, and would
the second, plus $3 costs.
he married Ella Fick Nov. 10,
He is the oldest of the nation- not delay installation of the
Robert A. Dasher, Arcadia, 1917. The couple farmed in Gilal farm organization presidents machine system, now schedulDesigned to fit
pleaded guilty to falling to have ford Township, Wabasha Counin point of service and is com- ed for about April 1.
most mixers.
his vehicle under control in Ar- ty, until 1946, then moved to
pleting his 25th year as head of
Replying to Aid. Barry Nel$2.29 Small $1.49
Larg*
cadia Nov. 27 and was fined Lake City. He operated a truckthe union. He has worked closely son's question, Bradburg said
$23.
ing service until retiring in 1961.
over the years with farm lead- an updated system would be
BADD BROS.
WABASHA
He was a member of First
nVDD STORE
ers in the Democratic party.
beneficial even if city governWABASHA , Minn. (Special )- Methodist Church.
V * S HARDWARE
ment structure should be alPatton's predictions were tered later.
Three men charged with drunk- Survivors are: His wife ; four
S74 E. «th St. Phona 4007
based on a belief that Congress Breaking down the figure,
enness pleaded guilty before Mu- sons, Elwood, William Jr. and
would refuse to extend present
nicipal Judge Kenneth Kalbren- Harold, Lake City, and George,
ner last week and were sentenc- St. Paul; one daughter, Mrs. WASHINGTO N (AP) - Sec- farm programs because of their
ed to 60 days in the Wabasha Merlyn ( Ruth) Watson, Anoka ; retary of Welfare John W , cost and also because of a be••
•*
County jail, with one-year sus- 21 grandchildren; three great- Gardner says the United States lief that expanding world food
pensions each.
grandchildren; two brothers, desperately needs national lead- needs would make them less esDennis Lyons, 43, Plainview , Charles, Lake City, and Alfred, ers but isn't doing anything to sential.
Patton wants a broad-gauged
was arrested on the charge Dec. Millville, and three sisters, produce them.
9 by Deputies Robert Loechler Mrs. Everett (Vonda) Lange, In fact , he says, there is an cooperative system, embracing
and Everett Lorenz and appear- Minneapolis, and Mrs. A. J. "antileadership vaccine" being not only farmers, but consumed in court Friday. Sylvester (Florence) Schaefer and Mrs. used to immunize "a high ers, organized labor and governKuhl, 64, and son, Donovan, 39, Edward ( F r a n c e s) Willers, proportion of our most gifted ment as well. He advocates a
young people against any tend- setup under which financing
Zumbro Falls , were arrested at Lake City. One son has died.
would be supplied, in large
Hammond Dec. 10 and were Funeral services will be encies to leadership."
measure, by the government.
sentenced Saturday.
Wednesday at 2 p.m. in First
In an esaay written while he
But the farm bureau leaders
Methodist Church, the Rev. was still president of the Carne- say they want no part of a sysRobert E. Rollin officiating. gie Corp. of New York tem taking in outside groups,
WEATHER
Burial will be in Lakewood and published Monday, Gardner including the government.
Cemetery.
said:
OTHER TEMPERATURES
Friends may call at PeterIn I960, the federation organ"The academic world appears
High Low Prec. son-Sheehan Funeral Home toized
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Two-State Funerals terview
today. Gardner said , served by such associations.
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Fort Worth, cloudy 60 63
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the world's only electronic
Maugham, 91, has been in a
Pittsburgh , rain .... 54 38 .01 neral home Thursday after- ership, and be encouraged to do
wrist timepiece.
coma since tie had a stroke SatPtlnd, Me., rain . . . . 32 24 .47 noon and evening, and Friday so But this diwsn't Happen.
"College faculties , for in- urday. His chief physician said
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d, Watarproof*, Appllad Markeri on Dial.
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San Fran., clear ... 58 47
do nothing to encourage their
A medical bulletin issued this
Seattle, clear
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Plenum Furnace Humidifier

That's right. ONLY $39.95 plus installation charges, for
a humidifying system that will bring moisture-measure d
comfort to every room in your house. This sturdy, low-cost
Mistlc-AIr Power Plenum Humidifier delivers up to 10
full gallons of moisture. It' s an Investment in long years
of trouble-free, humidified comfort. At just $39.95 there's
no need to postpone giving yourself and your family the
advantages of control led hum idification In eve ry room
of the house,
• Minimum maintenance
• Attractive styling
Full year warranty
Initiation
any
•
Quick,
•

G & K ELECTRONICS
111 E ait Third Hreet
W inona, Minn.

i

{siisi ti SHELL
FURNACE
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Burmeister Co.
35? W»«t Second Strot
PHONI 1*44

Joseph Kulat Sr.

DODGE, Wis.-Funeral services for Joseph Kulas Sr. were
held this morning at the Sacred Heart Church, Pine Creek,
Wis., the Rev. Augustine Sullk
officiating. Burial was in Sacred Heart Cemetery.
Pallbearers wore : John Lambert, Ben Kratch , Roy Hoesley,
Harry Kulas , Lawrence Losinski and Frumence Maliszew¦kl

Currency Slash
Brings Panic
In Indonesia

JAKARTA Indonesia ( AP) Merchants closed their stores In
the Jakarta market and near
panic broke out among the people today after the government
announced It is slashing the face
value of Indonesia 's currency.
Radio Jakarta broadcast repeated appeals to the population

to remain calm and to shopkeepers to reopen . Development
Minister Chaerul Saloh warned
merchants not to raise their
prices and threatened to punish
those who did under the subversion act, which provides for capital punishment.
The government announced It
will Issue a now rupiah worth
1,000 of those now in circulation
in an effort to deal with the
country's rising inflation.
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Warriors Rip Hamline 91-76

J iiplSPORTS i

Campbell
Receives
Early Gift

It*s usually about this time of the year Lhat bowlers begin
tc wonder just what those top ten departments we talk about
most every day look lik<>.
To ease the curiosity of the group, this is the way I hey
stand:
MF.N'S
•- .
TOP TEN 1MWLKRS

By BOB JTJNGHANS
Dally Newi Sports Writer
Winona State's basketball
team handed coach Bob Campbell an early Christmas present
Monday night neatly *wrapped
in a 91-point package with a
bow of white-hot shooting.
The Warriors, behind the fancy 26-point display of 5-8 guard
Dave Meisner, riddled Hamline
91-76 to bring their season record to 3-5 and drop the hapless
Pipers to 1-3.
"It's a nice one to go on vacation with," admitted Campbell. Winona State gets a long
rest before returning to action
Dec. 28-29 in a holiday tournament at Waukesha , Wis.
For a while Monday night
it looked as if the team which
scored last would win the game
as the score was tied twice and
the lead changed hands a phenomenal 18 times in the first 12
WOMKK'S
GAME
minutes of the game.
tory over Hamline Monday night at Memorial
ECSTASY . . . An unidentified Winona
243—Hope Dennis, Cool's, Hal-Rod Ladles City, 10 13-45
DOUBLE DRIBBLE? . . . Gary Petersen of Winona State
But with Winona trailing 22315— Birntci Eggert , Coiy Corner, 'Hal-Red Ladles City, 10-5 45
Hall. (Daily News Sports Photo ) .
State College rooter' appears more than a
appears to be using both hands to dribble the ball , but
334—Either Poianc. Potanc Trucking, Hal-Rod Ladles City, 1-21-45
21, 6-7 freshman Charlie Neal,
334—Loll Schacht, Budwelser, Hal-Rod Powder Pull, 10-JI-45
little pleased during the Warriors 91-76 vicactually he was only getting ready to catch the elusive
who played his best game of
313—Btv Schmlti, Schmlti-LIca, Westgata Guys and Doll*, I0-1C-45
sphere. Closely guarding Petersen is Hamline's Jim Boyd
the season on the back boards,
211—Mary Jo Grulkowski, Buck's Camera , Hal-Rod Ladles City. 11-14 45
313—Helen- Nelson, Winona Ins., Hal Rod Powder Puff, 12-3 65
tipped in an errant shot, Tim
(10). (Daily News Sports Photo)
211—Marga Moravec, Watkins Mary King, Wcslgale Pin Tpplers, 11-3-45
Anderson connected from the
210—June Dalleska , Togs 45 Toys, Hal-Rod Ladles City. I0-1*-4S
310—Jo BeTlgtn, Teamsters, Hal-Rod Pin Dusters, 10-M a5
corner and Meisner twisted in
SERIES
for one of his amazing layups
\
417—Betty Englerfh, Main Tavern, Westgate Pin Topplers, I0-1O-45
410—Helen Nalson, Winona l ni„ Hal-Rod Powder Puff, 10-31-4.5
and the Warriors were out in
407—Helen- Nelson, Watkins Mary King, Westgate Pin Topplen, 10-4-44
front to stay at 27-22.
Its—Helen Nelson, Sub Teamsters, Hal-Rod Pin Ousters, 10-l»-«5
SM— Bev Schmlti, Sctimlli-LIca, Weslgatc Guys and Dolls, 10-10-45
Hamline hung doggedly be517—Irene Bronk, Coca Cola, Westgate Pin Topplers,, 11-15-65
hind and trailed only 43-34 at
444—Elsie Dorsch, Haddad's, HalRod Ladles City, 1012-45
5I4—Marg« Moravec, Winona Ins., Hal-Rod Ladles City, 10-7-45
the half. But the crowd, thinIll-Helen Nelson, Winona Ins., Hal-Rod Powder Puff , 13-3-45
ned by the press of final exams,
5*0—Batty Schoonover, Hal-Rod Ladles City, 10-12-45
1»0—Hope Dennis, Poet's, HalRod Ladles City, 10-12-45
was treated to a spectacular
SM—Marianne O'Brien, Watkins Mary King, Westgate Pin Topplen, 11-I-4S
display at the start of the secTEAM OAME
til—Main Tavern, Westgate Pin Topplers,, to-11-45
ond half.
?II—Llnataan's, Hat-Rod Ladle* City , 11-30-45
NEW YORK (AP ) - It takes Here are the tie possibilities:
With Meisner again the en•71—Black Horse Bottle Club, Hal-Rod Pin Dusters, 11-3 45
(A)
TO—Coiy Comer, Mat-Rod Ladles City. 10-165
gineer,
Winona ran in nine
a
math
major
to
figure
out
all
MINNEAPOLIS - ST. PAUL contenders in pre-season reckon»7I—Orvlecewskl Beauty Shop, Westgata Ladles, 11-32-45]
"I'm not sure if he likes to
straight points to push the mar- (AP) — Minnesota Vikings ing-^an onl look for a fourth put his head down and mix it
470-Poofs Hal-Rod Ladles City, II Hs S
the permutations and combina- Green Bay loses 10-4
y
tit—Coca Cola, Waslgate Pin Topplen, 11-15-65
Chicago wins 104
gin to 52-34. "Mouse," as the Coach Norm Van Brocklin was place tie with San Francisco, with the strong boys," Van
HI—Watkins Mary King, Westgate Pin Topplers, 10-11-45
tions in the National Football
Baltimore loses
5-8 guard is known to his team- thinking about his team's final
•43—Winona Insurance, Westgata Pin Topplers, 10-33-45
7-6, by beating the Bears and Brocklin said, in hinting of
League's Western race but
(B)
nt-Peofa Hal-Rod Ladies City, II-M3
spun in another layup
mates,
TEAM SERIES
National
Football
League
game
the
49ers would have to lose to Vikings plans to contain Sayers.t
Green Bay can make it simple Green Bay ties 10-3-1
and then hit on a rafter-scrap3,750—Merf's Markat, Westgate sumetlars, 10-37-41
Green
Bay.
of
what
has
been
a
disappoint"So far he hasn't had to do that.''
Baltimore
wins
10-3-1
3,740-WH>one int., Weitgata Pin Topplers, 10-35-45
ing jump shot. Neal counted
by winninp Sunday at San Fran2,711—Coiy Corner, Hal-Rod Ladles City, 10-5-45
ing
season.
By
losing
to
Chicago,
MinneHis
speed and elusiveness have
The championship game will a free . throw, Anderson was
3,721-Wlnona Paint ft Glass, westgata Pin Topplers, 111 45
cisco.
"The Chicago Bears are the sota, 6-7, could finish as low as been enough. He's the kind of
be played in the home park of open underneath for a layup
3,737-Poot's, Hal-ROd Ladles Cily, tMaViS
Baltimore aiso can win it out- the Western champion Jan. 2
3,725-Llnahan's, Hal-Rod Lad ies City, 11-30-45
and Meisner topped it off with best team in football," said Van sixth if Detroit, 5-7-1, downs back who runs to daylight, es3,731—Pott's Hal-Rod Ladles City, 10-5-65
Brocklin of the Vikings final op- Philadelphia.
pecially when he has the adright if it can beat or tie Los with the Cleveland Browns as another from close in.
3,7I5-Poo*'s, Hal-Rod Ladles City, f21-4>5
3,702-Wlnons Ins., Hal-Rod Powder Puff, 10-7-45
ponent
Sunday.
"They've
been
vantage of an open field of kick
"I
don't
know
about
all
the
Angeles Saturday and Green the visitors and defending
But Hamline refused to go
We m ust point out that several departments are not filled
champions.
down without a fight. Behind the best for a month. They've ifs and probables of the title returns."
Bay
loses
on
Sunday.
as yet because cutoff points were set higher this year than
surprised a lot of people this race," Van Brocklin said. "But Meanwhile, the Vikings anThe only chance for Chicago The tight second-place races the uncanny long range gun- season, including me."
ever before.
I do know that we're going down nounced the signing of flanker
in
both
conferences
heighten
ning
of
Jim
Boyd
the
Pipers
to get into a tie situation is for
Chicago, 9-4, has won nine of to Chicago to beat the Bears." Ron Green of North Dakota to
If there are any additions or corrections—such as scores the
interest in the Playoff Bowl at closed with nine at 57-48 but
top two teams to lose.
its last 10 games. "They Beating Chicago has become a 1966 pro football contract.
rolled on a night when another score, still higher, was rolled
Miami, Jan 9 Each player on at could get no closer.
winning team in the Miami
in the same league—just give us a ring.
"I think we ended up with a started late, but right now very difficult because of Gayle Green, 6-2 and 205 pounds,
game gets $1,200 and each loser slight edge on the boards," said they've got all the momentum," Sayers, sensational rookie half- was drafted on the ninth round
$500. In addition , each second- Campbell, "and our fast break Van Brocklin added.
back who scored six touchdowns by the Vikings. He's the tenth
BECAUSE THERE are quite a few Guslavus gradual*!
The Bears could tie Green in last Sunday's 61-20 rout of the draft choice signed. The Vikings
place team member will get was working well."
in town — they're quite a boisterous bunch —
about $1,000 as his cut of the Neal, who finished with 10 Bay for the Western Division 49ers.
have lost two draftees to the
we'd like to point out that one of the school'!
championship game.
points, and Mike Jeresek, who title if both the Packers and Sayers scored four touchdowns rival A m e r i c a n Football
most illustrious grads had been named to a
The New York Giants-Dallas had 15, did the bulk of the re- Baltimore lose Sunday and Chi- in the Bears 45-37 victory over League. Four of the remaining
pretty illustrious group.
game Sunday at Yankee Stadi- boundin g work with guard Gary cago defeats Minnesota.
the Vikings on Oct. 18. His 96- Minnesota draft choices are inDr. Harold Sponberg has been named to
um will decide the Eastern sec- Petersen occasionally moving
The Vikings — labeled title yard kickoff return with 2:18 volved in bowl games.
ond-place team. The ' Giants, in to help out.
Sports Illustrated's silver anniversary allleft lifted the Bears from a 37- No contract terms were anleading bv a game, can assure Despite a usually aggressive
American group.
31 deficit .
nounced.
themselves of a trip to the Or- defense, Winona was assessed
Sponberg, a Minnesota native and now
ange
Bowl
by
beating
or
tying
with only eight personal fouls
president of Eastern Michigan University,
the Cowboys. If Dallas whips during the game, two in the
was a three-year football letterman at Gustathe Giants the Cowboys will go first half. Hamline was tabbed
vus, winning all-conference honors and Little
on the strength of two victories for violations 18 times but it
all-Amerlcan mention.
over New York.
made little difference as the
He then taught English and Latin at New
Sponberg
In the West either Baltimore Warriors could hit only 11 of 21
YMCA VOLLEYBALL
W L
W L
.Richland, Minn., before going on to school at the University
or Green Bay is the likely run- charity shots, one of the things Aico
» 3 Watklnt
4 <
of Minnesota and Michigan Statener-up. Chicago could get in if it Campbell wasn't too happy Setter Uppcrt I 4 Trl-Bankirt 1 »
Hangars
1
lt
Sata
n
Chasers
7
5
Nat
ties with either team because about.
Some of his silver anniversary companions? Fellas like
the Bears never have played in In fact, the Warriors percentTom Harmon and Jackie Robinson , Guys you hardly ever
Setter Uppers continued their
the Miami game.
hear of.
age from the floor was better drive toward the top of the
•
•
•
The
American
Football than that from the charity YMCA Volleyball League MonAFTER THE PREVIOUS two rounds , the Swam! wait due
League will have a replay of the stripe. Winona blasted in 60 day night, ripping Watkins 15-11
lor a fall. The old guy got it — and got it
1964 title game with Buffalo de- percent of its shots in the first and 15-13.
good — last weekend.
fending against San Diego. half , hitting 20 of 33 attempts,
The double victories moved
He counted only 27 of 45 correct and saw
However, this time they will and returned after intermission
the
squad within one game of
his percentage dip to .718 on an overall 145
play at San Diego and the
league leading Asco which
BOSTON (AP) - Fireballing Chargers will have Lance Al- with 48 percent,
of 202.
left-hander Sam McDowell of worth in the line-up. Buffalo is And as the saying goes, when downed Net Hangers twice 15-10
Now for tonight:
it rains it pours.
and 15-11.
Kenyon over Cannon Falls 82-58, Alma the Cleveland Indians won the the crippled team with its top When Campbell inserted the
Satan Chasers moved into
American
League
earned
run
receivers banged up but the
Center over Cortirane-Fountain City 67-61,
title in 1965, the official aver- meeting of Jack Kemp and John reserves in the lineup , both third another game back with
Whitehall over Blair 69-60, Augusta over
a 15-10, 15-9 sweep over Tri(Continued on Page 15)
ages disclosed today.
Hadl should provide top-flight
Independence 73-64, Elcva-Strum over Osseo
Bankers.
WARRIORS
football
McDowell, had a 'I IB ERA .
78-73, Arkansuw over Taylor 76-61, Red Wing
over Farmin^ton 63-52, Wykoff over Adarns The 23-year-old hurlcr yielded
59-53, Randolph over Btirnsvillc 63-58, Lewis- 66 earned runs in 273 innings
t«ni over Kollingslone Holy T rinity 54-49, Immanuel Lutheran while posting a 17-11 won-lost
over Gilmanton 58-46, Mondovi over Kaldwin-Woodville 58-54, record. McDowell also paced
the circuit in strikeouts with
Durand over Ellsworth <>5-(M .
325, bases on balls, 132, and wild
pitches , 17.
COMJHATUI.ATIONS , yon lltu'e lucky |wo|>lr. You get
Eddie Fisher of the Chicago
spanking new black shoulder patches for your
bowling shirts , You see, you just joined the , White Sox, a right-handed reDaily News 300 Club—that lovely society for liever, was second in the earned
run competition with a 2.40
preservation of dubious bowling events.
mark, He was followed hy SonThe new wearers nre :
year-old scoring record as the managed in 40 minutes against
Hy UAL HOCK
ny Siebert of Cleveland 2.43,
JACK MCliONAM) , 3711 to go with a 172 George Brunei of the California Associated Press Sports Writer Porkers whipped Centenary 90- the Golden Griffiths.
average in the Westgale Braves and Scnuaws Angels 2.56, Pete Hie heit of
61, and a Canisius guard out- While things were out of kilter
Bill Bradley 's smiling face scoring the entire Western On- elsewhere, Vonderbilt's Clyde
Leii(*ue.
Washington 2.60 and M ilt Pap- still greets Princeton fans evtario squad as the Golden Grif- Lee and Boston College's John
KU'H .MOHAN , 395 to RO with a 165 aver- pus , Baltimore , 2.61.
ery time they go to watch their fiths won 109-53,
Wait 'til you hofd our
Austin performed routinely.
age in the Westgate Classic League.
Jim (Mudcat ) Grant of the beloved Tigers play. The only
scored
32
Lee
who's
6-9Ms,
,
KKN IllllUMHI ) , 3BH to go with a 167 p e n n a n t-winning M innesotn thing is once they get past the Bob Lloyd, a 6-foot-l junior ,
points and pulled down 20 reaverage in the Hal-Rod VFW circuit.
Twins topped the circuit 's pitch- ticket taker , there's no more was the chief architect of Rut- bounds leading fourth-ranked
Afja in , congratulations !
ers in winning |H>rcentuge with Bradley and it certainly makes gers' shocker against Princeton. Vanderbilt through a 102-82
The rich texture of the hunting dog scene—fired into
.750 on a 21-7 record. He also led a difference. Just ask Rutgers. He scored 30 points and engiromp
against
Wake
Forest.
the glass in brill iant color—gives a hand-painted
neered the late-game slowdown
in victories and shutouts , the
Bradley, of course, is the two- that held the Tigers off . Prince- Austin, a flashy 6-footer confeeling to this decanter. And best of all , the Cabin
latter department with six.
time All-America and Player of ton combatted the semi-freeze sidered by many to be the best
Still V nside has that satisfying flavor—the winning
The veteran right-hander and the Year who led the Cinderella with n full-court press and small man in the East , scored
difference—that has made it famous as the Sport*
New York 's Mel Stottlemyro Ivy IiCague representatives into Lloyd converted four foul shots 27 points on 11 for 17 from the
were the only AL mouiuismen to the semifinals of the National in the final four minutes that floor and 5-for-5 from the free
'
man 's Bourbon,
_««%w
win 20 or more games. In addi- Collegiate playoffs last season. proved decisive.
throw line as Boston College
,
who
bad
a
20tion
Stottlomyre
,
The
big
guy
was
a
senior
of
California
Steve Will tf en l itis wild , pumpRicky Sugg, off to a slow start ripped St. Mary 's
j ng in 111 points to lead the "War- 9 record , worked the most in- though »nd , like all good things , in Arkansas' first three games 95-72.
nings, 291 , and pitched the mast his career came to an end. But
riors to II 77-23 rout ol Chargers complete games, UI.
Princeton, being somewhat sen- and averaging just eight points
li n the YM CA Intermediate bastimental , kept his picture plas- per game, ran wild against Cen1 kcthiill league Monday nig.ht ,
tered on tickets for this season 's tenary , scoring 41 points and
smashing a 25-yenr-oId school
U.S.
to
Decide
on
games
. It's a pleasant reminder record,
Uraves ripped Stallions 41-3H
• REPAIRS
things past .
in another contest
City for Ol ympic Bid of Things
Sugg,
who
led
tlie
Porkers
past
now
include
a
13Wiltgen got help from Rob
• PARTS
Follman with 22 and Dane Hie- NKW YORK (AP )
Amerl- year winning streak against with a 16.5 average last season,
IHU
KaaJa*"-*' aaMl Ii H I I
Minz with 10. Ron Reif' s ««iglit oan Olymp ic officials will arch-rival Rutgers which end«d hit on 11 of 12 shots in the first
• SERVICE
s SK
*Of such excellence the * It
IllllllaP
when the Scarlet half , almost all of them from
night
Monday
—
^ II
Chargers,
led
the
deride
at
Chicago
on
Jan.
15
|
offer
<-» TRV
money-bock
guarantee
data*
•
^tagjjv^UlUp^^
the o utside. He was perfect
Doug Siiuer meshed 23 for which American cities will he sprung a 68-66 upset.
mm
Decwiut
f
or
Gttl
' Elj ' j ivf.s ami .Mike Sending help- put in the bidding for the 1972 It was the biggest surprise on from the fou l line with 13 for is.
W/op
.11 nt> DXII H t.luiiqtt
"to
ed nut wit h 16, Tom Hobintson Summer and Winter Olympic a strange night tliot had sucli John Morrison played only 18
MotorcycJt Shop
.scored III 1» pace the Stallions ' Giimes, an officer of the U .S. odd goings-on us an Arkansas minutes for Canisius but scored
STruEi.-WELt .ER , America 's Oldest Family Distillery
{73
E . 4th St. Phon* -4007
34
points
—
one
more
than
the
averaging
just
eight
stab. Louisville, Ky.. 1849 . Straight Bourbon Whiskey . m p r o0f
Amancaa'a Largaal j ailing Cipi ir j iiitack , and Joe Miller played Olympic Association .said Mon- player,
points per game , breaking a 25- entire Western Ontario squad
an outstanding dcfehMv* game. day .
GAME
277—Bob Kiali, O'Lautj hllit Plumbing, Wf itg ttt Mtnt, 11 3 43
174—Jerry Durfskt , Fish Shop, Wos lpal* Classic, 10-1 4 t i
JM—Marv Sch' ulti. Winona lmur»ncc , Hal-Roe Eaglet, I1-4-4S
MS—Ctrl Flschtr
»««—Lyle 'Jacotnon, StWih ten, Westgate Community
244—Wilton Btrgei, Unahan's , Hal Rod City, 10-tl-sS
SERIES
70*—<Jor«l« .FaMir , Fish Shop, Westgate Claulc, ttt iavts
»M—Rog SBiltgen, BTF, Hal Rod Retail, 11-3 65
*7J—Frank Oorsch, Mayan Grocery, Hal-Rod Lesion, 11-5-45
*t«—Hilary Joiwlck, Nelson Tire, Winona AC Major , 10 37 *5
444-JM Stolpa, Wason 's, Hal-Rod VFW, »-JM5
•44—Mirv Schullj, Winona Im., Hal-Rod Eaglet, 11-4-45
*»J—John Clerjan, Mamernlk' s, Mat-Rod Legion , 10SJ-4!
««—Mike Cyert , Ball'i, Hal-Rod Four City, 10-74-fl
TEAM GAME
1,10*—Boxers, Wtstgatt Bay Slatr , 10 20 Al
1,0»1—Bub' s Winona AC Classic, 10-545
1.0ft—Flitt Shop, Winona AC Clan":. ll-9-ai
1,084—Boland Mtj. Westgate American, 11-13-65
1,084—Winona Ins., Hal-Rod Eagles, 11-4-65
1.0a*—Sportsman's Tap, Hal-Rod Retail, 10-13-45
1.0t5-Ei»)l' » Mtnswear, Winona AC Classic. 10-1345
1,081—Winona Rug Cleaning, Hal-Rod Commercial, 10-iO-iJ
1,077-Eagiai, Hal-Rod Eaqles. 1 3 9 4 5
1,075—Rupfsart's Grocery, Westgate Men 's, 11-75-45
TEAM SERIES
3,074—Mayan Grocery, Hal-Rod Legion, ivs-as
3,051—Emil's Mentwear, Winona AC Cl.is.tlc. 10-17 45
3,037—Winona Rug Cleaning, Hal-Rod Commercial, 10-30-45
3,035—Bau*r Electric, Hal R6d Legion, 10-39-45
3,031—Spew Wash, Hal-Rod Cily, 1016-45
3,010-Blltaitr Oil Co., Hal-Rod Eagles, 1-15 45
1,004—Winona Ins.., Hal-Rod Eaqles , 11-4-45
1,004—Nils.cn Tire, Winona AC Ma|or , 11-5 (.5
3,1101—Fenske Body Shop, Hal-Rod Retail, 9 22- 6S
3,000—Kramer * Toye Plbg., Westgate American, 11-14 45
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Six Repeaters, Six Rivermen on Centennial All-Conference Team

You might say th« Centennial all-conference football team has a familiarly
unfamiliar look about it.
There are, of course,
several reasons for that bit
of gobbledygook.
First of all, six of tlie
22 players named were on
the team last year. Among
those six is one boy who
has been named for the
fourth consecutive year.
Three have been named for
the last three years.
But dominating the team
are six players named from
the championship Alma ,
Wis., team. It happened to
be Alma's first year in the

Grandy

Collins

conference, thus tht un*
familiar aspect.
Named for the fourth consecutive time was Faribault
Deaf's 185-pound guard Ronald Springer. Repeating for
the third time were Pete
Ekstrand, 185-pound Wabasha halfback ; Jim Grandy,
M azeppa's 175-pound tackle ,
and Don Pressnall, Randolph's 185-pound fullback.
All are seniors and all
were named to the offensive
team, with the exception of
Springer, a defensive selection.
Making their second appearance on the select
group of Centennial stars

are Randolph's Dennis Murray, a 140-pound defensive
back, and Steve Lambrecht,
160-pound Elgin defensive
end.
Murray is one of four juniors named to the defensive

C. Kreibich

O Keilly

Loechler

unit. All offensive performers are seniors.
Not only does the offensive unit boast the experience — it also holds a
weight advantage , averaging. 181 pounds per man.

Presnall

B. Kreibich

Copple

- i

The most potent one-two scoring punch in the Dairyland Conference is what Cochrane-Fountain City will be facing tonight
when the Pirates go searching
for their second victory of the
season at Alma Center.
Lincoln, the host team, boasts
a rangy squad paced by Gene
Janke and Dale Cummings. Janke is second to Augusta 's Dick
Osborn in Dairyland scoring
with a 21.2 average, while Cummings is fifth with a 16.2 mark.
That's a total of 38.4 points-pergame from these two cagers
alone.
Cochrane-Fountain City will

take a 1-3 record into tonight's
8 p.m. clash compared with
Lincoln's 3-2.
After four weeks of high
school action, 5-8 senior guard
Ron Johnsonof Faribault Deaf
is still the area's most prolific
scorer. Johnson has averaged
32.5 points-per-game in two outings this year.
Second high on the list is Canton's Don Fay, the man with
the most points to his credit
this season. Fay, in five games,
has rammed in 125 points for
an even 25 average.
Mike Knies of Preston, 23.8,
Dennis Iverson of Wabasha,

St. Thomas Blasts
Auqqies in MlAC
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
A fine display of balanced
¦coring paced St. Thomas to its
second straight victory of the
Minnesota Intercollegiate Ath-

Jefferson
Grabs Lead
In Jr. High
HEAVYWEIGHTS
Jellarson
Central Blue
Phelps

W
1
1
1

L
•
1
1

W L
Washlngren-K. 1 1
Central Gold g 1

Alter one week of Junior High
School heavyweight basketball
action, Jefferson leads the
league, winning its only game
over Central Golds 48-35.
Central Blue is runnerun capturing two games, whipping
Washington-Kosciusko 58-46 and
Central Golds 43-41 while falling to Phelps 47-45. Phelps, in
turn, lost to W-K 37-36 in overtime.
Rick Stuart hit 14 in Jefferson's victory, while John Hartwich matched that for Central
Golds. Gary Egge hit 34 and
Scott Hazelton 33 in Phelps'
split, while Zero Bosteter totaled 38 for W-K . In Central Blues
three games, Dave Czaplewski
hit 41 , Scott Featherstone 30
and Bob Massie 23.
LIGHTWEIGHTS

letic Conference basketball race
Monday night.
The 86-70 decision over defending champion Augsburg was
also the Tommies' sixth straight
triumph ¦without defeat. It left
Augsburg 1-1 in the conference
and 1-5 for all games.
Dan Hansard scored 21 for St.
Thomas, while Nick Lapentti
had 19 and Wayne Pier, 18.
Augsburg's high man was Ed
Nixon with 18.
Bethel College of St. Paul
raced past Eau Claire College
110-84, with Ron Pederson pacing the winners on 31 points.

Nobis fo Ink
With Falcons
For $225,000

DALLAS (AP) - Tommy Nobis, the All-America linebacker
ot the University of Texas, will
sign a contract with the Atlanta
Falcons of the National Football
League today, The Associated
Press has learned.
Nobis has been negotiating
with both the Atlanta Falcons
and the Houston Oilers of the
American Football League, both
of whom made him their No. 1
draft choice.
Terms of the contract were
not disclosed but it is expected
W L to be about (225,000. Houston
W L
« 1 has Indicated it is offering $250,Jefferson
3 • Can. Whltai
Can. Blacks 1 O Central Golds • 1
I
1 000 and the Atlanta bid is reWashington^.
Phelpa
1 •
Central Blues 1 a
portedly $225,000, but Nobis, it
Jefferson also leads in the was learned, will take the
Lightweight division, tied this Atlanta offer because of prestime , however, with the Central tige, player pensions, etc.
Blacks. Both teams opened the
Dave Kunda had 12 for W-K.
season with two triumphs.
Chuck Hanson hit 17 in Jeff' s Koehler netted 10 in a 34-19 vic37-28 conquest of Central Golds, tory over Central Blues . Dave
and then matched Joe Fergu- Neitzke hit 11 for the losers.
In Phelps 37-24 victory over
son 's eight in a 34-24 victory
against Central Whites. Jeff Bie- Central Blues Gary Bauer had
ganz hit 15 for Golds and Jim 22 points and Neitzke 13. Neitzke
hit eight , along with Wayne BasRonnenberg nine for Whites.
Blacks got 12 from Art Yeske ket, in a 23-22 Blues victory
and Ron Koehler in stopping over W-K. Tim Styba had eight
W a s h i n g ton-Kosciusk* 36-27, for the losers.

ATTENTION! PISH

MENUNDER 25 r^»
Sonlry nipoi'ts Rood news <nl last)
about car Insurance savings for men
today to find out how
under
of
your
tim« may save
20 minuted

you up to $50 or maybe even mor*.
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SENTRY INSURANCE

*S 13.1
tt lt.l
K
7t
70
41
45
47
Sf
57

14.4
15.1
14.*
11.4
11.0
U.I
11.4
11.4

Steva Strandtme, Kenyon . . . 4
Jim Abraham/ Lak« City . . 5
Tom O'Brien, Kasson
Mantorvills
5
Mick Ooudy, Cannon Fairs . . 5
Jim Klndsefh, Kenyor,
4
Bob Eckles, St. Charles
1
Stava Mount, strwartvilla . . 4
Rlclt Gates, Ke-nyon
1
Shi Dtepenbracn, Lake City 4
MIX* Paterson. Zumbrota . . . . 5

U i\.»
fl 11.1
tt
71
41
41
M
4*
4f
57

17.4
15.4
15.1
14.1
ll.l
ll.l
12.0
11.4

Ron Johnson, Faribault Dtal 1
Dennis Iverson, Wabasha . . . . 1
Don Pressntl. Randolph .... 1
Sfevi Richardson. Elgin .... 4
Tom Gorman, Ooodhue
5
Bob Tlttrington . Elgin
4
Clayton Copple. Mazeppa . 4
Pete Ekstrand, Wabasha .... 1
3
Jim Rollla, Maieppa . ..
Mike Popp, Randolph
1

45
71
11
71
77
41
st
42
17
15

13.5
14.»
!».»
ll.l
15.4
15.1
14.1
14.1
11.5
13.5

Wayne Camay, Pine Island . . I
Rogir Kraeiper, Dodge
center
I
Dan Proesthel, HaylleW .... 5
Merlin Cordei, Byron
4
Don Mtllerina, Pin* Island .. 5
Pat Smith, Weil Concord . 1
Bill Bonser, Dodge Center
J
Dtan Hoven, Wanamlngo . . . 4
Mark Predrlckson. Haylield s
Grant Hoven, Wanamlnao .. 4

t4

lt.l

»5
tl
47
74
74
71
14
4t
74

it.g
ll.a
14.1
15.1
14.1
14.4
14.1
ll.l
13.1

lit
111
40
15
7t
t4
41

11.1
10.1
30.1
17.0
15.1
15.7
11.5

77
74
M
7]

15.4
15.3
15.1
15.1

Centennial

Wasioja

Coulee

Lea Muemanberger
Bangor
I
Gary Herbert, Trempeoleau. 4
Bob Anderson, Holmen
1
Tom Peak, Onalaska
5
Boa) Berg, Onalaska
t
Tear Johnson, Trempealeau . . 4
Bixl Bemisa, Arcadia
4
s:_-vc Oalflnson.
Oete-Ettrlck
I
Rod Ntcolal, Bangor
5
Harry Grlswnld , Wast Salam 4
Oordy Horatman, Bangor
5

West Central

Mlka Moham, Alma
John Lawson, Papln
John Stohr, Almr
Maynard Krai Taylor
Mikt Leila, Falrchlld
Dennis Blang. Falrchlld . . . .
Brian Kreibich. Alma
Bruce Martin, Arkansaw . . . .
jo* Murray, Pepin
Joe Murray, Pepin
Larry Mitchell, Taylor

I
4
I
4
I
I
S
I
4
4
4

IM
so
tt
11*
»
7»
75
7«
5*
SB
7S

20.0
IO.I
lt.l
ll.l
14.4
15.4
15.0
14.1
14.5
14.5
11.5

Dick Osborn, Auguala
...
Sena Janka, Alma Centar ..
Dean Dale, Blair
Jim Skogstad, (leva-Strom .
Dala Cummings, Alma Cantar
Lyli Sell, Osseo
Rotor Tolletson, BleveStriim
Boo Idmundson,
Independence
Bruce Ausderau Whitehall .

4
I
4
4
5
5

»J
lie
4*
4*
4*
M

ll.l
11.1
14.5
14.5
14.1
14.1

Dale Harschllp, Durand ...
Dan Langlois, Durand
Daen Wilde, Lrwlston
Slave Kant, Mondov i
Ron Kasaler, Lewiston

4 113 17.5
4 113 17.1
4 57 14.1
4 S3 11.1
4 41 M.I

Dairyland

Jitdepttndcnta

Bl-Slate

4

44 14.1

| 7B 15.4
4 IT 14.1

Mike Mulvenna,
Caledonia Loretto
i
John BUI, Wabasha
51. Felix
4
Dennis Lemke, Onalaska
Luther
1
Herb Proeichal, Lima
Sacrad Heart
I
Dave Wilder Onalask a Luther 3
Don Larson, Onalaska Luthir 1
Denny Ponton. Rolllngatcwie
Holy Trinity
1
Bill Brunnor, Lima
Sacred Heart
I
Joe Tollelion, Caledonia
Loretto
4
Dave Arnold/,
Holllnattoite Holy Trinity
1

l
V2^HBjt^
f
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DUANE RINGLER
Phona 7261

Hiawatha Valley

M tl.T
4a 11.5
W ll.l
M 14.7
le 14.1
14 11.1
13 11.1
74 11.1
74 ll.l
14 ll.l

HAVE YOU PLAYED

!

\ LA DOLCE
VITA

i

»

!

*

ON SCOPITONE AT

POS.
NAME
SCHOOL YE AR
QB Brian Kreibich
Alma
Sr.
FB Don Presnall
Randolph
Sr.
HB Pete Ekstrand
Wabasha
Sr.
HB John Stohr
Alma
Sr.
E
Mike Moham
Alma
Sr.
E Rich Schuth
Wabasha
Sr.
T Jim Grandy
Mazeppa > Sr.
T Howard Collins
Goodhue
Sr.
G
Carlos Kreibich
Alma
Sr.
G
Gerald Loechler
Wabasha
Sr.
C Roger O'Reilly
Goodhue
Sr.
DEFENSIVE TEAM
HB Clayton Copple
Mazeppa
Jr.
HB Dennis Murray
Randolph
Jr.
LB Alan Holm
Goodhue
Sr.
LB Larry Stromness
Wabasha
Sr.
E Bob Sathre
Randolph
Jr.
E
Steve Lambrecht
Elgin
Sr.
T Bob Gross
Alma
Jr.
T Larry Fluekiger
Alma
Sr.
G
Ron Springer
Faribault Deaf
Sr.
G
Phil Erickson
Goodhue
Soph.

17? BAST THIRD

Sathre

i.

FT.
5-10
6-0
6-1
6-0
6-2
6-3
5-11
6-0
5-11
5-11
5-11

WT.
175
180
285
185
185
153
175
198
225
153
175

5-11
5-10
5-11
5-11
5-11
5-9
5-11
64
5-10
5-11

165
140
155
182
160
160
200
200
185
201

Winona Dog 4th
In Local Trial
A Winona dog owned by Don
Lund, won a trophy in Sunday's
Tri-State Hunting Dog Association Trial held at the Airport
Trial Grounds.
Red, a golden retriever puppy, finished fourth in the .pup-,
py stakes to become the only

«»»^«»^
lAA»^a«*»*^aP>»^a^#>»
I*t)P^e^4t«»*>
-i«^
>«s»^^^

j
t

¦

Qninnell

Lambrecht

Is 201-pound Goodhue guard
Priil Erickson, a defensive
selection.
Two Alma players, plus
Ekstrand a n d Presnall ,
make up the backfield. Brian Kreibich, 175-pounder,
and John Stohr . 185-pounder, are the quarterback and
a halfback , respectively.
Offensive ends are Mike
Moham of Alma and Rich
Schuth of Wabasha , the
tackles are Grandy and
Goodhue's Howard Collins,
the guards Carlos Kreibich
and Wabasha's G e r a l d
Loechler and the center Roger O'Reilly of Goodhue.
The defensive backfield is

Gross

Fluekiger

I
j

Springer

Erickson

It was a long time in the si Cola to 1,044. Hotel Winona Nancy Alampi picked up th»
making, but a Winona bowler counted 2,926 and Carl Fischer 3-6-7-8 split.
finally shook up the individual had a 585 errorless.
Community — Gene Sobeck
top ten Monday night after
Leon Edel stirred up the Mon- paced Bub's, Pilsen to 2,878 with
over a week of dormancy on the day League at the Athletic Club his 564, while Al Ruppert toppin front.
with games of 186-210-231 for a pled 215 for Sunbeam Bread.
Dick Seeling, rolling for Bun- 627 series. Behind his firing Schmidt's Beer registered 1,001.
ke 's APCO in the VFW League Schlitz Beer hammered 1,002— ATHLETIC CLUB: Go Getat Hal-Rod Lanes, uncorked a 2,920.
ters — E.B . 's Corner continued
267 game that sparked his team
Irlene Trimmer nosed out to hold onto, the lead behind 880
to 1,037—2,914 and a first place several other candidates for —2,488 led by Lois Schacht's
tie. It also put Dick in the No. high women's honors for the 498. Irene Hermann stocked 187
4 spot in the season's listings. evening with 191—537 for Wat- for Kramer & Toye. Two split
Seeling opened up the eve- kins Mary King in the Pin Top- makers were Doris Beeman
ning with his rousing total and plers at the Westgate Bowl. The ( 5-7-9) and Irene Newfeldt (2-7then followed it with games of Watkins gals totaled 883—2,600 10).
tc tie them with Hamernik's HAL-ROD: Park Ree Jr. Girli
197 and 178 for a 642 total.
There were several other Bar for the early second round —Carol Lilla tipped 157—266 for
men's honor counts throughout Lead.
All Stars, but Roadsiders took
the city with most of them comMarge Moravec laced 530, team laurels with 589—1,164.
ing in the City League at Hal- Betty Englerth 519, Betty RED MEN : Monday Nile —
Schoonover 508 and Yvonne Al Maynard hammered 213—
Rod.
Clarence Rivers led the way Carpenter 504. Jane Maschka 518 for Schmidts, while Sunwith a 615 for Linahans. Roger converted the 3-7-10 split and beam counted 900—2,621. Bub'l
Biltgen rapped 614, Al Nedoba Doris Bay hit the 6-7-10.
also had a 900 game.
WESTGATE: Ladies — Shira 601 and Roger Nedoba and
Jack Critchfield each posted ley Gehlhaart slapped 194 to
pace Safranek's to 867, while
even 600 counts.
Ken Teppe again had the Winona Typewriter laced 2,538
high single of 234 to pace Pep- behind Eleanor Loshek 's 477.

Burros Slap
La Crescent

club vice president.
The new White Sox manager
has been player development
LANESBORO - Lanesboro
director of the Mets, with emphasis on the farm system, broke open a tight game in tha
since September , 1964.
second half to defeat La Cres>
cent 66-43 Monday night in a
nonconference high school basketball game.
The Burros led only 26-20 at
the intermission, but started
connecting in the last half to
build the Targe margin. Brian
Gardner hit 18, Richard PeterMORGANTOWN, W.Va. fAP ) son 14 and Curt Abrahamson a
— "When you get old, you get dozen for the' winners.
Sam Shea s 13 topped La
run down and a little tired," 44Crescent
which had only six
year-old Gene Corum said after
handing in his resignation as personal fouls assessed it durWest Virginia University 's head ing the game.
Lanesboro also won tha B
football coach,
game 49-21.
"I haven 't been satisfied with
the success we've had. But I
don't know what we could have
done to do better.
(Continued from Page 14)
"I thought a change would be
5-8 Dennis Morgan and 5-fl AI
better for everyone. "
Corum compiled a mediocre Connor blasted in long jump
29-30-2 record in his five years shots the first time they had
as coach of the Mountaineers , their hands on the ball .
Meisner , despite his 2fi-point
but WVU President Paul Miller ,
, had to give up
performance
in announcing the resignation
Wonday, said the won-lost scoring honors to Hamline 's
record wasn't the university 's Boyd with 27. Anderson, who
hit soft-touch jumpers from
primary concern.
all over the floor , was runnerup
for the Warriors with 20.

WARRIORS

Baseball Greats Pay
Rickey Final Tribute

ST. LOUIS (AP) — Branch
Rickey was given a final tribute
Monday by Just a f ew of tho
men on whom he left his mark
as one of baseball's most brilliant and far-seeing executives .
Some 500 persons attended the
funeral services in Grace Methodist Church for the front-office
g e n i u s , who revolutionized
baseball by creating the minor
league farm system , introducing Negroes to the major
leagues and forcing expansion.
Rickey, who died Tliuiwday in
Columbia , Mo., at the afie of 8.1,
will be buried today in the family plot in Lucnsville, Ohio.
Among those listening to the
praises heaped upon the Mahutma in tlie eulogy by Dr. Ralph
Sockman were George Stoler,
Stan Miisinl and Jnckio Robinson.
It was Rickey who picked Staler out of college, brought him
to the old St. Louis Browns and
was rewarded with a star who
played his way into the Hall of
Fume.
Musinl "WBfi one of the many
SI . Louis Cardinal gr*al/i turned
out hy his fnrm system that
supplied players and helped the
Cardinals to nine pennants.

made up of Murray and
Clayton Copple of Mazeppa.
Linebackers are Alan Holm
of Goodhue and Larry
Stromness of Wabasha.
The line is made up of
ends Bob Sathre of Randolph and Lambrecht of
Elgin, tackles Gross and
Fluekiger , and g u a r d s
Springer and Phil Erickson
of Goodhue, the lone sophomore named.
The breakdown by team*shows Alma with six players named , Wabasha and
Goodhue with four each,
Randolph with three, Mareppa with two and Faribault Deaf and Elgin with
one each.

Seeling Hammers
267 for 4th High

Ed Stanley
New Chisox
West Virginia
Manager Grid Coach Quits

Basketball !
Scores

MINNUOTA COLLIOII
Winona tt , Hamllna 74.
St. Thomas 14, Augsburg 70 .
Bailhal, Minn. 110, Eau Clalra 14.
WISCONSIN COLLEGES
Northarn Michigan 10a. St . Morbart II.
Wriltawalar tl, Carroll 10.
CAST
Rutgara 41, Princeton 44 .
Army 74, Cornell 74.
Boston 0. tS, St , Mary 's, Calif, 71.
p»nn l
l. Delaware 97,
Connecticut 14, Malna 4t,
St. Francis, Pa. »1, Tax, Southern II,
Canlalus toy, Watt . Ont. 13.
MIDWEST
Kansas Itata 10J, Indiana 74.
Missouri »4, Rica 17.
Ohio Univ. 74, Purdue 71.
Syracuse 104, Bow l. Orean It.
Detroit I0S, Xavle r- at .
SOUTH
Venderbllt 111, W. Foreit »t.
17,
Fur mon 10.
Washn.
Geo.
A(»li»ina fl, Jacksonville It , 74.
Mississippi M, le. Tech 74.
Arkansas M, Centenary 41,
SOUTHWEST
Texas 14, Oklahoma Slate Jl.
Tanas A«.M, t). Memphis St. 14,
Tulsa 70, Loyola La. 44,
Hard-Simmons 74, N. Tax. 4t.
PAR WEST
Ulah St. II, Ariz . St. U. II.
Pacific U. I), Baylor 44,
Wash. St. 11, Mont. SI. 10.
N . Mexico 77, L.A . Stale 53.
San Jost 77, Nevada SI.
Seattle to, U. »« Call). 3anla Bar
bare •!•

Sehoth

local dog to finish in the money.
A total of 45 dogs turned out
for the rain-swept trial with
Iowa and Wisconsin dogs taking
the top laurels.
Ace, a black labrador, owned
and handled by G.O . Doucet of
La Crosse, won the puppy
stakes, while another La
Crosse dog, Rex, a golden retriever owned and handled by
Ron Mallas, won the derby
stake.
The qualifying stake was captured by Dyna, a biaci lab owned by Robert Hollinger of Mason City, Eowa, and Boomer, a
black labrador owned by Dr.
Roy Hutchinson of Fort Dodge,
Iowa, and handled by Maurice?
Loque won the open stake.
CHICAGO un - Eddie Stanky
Results :
was
named manager of the
OPEN: I. Boomer, black labrador.
Dr. Roy Hutchinson, Fort Dodge, Iowa; Chicago White Sox today, suc2. Dago, black labrador, Carl Rjllalo,
Rochester; 3. Jack black labrador, Ross ceeding Al Lopez who resigned
Schmidt, Minneapolis. JUDGES: Robert
last Nov. 4,
Sabbonn. Leon Inman.
QUALIFYING; i Dyna. black labraThe 48-year-old Stanky, who
dor, Robert Hollinger Mason City, lowai
2. Jeanne, black labrador, Bill Vertielst, resigned as director of player
Mason City, I owa ; 3. Taffy ^ yellow labrador, Dan Cash III St. Paul, JUDGES: personnel of the New York Mets
E. B. Steele, Jerr . Tells.
DERBY: 1. Re> golden r«trlever, Ron to accept the position, received
Mafias, La Crosse; I. Nike, golden re- a three-year pact at a reported
triever, Phil Uehlino Onalaska; 3. Missy, golden retriever. Marie Hollinger, $40,000 a year.
Mason City, Iowa. JAM—La|a, black
This is Stanky 's second try as
labrador, Jack Griffin, Mason Cily, Iowa;
Terr, golden retriever, Maria Hollinger, a big league manager. He led
Mason City, Iowa ; Duke, black labra- the St. Louis Cardinals to third
dor, T. W Heltsley La Crosse. JUDGES:
places finishes in the National
John Shlmshak G. 0. Doucet.
PUPPY: 1. Ace black labrador , G League in 1952 and 1953 ami
O. Doucet, Ln Crosse; 3. Little Joe,
black labrador, M. L. Stevens, Roches sixth in 1954.
ter; 1. Pete, black labrador, Phil An
He was replaced as Cardinal
derson, Minneapolis: JAM—Sam, black
labrador, Tom K|elstrup, La Croise; manager by Harry Walker May
Kooker, black labrador, Mary «Lou Cash 28, 1955.
III, St. Paul. JUDGES: Jean Sabbann,
Phil Conway.
Lopez moves up to the role of

COLTS ARE HURTING
. . . Tom Matte, a halfback
during five NFL seasons,
will take over the quarterback spot for the Baltimore Colts Saturday when
the Colts meet the Los Angeles Rams. Both regular
Colt quarterbacks , Johnny
Unitas and Gary Cuozzo,
are out with injuries. (AP
Wirephoto).

A pair of fullbacks , Walt Garrison of Okl ahoma State and
Jim Grisham of Oklahoma , finished 1-2 In Rig KiKh t rushing
in 19(14 , the first 1-2 finish hy
| fullbacks in tho 27 years the
NCAA hag kept records.

\ LANG'S Bar j
t

Stromness

DEFENSIVE TEAM

• Pts. Avg.
Don Pay, Canton
S IM 55.0
Jack Hausar, Caltdonli . . . . . . S tl li. l
Bruc* Carrier Houston . . . . 4 71 ll.J
Doug Poppa, Houston
4 71 17.1
Kim Lofrsgaardan, Mabal .. 4 (1 15.4
Jon Ask, Caledonia
5 74 15.1
Dick Hunjerholt, RuiMort
4 It 14.1
Wayne Haslelet Peterson . 3
U 13.4
Larry Overhaiig. Spring Oroya 4 M 12.5
Don Solberg, Spring Grove .. 4 47 11.1

Maple Leaf

Moham

Stohr

Holm

200 pounders on the all-star
team.
Defensive tackles Bob
Gross, a junior, and Larry
Fluekiger, a senior , both
weigh in at 200. The only
other player to make that

CENTENNIAL ALL CONFERENCE

24.0, and Osborn ot Augusta,
23.0, round out the area's top
five scorers.
Last week, however, scoring
honors went to Trempealeau's
Gary Herbert. The Bears' 6-0
senior guard-forward fired in 62
points in two games, pushing
his average to 20,30. His 40point performance in a 95-70
Friday night victory over Arcadia was the area's season
high performance.
TOP TEN SCORERS
Root River

Mika Knits, Prtston
4
Bill aarrcrl, Harmony
S
Hans Jorganton, spring
Valley
S
Doug Rowland Chatfield. . . . 5
Oovg Hufcner, Harmony
5
Brian Gardner, Lanesboro .. 5
Sttva McGhli, Spring Valley 5
Dan Bernard, ChatfiiM . . . 4
Paul Holtan, Lanesboro .. .. J
Rich Erdmann. Wykoff . . . S

Ekstrand

Murray

CFC to Face Powerful
Lincoln Scoring Punch

The defensive unit averages
174.
Biggest man named to the
club is Alma guard C arlos
Kreibich , an offensive pick
at 225. The Rivermen, in
fact , put three of the four

Nael
And'run
Jeroiak
Maimer
Petcrien
Homuth
Schwartz
Connor
Barnotta
Werner
/Anr«an

m)
lg 41 pt tp
4 J J10
10 I 111
7 1 113
11 ]0 H
4 11 *
a 1 l 1
a 3 o a
I 0 0 J
0 0 0 0
13 14
10 11

Totals

»11 l»l

Winona

Hamlina lit)
tg it pr tp
Swang 'u
7 0 «14
Poison
5 0 7 IB
Kraniar
t o il
Boyd
11 1 j 17
Frost
10 14
Rutt
o o j a
Larson
0 3 o s
Urncn
1 1 1 3
Dirks
1 ) 1 1
Cauaten
1 0 » I
Johnson
t o o *
Paraataan ( a a •

)5 t ia r«
Totals
And the now grey-haired Rob- has left Americans standing
WINONA
4)
41
fl
inson was the man he picked to more upright . "
4)
HAMI.INB
34
;*
break the major league color
barrier with the old Brooklyn
Dodgers. His farm system followed the likes of Roy Campanula , Gil Hodges and Duke Snider, who brought success to
Brooklyn.
National League President
Warren Giles , Cleveland Indians' President Gabe Paul and
\
Cinci nnati owner Bill DeWitt
«, ^_ $^~^~"
's The Final Day
were among those executives in
the audience whom Rickey
,
For You To Pay Rattt^^ ^$ —-i
helped get a start in baseball.
dio
Advertising Bills
t-^.
"How could it be that a boy
^
^^
y^ X \
To Tak e Adva ntage
born In an obscure Ohio village
*"
should so extend his life that it
became entwined with the heart
strings of a hundred million
people. . .?" asked Dr. Sockman , retired pastor of Christ
Church Methodist In New York
nnd an old friend of Rickey.
RADIO STATION
fO $l
"Because of his courage and
his vision he became a pioneer.
He wns adventurous enough to
explore new trulls.
"lie hits been called the ma«termind of baseball. His brother216 Cenlor St.
V^r ly
ly spirit made him that.
"Ho no spoke , he so played , he
"V
so worked , he so lived that ho

TOMORROW

S l\ \

IS

Of The

CASH DISCOUNT

§ K WN O

Board OKs Fund
For School Site

Action to permit work to be
initiated on site improvement
end ultimate construction of a
new Senior High School building on property near the west
end of Lake Winona was taken
Monday night by the Board of
Education .
On the recommendation of its

Postal Volume
Trailing Pace
Of Year Ago

So far this Christmas season
mail volume is running about
7.8 percent below a year ago",
according to Acting Postmaster
Lambert J. Hamerski.
Suspecting a delay in mailing,
he warned that Wednesday is
D-Day — the last day out-oftown Christmas gifts and greetings should be deposited in the
mails to be 100 percent sure
that they are delivered on time.

INDEPENDENCE, Wis. (Spesionerg appointed In condemna- cial)—Apparent low bids for the
tion proceedings in conjunction new parochial school at Indewith the acquisition of the new
pendce total $469,207.
school site.
The building committee and
IN A PARTIAL report com- trustees of Ss. Peter &i Paul's
missioners filed awards for four Church will meet with tlie arthe t c- t a 1 | PPo' d
parcels totaling $49,572, includ- chitect Wednesday at 2 p.m.
awards s u b milled last week by commis ing $14,420 lor a 7.95-acre tract to study the bids and let the
of park land owned by the city. contracts for the new eightIn a resolution the board au- classroom school , which also
thorized disbursement up to the will include multi-purpose* room
Head of U.S.
total amount to the court, to (auditorium and gymnasium
Nazis in Court
the parties involved or to a re- with stage).
Apparent low of the nine
WASHINGTON (AP)-Ameri- serve fund to insure the rights
can Nazi party leader George of the board to go on the prop- general contract bidders was
Lincoln Rockwell has asked the erty acquired in the condemna- C. J; Woychik , Whitehall, at
U,S. District Court to prevent tion to begin site improvements. $328 ,300. A m o n g the four
Also authorized was the pay- plumbing b i d d e r s , Winona
the auction of party property to
ment of $210 in fees to each of Plumbing Co. was apparent low
pay federal taxes.
The Internal Revenue Service the three court-appointed ap- at $37,774. There were six heatpadlocked the rented party head- praisers in the condemnation ing bidders, of whom Phalenquarters in nearby Arlington, action , Gordon L. Weishorn, Popple, Chippewa Falls , was
Va., earlier this month, and 1003 W. Howard St. ; Clarence low at $51,140. Low among the
seized office equipment, claim- H. Gerecke, 972 W. Mark St., three electrical bidders was
ing tax liens totaling $5,278. The and A. ' J.. McGill , 166 E. Sarnia Tim Bergum, Whitehall , at
$51,993.
equipment auction tentativel y St.
Other general construction
has been scheduled for Dec. 26.
Langford explained to direcRockwell contends the party tors that the disbursement ac- bidders were : Adolf son-PeterMinneapolis,
$380 ,700;
should be tax exempt , but the tion would have no effect on son,
IRS says it is a business cor- possible appeals from the com- Hoeppner-Bartlett , Eau Claire ,
poration and thus liable for missioners awards.
$366 ,544; A. Hoehn , Eau Claire.
taxes.
$367,280 ; K i 1 e e n, Superior,
BOTH THE board and the $380,733 ; Finger Bros., Mausalso means they receive priority property owners have 40 days ton, $349 ,500; Walker
Conin handling and delivery , said from the date of filing of the struction, Eau Claire, $350,680;
Hamerski.
commissioners' report to appeal Ebner Construction , La Crosse,
$375 ,617, and Nelson ConstrueTHE POSTMASTER asked from the findings.
The attorney said that it tion , Caledonia , Minn., $337,250.
that all outgoing mail include
the local ZIP Code of 55987 in would be a matter for board Other plumbing bidders were:
consideration to d e t e r m i n e Phalen-Popple , $51,140; Bartinthe return address.
"This is the best time of the whether it wishes to institute gale, Eau Claire , $44,977, and
F. C. Kube, Arcadia , $46,990
year to up-date mailing lists. appeal proceedings.
The board previously had ac- The other heating bidders
Remember to check the ZIP
Codes on all incoming mail and quired several other parcels on were: Home Heating, Eau
add there to your address book. " the school site through direct Claire, $57,276; Utility Sales,
"Last year, ZIP Codes were negotiations with the property Rochester, $60,987; Hovland,
Eau Claire, $58,900; 1\ Kuck
a great help in speeding mail owners.
delivery ; in fact , they were larg- The possibility emerged Mon- Co,, Sheboygan, $60,266, and
ely responsible for the outstand- day night that it may be neces- Rib Mountain Sheet Metal,
ing record of on-time delivery sary for commissioners to be Wausau , $63 ,226.
For the electrical contract
chalked up across the nation instructed to make an appraisduring the Christmas rush," he al award for a parcel involved other bidders were V & M Elec$67,said.
lb a previous negotiation . Last tric, Menominee, Mich.,
Electric , Arand
Wally's
"At this time of the year , we month
777,
the firm of Sawyer , Sawespecially need your help by
cadia , $61,450.
yer, & Darby, Winona, repremailing early and using the fivesenting owners of seven parcels
number codes.
had submit"One of the best ways to avoid in the school site,
unworkable peaks in mail vol- ted an offer for sale which was
ume is for people to mail often , accepted by the board.
legal counsel , Robert D. Lang
f o r d , the ^__
board authorc L
I
i?.ed the disbCnOOl
bursement of
amounts up to
DA ..J

HIGHEST volume day so far
this year has been Monday, with
49,863 cancellations of first-class
mail and greeting cards , with
36.084 parcels outgoing. That
compares with 15 ,115 parcels
last year outgoing.
The Post Office used 14 percent or 109 more man-hours this
month to date over last month
to date to handle the overflow
of mail.
It is estimated that one-quarter million Christmas stamps
will be sold, about the same
«s last year.
Each of these "special"
stamps, depicting the Angel Gabriel, offer first-class mail privileges for Christmas cards. The
use of the Christmas stamp or
any other 5-cent stamp will
provide forwarding service if
the recipient has moved. Firstclass service allows for returning of the cards if they are undeliverable provided a return not save all their mall for one
LANGFORD reported Monday
address is on the envelope. It big mailing. "
night that as yet owners of one
of the parcels, David and Mary
GRIN AND BEAR IT
Paskiewicz, had not signed the
deed to their property and if
this is not obtained the parcel
probably would have to be obtained through condemnation.
In another action concerned
with the high school site, the
board acted to exercise an option on a parcel owned by
Frank Rep-inski and facing on
Gilmore Avenue which had been
taken for possible use as a pedestrian access route .
The board authorized payment of the $2,650 to acquire
the property.

2 Fined Alter
Tavern Arrest
- - -n

|

- --¦

"kVoi/Wn't* H fee cheaper H I ordarmd Midnight Mod*eu" by ih generic nam*?"
DENNIS THE MENACE

Two youths pleaded guilty
Monday to charges of buying
beer for two minor girls Saturday night , and a motorist pleaded guilty to two traffic charges
Monday in Goodview justice
court.
Sheriff George L. Fort reported that: Richard Holan , 23,
rural Allura , Minn,, and MarTin Hoffman , 24, rural Byron,
Minn., pleaded guilty Monday
afternoon in Goodview justice
fourt to charges of contributing to the delinquency of two
minor girls from Rochester.
HOLAN and Hoffman were
arrested Saturday night at the
Garvin Brook Tavern, at the
Arches, by Deputies Elroy Balk
and John E. Schneider. The
deputies were making a check
of the tave rn and found that the
two girls with Holan and Hoffman were onlv 18,
Both me* paid $25 fines and
$5 costs as the alternative to
15 dayi in county jail. They
were sentenced by Lewis E. Albert. Sheriff Fort declined to
release the girls' names pending possible charges against
them.
Sheriff Fort said today that
the tavern and dance - hall
checks are being made ln response lo several complaints
about minors being served in
such establishments. Prosecution will follow on any violations detected , the sheriff said.

'"fcU CA»NTBV6M SeB THAT UTTU5
SCffAlCHON VOUR WESSeRNQW ••
MARK TRAI L

Independence
School Bids
Total $469,207

JOSKI'lI Koettor, SO, Minnriaka , Minn., pleaded guilty Monday at 1 p.m. in (Joodview justice court to charges of careless
driving and driving after revocation of hie driver'* lleen.se

Parked Cars
Hit; Damage
Over $1,000

Either, a mechanical breakdown or a careless moment on
the part of a driver resulted in
more than $1,000 damage to
four cars this morning at Sth
and Winona streets.
Police reported that Jean E.
CJeminski, 21, 213 Pelzer St.,
was driving east on Sth Street
about 9:30 a.m. when she rammed the rear of a car parked
at the southeast corner of Sth
and Winona streets, facing east
on Sth,
Impact shoved the parked
car, owned by Violet Cisewski,
Winona Rt. 1, into the rear of
a second parked car; and the
whole mass moved into the rear
of yet a third parked -vehicle ,
according to the police report,
The 1956 model Cisewski car
was demolished with front and
rear damage.
The fire department sent out
a truck and crew to hose down
the street surface at Sth and
Winona streets. Gasoline from
a ruptured tank had spilled over
the intersection.
Miss Cieminski told patrolman Paul Kapustik that something might have happened to
her car or she might have bent
over to pick up something from
the car floor when the collision
occurred.
Damage to the front and right
front ol the Cieminski car, a
1960 sedan, was $800. There was
no damage estimate today at
noon on the front and rear of
the second parked car, owned
by Clifford Paswalk , 865 39th
Ave., Goodview. Damage to the
rear of the third parked car , a
1954 model , was estimated at
$100. The vehicle's owner has
not been identified.

LBJ Gives Raises
To Special Aides

WASHI NGTON (AP) — President Johnson hoe given $1,500
annual raises to his lfr special
assistants.
Press secretary Bill D- Moyers
says the increase went Into effect recently and rai.se<i all JO
from $28 ,500 to $30,000 a year.
Saturday at 3:10 a.m. on CSA
:il at the intersection with
Highway 248 in Norton Township.
He paid fines of $25 and $5
costs on each charge as the alternative to a total of 30 days
in jail.

By Ed Docld

1 P.M. New Yo rk
Stock Prices
Allied Ch 47'A I B Mach 814
Allis Chal 33% Intl Harv 43%
Amerada 70 Intl Paper 30
Am Can
58% Jns & L
64Ms
Am Mtr
7% Jostens
18%
AT&T
60% Kencott
124%
Am Tb
38% Lorillard
43%
Anconda 80V« Minn MM! 69 Vs
Arch Dn 38% Minn P&L. 30
ArmcoStl 66% Mn Chm
82
Armour
42% Mont Dak 40%
Avco Corp 26% Mont Wdi 32%
Beth Stl
37% Nt J?airy
85%
Boeing
139 N Am Av 65%
Boise Cas 57»/4 N N Gas 593/»
Brunswk
10% Nor Pac 56%
Catpillar 51% No St Pw 35%
Ch MSPP 44% Nw Air
136%
C&NW
121% Nw Banc 45%
Chrysler 53% Penney
67Vi
Cities Svc 40% Pepsi
76
Com Ed 53% Pips Dge 71%
ComSat
38% Phillips
57%
Con Coal 65% Pillsby
41%
Cont Can 59% Polaroid 123%
Cont Oil
69% EGA
46%
Cntl Data 37% Red Owl
22
Deere
49% Rep Stl
41V*
Douglas
74% Rexall
47%
Dow Cm
76Vi Rey Th 43%
du Pont 235% Sears Roe 63%
East Kod 107 Shell Oil
62%
Ford Mtr 54% Sinclair
61%
Gen Elec 113% Socony
93Vi
Gen Food 83% Sp Rand
22%
Gen Mills 57% St Brands 74%
Gen Mtr 102% St Oil Cal 79
Gen Tel
47% St Oil Ind 47%
Gillett
39% St Oil NJ 82%
Goodrich 54% Swift
51%
Goodyear 47% Texaco
80%
Gould
31% Texas Ins 192%
Gt No Ry 58% Union Oil 22%
Greyhnd 21% Un Pac
63%
Gulf Oil
58% U S Steel 49%
45% Wesg El 63%
Homestk
Honeywell 74% Wlwth
29%

Ridgeway Area
School Sale
Slated Saturday
RIDGEWAY, Minn. (Special)
—- The five rural schools affiliated with the new consolidated
Ridgeway District 859 will be
sold at public auction Saturday.
Freddy Frickson will he the
auctioneer.
The first sale will be at Whitlock school at 10 a.m. Subsequently the Bush school will be
auctioned at 11:15 a.m.; the old
Ridgeway school at 1 p.m.;
Cooper school at 2:15 p.m., and
Boynton school at 3:15 p.m.
Each building will be.sold at the
site. The land on which they
stand won't be sold.
The new consolidated school
opened Nov. 29. It is just north
of the village of Ridgeway. Enrollment in classes 1-6 is about
100.
The new gymnasium-auditorium was used for the first time
Bee. 5 for the 25th wedding anniversary of Mr. and Mrs. John
Waldo. It can be rented by the
public.
Kitchen equipment is not completely installed so noontime
lunches won't be started until
about the first of the year.
Teachers are Mrs. Blondell
Stellpflugh, grades 1-2 ; Mrs.
Carl Stallknecht , 3-4, and Mrs.
Ervine Romine. 5-6.

WINONA MARKETS
Swfft & Company

West Highway 41
Buying hours are from I a.m. to 1:M
p.m . Monday through Friday.
There will b« no calf markets on Fridays.
Then quotation! apply at to noon la
day.
HODS
Hog mork«i Is: Butchers SI hlghtr,
sows M cents higher.
Top butchers (190-230 lbs. .,. . . . 57.25
2r.50-J7.75
Hogs (grading 3S-38)
TOP SOWS .
J2.25-23.25
CATTLB
Tht cattle market Ii steady to strong

Prime

Choice
Good
Standard
Utility cows
Cutters

24.00-25.50

23.00-2^.50
21.00-23.00
18.00-21.00
12.00-13.75
n.00-12.00

VEAL
The veal market is steady.
Top choice
, . . .. 28.00
Good and choice
18.00-25.00
Commercial
13.00 17.00
Boners
12.00-down

lirnvo Foods

t
Hast ind ol Ith Streat
Buying hours 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. Mon
day through Friday,
These quotations apply at to noon fo
day on a yield (dressed) bails.
Canner* and cutters 26.50 ,

Froeiltert Malt Corporation

Hours; « a.m. to M p.m./ closed Saturdays. Submit sample betor e loading.
(New crop barley)
No. 1 barley
II.M
1.01
No. 2 barley
<l
No, 3 barley
II
No. 4 barley

Winona Egg Market

These quotations apply a* ot
10:30 a.m. today
Orade A ((umbo)
Grade A (large)
Grade A (medium)
Grade A (small)
Grade B
Grade C

41
37
33
15
33
15

Buy State Milling Company

Elevator A Oram Prices
Starling Oct. 15, 194!. too bushels ol
grain w ill ba the minimum loads ac
cenled at the elevator.
No, I northern spring wheat . . . . 1.6]
No. 2 northern spring wheat . . . . 1.60
No. 3 northern iprlng wheat .... I.So
No, 4 northern spring wheat .... 1.52
No. I hard winter wheat
... 1.52
Nu, 2 liard winter wheat , , , . . , . . 1,50
Nn, 3 hard winter wheat ........ 1.44
No . 4 hard winter wheat ,,,..... 1.42
1.13
No, 1 rya
1.11
No, 2 r y a

LIVESTOCK
CHICAOO
SOUTH ST. PAUL, Minn. W—(USDA)Cattle 5.500; calves 1.700, Trading on
slaughter stteri only moderalaly active)
slrnriy to weak ; heifers active, fully
ileadr' cows fully Ileady i bulls steady
lo strong , vealers slaughter <alves and
feeders ile ndyj high choice 1150)75 lb
slaughter Mren 3« , 50, choice 950-12SO Ibi
25 50-26.7.V oood 23 00-25.00; h igh cttolce
IMS Ih ti t l l t n 26.00; choice S50-I05O Ibi
24.MU5. 7V good 21.50 24 .00; w llllty end
comniei < lal cows 14.OO- I5 .00; cannrr and
cutter II.0O 13 .50, ulilily and commercial
bulls 11.00 lV.OO i cutter 15.0017 .50; choice
vealers 25OOVJ00 > good 21.0024.00; choice
slaughter
calvev
It 00 to 2 1 00; good
14 00II Of); good 550 900 lb feeder steers
Jl OOX.On.
Hogs 6,000; active; barrows and gilts
mmlly 1 . 00 higheri
sows 50 higher;
lecdnr piO". Nearly; boars slratly to 5(1
hlohei ; I 300 3.10 lb barrows and gllti
24.23.
21. 75; molt 1 and 2 190 2(0 lbs

Airlines and
Defense Stock
Issues Strong

Want Ads ¦'
Start Here
• LI ND ADS UNCA.LL1D FOR—

e-n, u. ai, a-

NOTICI
THIs newipaper will be reipowlb"*
for only one Incorrect Insertion of
any classified advertisement published In the Want Ad section. Check
your ad and call 3321 H a correction
must be mode.

Card of Thank*
'
BESS —
,, .
We wish to convey to our many frlendt,
neighbors and relatives our rtiou »ln»
cere thanks tor their kind aympattry _
and for the floral tributes and memorial' in the recent death of our beloved
mother and grandmother. We especially thank Rev. fvv Wegener and Rev. A.
Deye for their comforting words, soloist
Roy Burmelster, the pallbeawerj, the
ladles who served the lunch, those who
donated food and those who contributed
the use of their cars.
The Children and Grandchildren of
Mrs. Bertha Bess

NTEW YORK (AP) - Airlines
4
Lost and Found
and defense-related issues were
strong in a moderately advancJTRAYEB 'rom our farm, big red boar
pig. Ronald Weltrlen, Arcadia, Wis. Tel.
ing stock market early this aftCerd ef Thinks
25-F-21.
ernoon. Trading was active,
^
Grains of fractions to 2 points
WOULD the gentleman please return my
(We wish to externd our heartfelt ttwvkt
suede Dobbs hat taken by mistake
or so prevailed among the fa- and appreciation for the arte ot klrsd- dark
Sat. afternoon from First Congregationrvess, messages of sympathy, beautiful
vored issues.
al Church Senior Citizens' dinner. Your
fKira l and spiritual offerings received
Is in the church, please return my
Steels also continued to gain from our friends, neighbors and rela- hat
hat to the pastor and pick up yours.
ground, resuming their rise of tives In our s»d bereavement, the loss
our beloved brother and uncle. We LOST—black, brown and white female
Monday on brighter prospects of
especially wish to thank Mr. Michael
Basset hound, 3 months old, lost In tha
Totiauer
for his comforting! words, the
for industry. Most of the gains
vicinity of 458 Mankato Ave., answers
organist end singers and the ladles vrno
to the name of Ginger. Tel. (-23M
were fractional.
prepared end served the lunch.
Moton continued to gtve a
spotty performance despite predictions of another big car-selling year in 1966. \
Rubbers, drugs, rails and nonferrous metals were higher on
balance. Utilities were mixed.
The Associated Press average
of CO stocks at noon was up .8 at
354.8 with industrials up 1.8 ,
rails up .2 and utilities off .1.
While year-end transactions
tended to confuse the trend, the
buying drive was apparent in
aerospace defense. Both General Dynamics and Boeing advanced about Vh. United Aircraft, strong recently, dipped a
point on profit taking.
Xerox and Zenith rose 2
each ; American Can about 1%;
Goodyear and U.S. Smelting
about 1 each.
Schering slipped about 1%
from recent gains. IBM lost 1.
The Dow Jones industrial average at noon was up 3.01 at
954.56.
Prices advanced in heavy
trading on the American Stock
Exchange.
Corporate bonds were mostly
unchanged. U.S. Treasury bonds
resumed their decline.

^ GRAI N
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) —Wheat
receipts today 386; year ago 354;
trading basis 1 higher; prices
3% higher ; cash spring wheat
basis, No. 1 dark northern 11 to
17 protein 1.76'/4-2.03y4; No. 1
hard Montana winter 1.62.V41.90V4.
Minn. - S.D. No. 1 hard winter . 1.61^-1.89^.
JNo. 1 hard amber durum,
choice 1.75-1.83; discounts , amber 2-3; durum 4-7.
<?orn No. 2 yellow 1.23-1.25.
Oats No. 2 white 62%-€5%;
No. 3 white 60%-63%; No. 2
heavy white 65%-66%; No. 3
heavy white 62%-69%.
Barley, cars 234, year ago 366;
good to choice 1.16-1.42; low to
intermediate 1.14-1.34; feed 1.051.34.
Bye No. 2 l!6Vi-1.22yt .
Tlax No. 1 2.98.
Soybeans No. 1 yellow 2.60.
CHICAGO (AP) - Wheat No
2 lard 170%n; No 2 red 1.74y4n.
Corn No 2 yellow 1.26% ; No a
yellow 1.25%; No 5 yellow 1.133/».
Oats No 2 extra heavy white
77 Vt; No 3 extra heavy white
77Vt; No 2 heavy white 17lA. Soybeans No 1 yellow 2.70n.
Soybean oil ll%n.

PRODUCE
CHICA&O (AP) - (USDA) Live poultry : wholesale prices
unchanged ; roasters 23 *A - 25;
special fed White Rock fryers
18%-19tt.
CHICAGO (AP) - Chicago
Mercantile Exchange; Butter
firm, prices unchanged; 93
score AA 64; 92 A 64; 90 B 63V4;
89) C 61%; cars 90 B 64;
89 C 62>/<!
Eggs steady to firm ; prices
unchanged to 2% higher; 70 per
cent or better grade A whites
44V6 ; mixed 44&; mediums 42% ;
standards 38; dirties unquoted;
checks 33.
NEW YOR K TAP) - ( USDA)
— Butter offerings light. Demand fair to good. Prices un*
changed.
Egg offerings barely adequate
to short. Demand good ; standards 44M=-46; checks 37-38.
Whites : extra fancy heavy
weight (47 lbs min) 48%-50 ;
fancy medium (41 lbs average )
46Vi-47ft; fancy heavy weight
(47 lbs min) 47%-49; medium
(40 lbs average) 45-46; smalls
(36 lbs average ) 39-40.
CHICAGO (APT- (USDA) Potatoes arrivals 38; on track
185 ; total U.S . shipments 306;
supplies
moderate; demand
slow ; market steady; carlot
truck sales : Idaho russets 4.00;
Idaho bakers 5.25 ; Minnesota
North Dakota Red River Valley
round reds 2.50.
28.50; mixed) 1-3 190 240 Ibi 2t.00-28.23j
27.25-21.25; 2-3 3*0-370 Ibi
2*0-26' lbs
1-3 270-330 lb sows 23.752^.00-27.15;
24.50; 3)0-400 Ibi 23.00 24.00; 3-3 400-500
lbs 22.0023.50; cholca 120160 lb feeder
p4gs 24 .50-25.50
Sheep 2,500; very active) all classes
25 higher; choke and prime 15-110 lb
woolen slaughter lambs 26.00-27'.00; good
arid choice 70 90 lbs 24 .7J-26.0O; choice
No. I
e*Kl prima 14 lb shorn lambs
and fall shorn pelti 26.00; utility and
good wooled slaughter ewes 6007.25;
cfiolce and fancy 60O0 lb feeder Iambi
26 00-37.00; good and choice 50-60 Ibi
24.00-26.00.
CHICAGO
CHICAOO I* - (USDA) — Hogs 5,OCX; butcher s mostly 25 higher ; 1-5 190235 lb butchers 2l.50-29.00; mixed 11
15W-240 lbs 27.75.JI.50) load 2-3 270 Ibi
27.00; 1-3 3*5-400 lb aowj 23.00-23.75; 2-3
450-500 Ibi JI.50-JJ.25.
Cattle 2.0O0; slaughter steer s steady
to 2.', lower, lev loads high ctiolce and
perlmr
1,100-1,275 lb slaughter sleen
27.2.V2U.25;
ctiolce •00-1,250 Ibi 26.0027,35; mlxe-d good and choice 24.5050,
good
24
50 25.75; load arxf several
2*,
packages high choice and prime 900.
1,050 lb slaughter
halters 75.25JA.50i
ctiolce (00 3,000 |t»
7S.00J6 .O0; good
22.50 24 25; utility and commercial cows
13.00 14 50.
Sheep 50O; wooled slaughter Iambi
sirong lo 3S- higher .' several lots choice
and prime 85 101 Ih wooled lambs 27.0027 ,50; good and choice 25.00-76 50; cull
to good wooled slaughter ewes 4.0010.00.

Family of Guy Lewis

Deer Comes to
$20 Per Pound

after 6.

Flowers

5

ARTIFICIAL WREATHS and haangere for
door or cemetery. New shipment holly
garlands, Christmas bells, mistletoe,
etc. Lofqulst Variety, Miracle* Mill.

HOUGHTON, Mich. (AP) —
7
The hunter lucky enough to bag Personals
a Jeer during the recent hunting WE don't give stamps, red green or .
season on Michigan 's Upper blue; fust give fhe best of service fa
Peninsula had to pay about $20 you. W. Betslnger, Tailor, 227 E. 4th.
SALESLADIES, been rushing around like
a pound for his trophy.
mad all morning and losing) tome of
A study made by forestry stu- the
good cheer of the holidays? Rest
dents at Michigan Technological your aching legs and feet, restore your
spirits with a mouth-watering heartUniversity shows that the aver- warming luncheon In the restful relaxage hunter spent about $219 dur-r ed atmosphere of RUTH'S RESTAURANT, 126 E. 3rd St. Opera U hourt
ing the season on food, equip- every
day, except Mon.
ment and miscellaneous Herns.
(First Pub. Tuesday, Dtc. 14, 19653

CARPETS and life, too, can be beautiful
If you use Blue Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer, SI. R. D. Cone Co.

SOMETHING for everyone
on your
Christmas list. Travel alarms; pocket
watches; ladles' blrthstone rlngs S2.95
Sealed proposals will be received by
^32.95
and DP; ladles' pendant necklaces,
Ihe County Auditor of Winona County,
and up; electric shavers; a new low
Minnesota, «t Ms office In the Courtcost
line
of
crystal
necklaces
at
SS.95;
house In the City of Winona, Minnesota,
dainty pierced ear jewels; see fhem all
up to and Including the hour of 1O:00
at RAINBOW JEWELRY, 11e5 W. 4th.
oc!ock, A.M., Wednesday, January Sth,
19e5e, for the following designated printWHAT'S
A GOOD IDEA when you are
ing for the County of Winona for the
downtown Christmas shoppin-o? A Tom
year 19M.
&
Jerry
at the WILLIAMS HOTELI
<1> The publication of the official
Say "Hello" to Innkeeper, Ray Meyer.
proceedings of the County Board .
(I) The publication of -the official
LATE WORD on the locel weather scene
proceedings of the County Board
Is right at your fingertips. Simply dial
of Equalization er Its substitute.
Ted Maler weather phone 3333.
(1) The publication of the Annual
Financial
Statement,
commonHUNGRY? AND want chicken? All you
ly called the Auditor's Statement,
.can eat? Them treat the family to the
for the year 1945.
Cfficken Bulfef . Besides you always find
(4) Tha publication of all mlscelsomething new on our Buffet. Serving
laneous notices ordered by the
from
5:30 to 8:30 p.m. In either the
County Board.
Mississippi Room or Coffe* Shop of
(I) The publication ai required by
HOTEL WINONA. Adults S1.7S. Chillaw of "the delinquent tax list
dren $1.
of Winona Counly, Minnesota ,
the same being the delinquent
NOW OPEN-Belmonf Liquor Drive-In,
list for the taxes payable In
1671 W. Sth. Tel. 4391 for fast delivery.
1965.
The bids may be for the whole of
ARE
YOU A PROBLEM DRINKER?of
any
compart
foregoing
or
any
th*
Man or woman your dtlnking creates
bination thereof.
numerous problems. If you need and
As evidence of good faith, and that
want help, contact Alcoholics Anonythe bidder to whom the contract Is
mous, Pioneer Group c/o General Deawarded will enter Into a formal conlivery, Winona. Minn .
tract and furnish a bond, each bid must
be accompanied by a certified check
TRUSSES-ABDOMINAL BELTS
payable to the County of Winona, MinSACROILIAC SUPPORTS
nesota, for Fifty Dollars ($50.00)
The Counly Board reserves the right
to reiect any or all the bids presented.
274 E. Jrd
Tal. 2S47
Dated at Winona, Minnesota,
this
ljth day of December, 1?«5.
RICHARD SCHOONOVER,
Auto Service, Repairing
10
County Auditor.
COUMTY NOTICE
PROPOSALS SOLICITED

GOLTZ PHARMACY

(First Pub. Tuesday, Dec. 14, 1963)
ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS
Minnesota City School District 1541
Minnesota City, Minnesota
Sealed bids will be received until
7:30 P.M. Dec. 27, 1963, for furnlsnlnfl
No. 2 fuel oil -for Minnesota City Sctiool
In 5,000-gal. drops.
The right to re|ect any and all t>lds
It hereby reserved.
Mall or deliver bids fo
Vern E. Pierce,
Clerk of
Minnesota City School
(First Pub. Tuesday, Nov. JO, 1965)
State of Minnesota ) ss.
County of Winona
) In Probate Court
No. 15,814
In the Matlar of the Guardianship of
William Dalle, also known is
William Dale, Ward .
The guardian of the above named
Ward, viz.: The Merchants National Bank
of Winona, having made and filed In this
Court its final account, "together vdth
Its petition representing that said gu ardianship has terminated and praying that
said accounts be examined/ adjusted and
allowed by this Court, and that said
guardian be discharged:
IT IS ORDERED, That said petition
be heard and said account examined and
adjusted by tttls Court at the Probate
Court Room In the Court House In tne
City of Winona, County of Winona, State
of Minnesota, on the 23rd day of December, 1965, at 11 M o'clock A.M.; and that
this order be served by tne publication
thereof In the Winona Dally News according to law. and by the mailing ot a
copy thereof to each of the heirs at law
o-f the deceased Ward .
Dated November 26, 1965.
MARGARET McCREADY,
Probate Clerk.
(Probata Court Seal)
Harold J. Libers,
Attorney for F-elitloner.
(First Pub. Tuesday, Nov. 30, 196-5)
Slate of Minnesota > ss,
) In Probate Court
County of Winona
No. 16,172
In Re estate et
William Oalle, also known as
William Dale, Decedent.
Order lor Hearing on Petition for Administration, Limiting ime to File Claims
and for Hearing Thareon.
Ethel Radormkl having filed herein a
petition for genera l administration stating
ttiat said decedent died Intestate and
praying that The Merchants National
Bank of Winona be appointed administrator;
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
ttiereof be had on December 23, 1965, at
11:00 o'clock AM., betore this Court In
Hie probata court room In the court
house In Winona, Minnesota; that the
time within
which creditors ol said
decedent may file their claims be limited
to four month) from the date hereof,
and that Ihe claims so filed be heard
on April 1, 1964, at )0:30 o'clock A.M.,
before this Court In the probata court
room In the c^urt house In Winona, Minnesota, and that notice hereof be given
by publication of this order In the
Winona Daily News and by moiled notice
att provided by law.
Dated November ii, 196-5,
MARGARET McCREADY,
Probate Clerk.
(Probate Court Seal)
Harold J. Libera,
Attorney for Petitioner.

TEMPO
DRIVE-IN SERVICE

Brake Bonanza!
•ft Quality Bonded Brake
Shoes Installed on All
Four Wheels
¦ft Brake System Inspected
¦ft Front Wheels Re-Packed
'
$12.88 Exchange
Offer Good Until
Saturday, Dec. IB, 1965

"CHARGE IT" ;

TEMPO

Miracle Mall

Hours 9-9 Mon. thru Sat.
Sunday 1-6
Building Trades

13

Concrete
Construct ion
Do you need a new
basement floor, basement remodeled or
complete new basement
under your present
house?

Also Will Redo
Chimney Tops!
For free estimate call

Arnie Glenna
Tel. 8-3595

Business Services

14

Train and Rubblafi H auled
Rnnjonnble Rates
Tel. 6687-4695
SMALL ENGlTj E
«ERVICE i
. REPA.IR
Fast - Economical
ROB-B BROS. STORE
Tel. «07
"* ¦• «"

Plumbing, Roofing

21

ELECTRIC ROTO HOOTER

(First Pub. Tuesday, Dee. 7, )9«M)
For cloo.Q«d aewera an-d dralm
Tel. »3M or 6«4, 1 year ouarantea .
County of Winona ) In Probata Court
State ol Minnesota ) si .
No. 16.155
In the Matter of the estate et
Mary L. Justin, Decedent,
WHEREAS, Clarence Storm and JoJinnne Storm have tiled In this Court
a petition titling the
above named
Special truck , Sanitary a. Odorleat
decedent was at her death under conG, S . WOXLAND CO.
tract In writing to convey to Clarence
Ruehtord, WMnn,
r«l. B44-W4J
Storm and
Johanna Storm, husband
and wile, their heirs or assigns, the
,
tract of land In the County ot Winona, W L'! T E.R ' S bBd weather n»ean» an InSlnK-fcralor Gerbaot Disposal will b«
Slate of Minnesota, viz . :
especially welcome In your home. No
Lot Two (2), Block Three (1),
messy
wrapping, never leave the kithJenklni end Jotiniton's Addition
en, lust icrnpe waste Into the disposal.
lo Winona, being located upon and
Have Sent* get you one todayl
forming a pari of Government Lot
Six (6|, Section Twenry-Seven (27),
Township
Ona
Hundred Seven
S. HEATING
(107), Range Seven (7), West of
«, .¦ NUMBING
w
Tel. J70»
' lri<
the Filth Principal Meridian
that fhe terms of tald contract have
been perlorrned by reason of which
said petitioners are entitled to such
«" e- < "»
Tei nu
-conveyance, and praying that Ihe Courl
direct the administrator of Ihe estate
of said decedent to make such con- Female—Jobs of Interest—28
veyance according lo saM contract;
IT IS ORDERED, That tald petition POWER
SEWING
machine
operatoTs
be heard on the 30th day of December,
wanted, experienced , axce-llent worklno
l»65, at 11 o'clock A.M., al the Probate
conditions in air condition**! plant, paid
Courl Room In Ihe Court House In the
vacations , poid holidays and hospitalizaCity ol Winona In said County and
tion Insurance. Apply In person Boland
State; and ttiat notice of said hearing
.Mfg. Co., 3rd & Johnion.
be given by the publication of this
order as provided by lew In the Winona
dally News and by mailed nollce ns
provided by Ihe rules of this Court . THE Fuller Brush Co. has openlngi tor
two ladles to represent
Daled December 3, 1945.
t-glier cosE. D. LIBERA,
metics and cleaning prrxlucts m Ihe
Judgja of Probale,
Winona area . IS hours wrek, flexible
•chedule, IJ.JO per hour. For Interview
(Courl Seal)
write Jerry Johnson, Rl. J, Rochester,
Streater , Murphy I Rro-snahan,
M nn.
Attorney! for Representative

CALL SYL KUKOWSKI

Septic Tank & Cesspool
Cleaning Service

FRANK O'LAUGHLIM
Jerry's Plumbing

Women - Part-Time

fTsinale—Jobeof Interest—26 Poultry, Eggs, SuppHee
u/AITRESS WANTED—full time, under
45 years of age. Apply In person at
WatKIns Hombe, . 175 E. 7th.
HOUSEKEEPER WANTED to live In,
reftrweei, no objections to 1 or J chilE-27 Daily
dren, *2S par week. Write
¦
Newt.

of

f^el*—Jobs

Interest— 27

CARRIED MAN wanted, with good farm
experience, no milking, top wages. Harold T. Johnson, Harmony, Minn.

B7 Typewriter*

POULTRY BUILDER
3%-Lbs

$8.40

TED MAIER DRUGS

¦
TAR WHAND WANTED—must be experlaneetl »nd able to rvn nnllMnp. machine. Tel. Cochrane 248-2373.
SINGLE MAN wanted, must be Interested In tiatity employment, no drinker need apply, bachelor quarters, salary open. SM Mr. J. P. chick, chick
Broiler Plant, Wabasha, Minn.

44 Artlcta for Sal a

BUY ARBOR ACRE QUEENS, excellent
GRAND PIANO-Havo t pianos, mull
tor egg slie, interior quality and prosell 1. Harold . J. Olson, Utica, Minn.
duction. 20 weeks pullets available all
Tal, St. Charlie »M-337».
veer around. For quality ask for Arbor
Acre Queen fluiieta. Winona Chick NEW AMD USED SKATES and we trade.
Hatchery, u E. and, Winona. Tal. 1*14.
Men's and Ladles' as low as S7.N.
Oul-dor Slora, 163 t. 3rd.
HGfihPA
DELTA BAND SAW-10", ball-bearing,
with or without motor, used very little.
US SloejX St. Tel. 3661.
BRIDGE PLANK, "I" beams and candle
Iron arid all bridge material. Tel. Plainview 534-1S6*.

Animal Health Center
Downtown t, Miracle Mall

Wanted—Livestock

46

FOR roUR BEST hog market contact
Casey Marcks, St. Charles, Minn. Tel.
932-4130,
LEWISTON LIVESTOCK MARKBT
. A real good auction market tot VOUT
livestock. Dairy cattle on hand all
week, hogs bought every day. Truck*
available. Ssle Thurs. Tel. 2647.

ACCOUNTANTS — full or pa.rf.ftme, experienced In Individual Income tax returns. Salary and bonus. Apply 116
Walnut St., Dec. 15, 12 to 5:30 p.m.

Farm Implements

48

CHRISTMAS TREES — Norway pine,
sheared 2 and 3 times, J'-i', on the
stump, BOc each. Minimum order 15,
Tal. Whitehall, Wis, KEM9JI.
FOR CHRISTMAS Bambenek's have toboggans, toboggan cushions, skis, ski
poles. Now all we need Is the snow.
BAMBENEK'S, fth (. Mankato.
FOR SALE—JxlOs and boards, at Weever, Minn. Tal. Winona 3(26.
FOR SALE-2X4I. 958 W. Jnd.

77 Houses for Sale

Wanted to Buy

81

AMERICAN FLYER S-gauge eld style
electric train wanted. Tel, 7951 week¦
days! I to 4,
,
WM. MILLER SCRAP IRON I
. METAL
CO. pays highest prices for scrap
Iron, metals, and raw fur,
OS W. 2nd
Tel. S049
Closed Saturdays
SEE Ui For Best Prices
Scrap Iron, Metal, Wool, Raw Purs
M & W IRON & METAL CO.
201 W. Jnd St.
Tel. 3004

EMPLOYMENT with future,
I7EADY
GIFT PACKAGED Towel Sets, «Sc-$3.9S.
experienced production wood finisher; MASSEY HARRIS, 1952
Terry and plastic tablecloths. Lofqulst
model 30 with
experienced silk screener—all phases.
Variety, Miracle Mall.
Davis hydraulic loader with snow buckWill hire as leadman or foreman If
et, live pump, new Iron! tires, excelqualified or will train to supervisory
HIGHEST PRICES "AID
lent condition. Priced to sell. Tal. M243 DOLL CLOTHES-rnade for Barbie, TamResume with reply. Box 388.
level,
for scrap Iron, metals, rags, hides,
my, Skipper and similar dolls. New.
or may be seen at Ml E. Belleview.
Faribault, Minn.
raw furs and woolI
Includes handknlts. Very reasonably
priced. Tel. 6007.
VAN DALE SILO unloadsr and bunk
feeders; used Badger 14' unloader.
INCORPORATED
Allyn Tews, Rt. 1, Winona, Minn. Tel. BUILDING FOR SALB-lJxM', suitable
YOUNG MAN with car can earn tt.JO4S0 W. Ird
Tel. SS47
for garage. 1671 W. Sth.
Lewiston 2796.
$2.50 per hour. Write Warren D. Lee .
311 Losey Blvd. So., La Cross*, Wis. HOMELITE CHAIN SAWS - new and
Baby Merchandise *
89 Rooms Without Meals
86
used, free servicing end have a full
line ot parts In stock. Alma Motors,
DELUXE
STROLLERS,
$13.95;
baby
Alma, Wis. Tal, 685-3235.
LARGE PLEASANT sleeping room. 315
lumpers, S6.93. BORZYSKOWSKI FURE. 3rd.
NITURE, 302 Mankato Ave. Open eveMILK HOUSE EQUIPMENT
nings.
Rath wash tanks, fans, air Intakes,
ROOMS FOR MEN, With or without
~
hose parts, storage cabinets.
housekeeping privileges. Mo day sleepEd's Refrigeration & Dairy Supplies
Building Matsj rials
ers. Tal. 4S».
555 6. 4th
Tel. 5532
PREFABRICATED NEW wood arches,
Apartments, Plats
SO
Hay, Grain, Feed
50 7e, all or portion of radius - 5', will
apan 13'. Suitable for farm buildings,
garages, boat houses. Wisconsin-Minne- TWO-BEDROOM heated apt., washer and
EAR CORN-WI1I deliver. Bill Relnboldt,
sota Contractors. Tel. 5893.
dryer furnished. Tel. 2083.
Rt, 1, Utica. Tel. Lewiston 5785.

Sam Weisman & Sons

Part Time

Train for PRINTING

# Hand Composition
Linecasting and Presswork

6I

Write
GRAPHIC ARTS

Technical School
for Catalog.

STRAW FOR SALE - 1100 bales. Silas
Holland, Lanesboro, Minn.

Approved for Veteran Training
1104 Currie Ave., Minneapolis

Steady Employment
For
Factory Positions
Also

1 Qualified Draftsman
•it Liberal Benefits
ir Profit Sharing
Contact:
Personnel Office

Articles for Sale

ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPE 4'A with
non-lar pedestal and 3 precision eye
pieces. $85. Tel. Houston 896-3432 after
t p.m.
CLEAWINGEST carpet cleaner you ewer
used , so easy, too. Gat Blue Lustre.
Rent electric shampooer , $]. H. Choate
& Co.

PIZZA MAKER and waitress, male cr
female, work full or part time, musl
be reliable and good worker. Apply In
person, no phone calls, Sammy's Plaa
Palace.

2 SNOW PLOW SPECIALS
OOOdall 6 h.p. - (389 unt for IMS
Jacobsen S h.p.—$219 unit for I17S
While They Lastl
AUTO ELECTRIC SERVICE
2nd A. Johnson
Tel. S45S

PAINT DEPOT
FREEZERS

IT COSTS no more to own a Gibson.
Come In and get our prices. WINONA
FIRE a. POWER CO., 54 E. 2nd. Tel
SMS.

LOANS "^r
PLAIN

NOTB-AUTO-FURNITURB
170 E. 3rd. Tel. 2!1S.
Hrt. t «.m. to 5 p.m.. Sat. 9 e.m. to noon

42

FREE FOR GOOD home, pert Angor»
kittens, houtebreke. Tel. Lewiston 2823.
Claude Kratz, Stockton, Minn.
RAT TERRIER puppies, Ideal squirrel
dog*. Will hold until Christmas. Tel.
8-2ttt.
TROPICAL. FISH - Red Tall, Black
Sharks. Regular $1.49, special 69c. Lofqulst Variety, Miracle Mall.

43

HOLSTEIN STEERS - IS. Henry Blerbai«), Eyota, Minn. Tel. 545-229}.

TABLE GROUP, 3-pc. Including 2 Hep
ami I cocktail labia, tt9.9Si 32-pc. dlrtfiorware set, S6.95. BORZYSKOWSKI
FURNITURE, 302 Mankato Ave. Open

evenings.

Good Things to Eat

65

FOR SALE—ducks and chickens, dress^
ed, heavy end light chickens. Tel.
8-1273 for more Information.

167 Center St.

29
40

Hones, Cattle, Stock

Apartments, Furnished

Dry or green slab wood.
$7 per load.
Te l. 8-2133.

LARGE selection of Christmas candy and
nuts at low, low prices. Fresh pitted
dates, 2 lbs. 49c. Winona Potato Market, 118 Market.

Euy Food Wholesale

FOOD WASI c DISPOSER? Compare
quality before you buy. See all three
Waste King Pulverator models first at

Capitol Food Provision Co., 3*30
6th St., Gdvw. Tel. 7356.

PLUMBING 4 HEATING
168 E. 3rd St.
Tel. S737

APPLES

SANITARY

DAILY NEWS
MAIL
SUBSCRIPTIONS
May Be Paid At
TED MAIER DRUGS

Christmas Trees

For your Christmas enjoyment or as a gift the whole
family can enjoy. Refrigerated storage.
Jay Spittler 's
ECHO LODGE ORCHARDS
S miles E. of Marshland
and Vi mile off Hwy. 35.

ft ROPING
ft WREATHES

HOLSTEIN COWS-2, to freshen soon .
LaVerne Wenger, Cochrane, Wis. Tel.
248-2237.

ft BRANCHES

AAY ENTIRE HERD of 30 Holstein milk
cows, some fresh, some springing) also
2 school buse). Lawrence Passe, Kel
togg, Minn.

Free Delivery

WURLITZER PIANO—second fiend, In
good shape. Norman Kopperud, Rushlord, Minn, Tel. 8647661.

A. GRAMS & SONS

BUNDY" CLARINET—like new condition,
reasonable. Willard Rati, Rt. 2. Fountain City, Wis. Tel. 8487-4355.

HOLSTEIN BULLS—registered, sarvlcteble ago end) younger, s ired by Plneyhlll Majority or their dams are daughters that are Minn, leaders for either
milk or fat. They have up to 21,670 lbs.
milk end 887 lbs. fat as 2 year olds.
Alvin Si Elmer Simon, Altura, Minn.

N. F. -180
Suspension

$11.95

TED MAIER DRUGS
Anlmj l Health center
Downtown & Miracle Mall

Poultry» EflD»; Suppliei

120 E. 2nd

Open Sunday

We Service and Stock
Needles for all
RECORD PLAYERS
Hardt 's Music Store

COLOR TV

In Time For Christmas

For Baby Pigs

44

SANITATION • ISOLATION • Vaccina,
tion • Ventlletlon • Perspiration are
all back of the Dekalb 20-week pullets
produced by SPELT7. CHICK HATCH
ERV, Rolllnnatone, Minn. Tel. M»
2311. Available year-around.

Houses for Rent

Radios, Television

21" Color Sets in maple and
walnut.
23" 'Rectangular color Ln
walnut.
3-Way Color, stereo , AM-FM
radio Ln walnut and maple.
155 E . 3rd

i*PMK.WWi^rafTO'^^

FOR SALE

INCOME PROPERTY - Pleasant Ridge three miles
from Winona City Limits. 142 acres, one-half in cultivation. Farm land now rented. Some salable butternut
timber. Two modern homes - 6 room and 4 room - now
rented.
23,000 sq. ft. of floor space in three insulated buildings.
One well constructed 32 x 150 ft. with 14 x 32 ft. basement
ln center , concrete floor , 4-inch sewer line runs ent re
length of building Sheeted Inside with Vi inch asbestos
cement board. Drop siding outside. Rock wool Insulation.
Could easily be converted into multiple dwelling unit.
A 50 x 256 ft. building located on two acres of and bordered by hwy. Fifteen 8-ft. sliding doors on each side, 14-ft.
doors on both ends. Building is of heavy construction —
2x6 oak trussed rafters. 28 ft. apan through center, li ft,
celling sheeted and attic insulated. Heal for contractors.
automative shop, industrial machinery, auto salvage , ridino club , etc . L-shaped building Is 30 x 100 ft. each way.
Silo on one side, five 9-ton bulk bins on other. Could bo
used for various storage.
Also largo granary, 2 car cemented floor garage, and
other outbuildings.
Excellent deep well with submersiblei purnp. Water
and R.E.A. electricity to all buildings. Spacious yards
with large maple , hickory and elm treos. All buildings ln
good repair.
This property priced to sell by owner for much less
than cost of improvements. Call ben Sullivan, Collect ,
937-1268 or 037-9383, Area Code 214, or write Box 443,
Waxnhachie, Texas.
mmmammwmm£mi!@t$ii^^
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NEW PHILCO
PERSONAL

Portable TV

B & B ELECTRIC

The Gordon Agency
Realtors
4 BEDROOMS
Cute 1% story home in
Goodview. Nice living room
with bookcase wall . 2 bedrooms down, 2 spacious bedrooms up. Full basement.
$9,000.
SPACIOUS OLDER HOME
With a dirty face ! If you're
handy and need a big house
this is for you; 4 bedrooms ,
double living room with fireplace, separate dining room.
Full basement, oil burning
furnace. West central location . . . walking distance
to downtown. $1,000 down.
2 BLOCKS TO SCHOOL
Make an offer on this one!
It must be sold now! 3 bedroom home East with new
kitchen , new double garage.
I Vi lots, permanent siding,
combination windows, new
gas furnace and water heater. See it today! Easy fidancing.
MOVE RIGHT IN!
This lovely 4 bedroom IVi
bath home with carpeted
living room and bedrooms.
Large family room. Large
lot . .. - . oversized garage.
Lake area.
JUST RIGHT FOR TWO
Compact VA story home
with living room, kitchen
with breakfast room, 1 bedroom and full bath . Upstairs
is expansion area for 2
more bedrooms. Full base,
ment, oil burning furnace.
Nice big yard, good garage.
Only $300 down. See it now.

AFTER HOURS
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FARM HO/vAE near Lewiston. Tel. Lewiston 2207.
IN MINNESOTA CITY—4-bedroom home.
Under $100. Tel. 2959.

Wanted to Rent

Pat Heise . . . 5709
Gordon Weishorn .. . 4884

SMALL FURNISHED APT. or
large
sleeping room wanted Immediately. Tel.
2092.

Farms, Land for Sale

98

160 ACRES, 115 tillable, 36 stanchions,
real good buildings on all weather
road, 8 miles N,W. of Houston. Kvall
Real Estate, Spring Valley, Minn. Tel,
346-2011.
FARMS
FARMS
FARMS
We buy, we sell, w» trade.
MIDWEST REALTY CO.
Osseo, Wis.
Res. 695-3157
Tel. Office 597-36J?

Houses for Sale

^•^E*'' Exchange Bldg.
'Vinffna
Wanted—Real Estate,
WILL PAY HIGHEST
FOR YOU R CITY

102

CASH PRICES
PROPERTY

"HANK" JEZEWSKI
(Winona 's Only Real Estate Buyer)
Tel. 6388 or 7093
Pr O. Box 345

Accessories, Tires, Parts 104
99

Frank West Agency
173 Lalayetle
Tel. 5240 or 4400 ailer hours.

Five Bedrooms

This 2-story well Insulated noma has
2 bedrooms downstairs, 3 upstairs,
kitchen Is 15x17' with many, all now
upboards. New fixtures In bath, nil
heal. Two-car garage, Near lake.
Under tl 2,000.

Year-Round
River Home

Includes beautifully landscaped yard
and 500' choice rive r frontage. Living room iB' x 'JO' , den wilh fireplace,
dining room, kitchen , n bedrooms,
and large poren. Full basement, oil
heat, 2-car garage.

$88.88

Purchase on Contract

FIRESTONE

600' Of level land on Service road
nn Hwy. 61 south. Id«»l location for
motel or service station.

• No trade needed.
•J No payments 'til Feb.
2O0 W. Third

Winona

I
Sewing Machines
73
|
g USED SINOER featherweight portable, In
good condition, only tu. WINONA
|
1 SEWING CO., 551 Huff. Tel, 9341,
|
Stoves, Furnaces, Parti 75
|
8IEQLER HEATERS, oil or oai, Install|
ed, sold serviced) Aladdin Blue Flame
|
oortable heateru also oil burner nor Is .
RA.NOB OIL BURNER CO., 907 E. Sth
|
St. Tel. 7479, Adolph Mlchalowikl.
|
|
g
|
t
AH Registration
N
i
Cards for
|
I

This reasonably priced 2-bedroom
home In near east location. Living
room, rilnlnn room, kitchen and bath.
New gas furnace, gas water heater,
garage,

A Land' Buy

R ESIDENCE PHONES:
&", J, Hartert - , . 19/3
Mnry Lauer , . . 4533
Rill Zlehall . . . 4854

Tal. WV

601 Main 51.

WH ATEVER . YOUR
PROPERTY NEEDS

W A R N I NG

Phone Us
For An Appraisal

FREE QUEEN B

Of your present property
and let us show you our
photo listings of new anrl
older proportlos now available.

a
FARM FURNACE
«
|
Muat Be In By
|
1
SATURDAY
I
DE
CEMBER 18
1
g
I F. A. KRAUSE CO.
Breezy Acres
|
| Hwys. 14 and 61 E.

1

SNOW TIRES, 1 750x14 4-ply tubelesi,
like new; 2 750x14 4-ply tuneless snow
tires, black. Cheap. Tel. B-4243 .

FORD, 1951 "j -ton pickup. S150; 1951
Chevrolet, »159; 1954 Oldsmobile, $115.
WILSON STORE. Tel. 10-2347.
CHEVROLET—1964 2-ton truck with »ton hoist, platform and dropslda racks.
Excellent condition. Robert Pronschlnske, Cochrane, Wis. Tel. Waumandee
626-2322.

Used Cars

109

ALL PURPOSE
Chris1-mas Present

If you have been trying to
think of a gift the whole
family will enjoy, check one
of these -wagons.
1959 PLYMOUTH, new car trade.
1950 PLYMOUTH 9-pas»enaar stati on
wagon.
1956 CHEVROLET, like nnw waoon,
one owoer, SHARP.

Nyst rom Motors
Chrysler - Plymouth
Orion Mot), t. F r l . N lias

Low
Priced
Bargains
'60
•GO
'60
'60
•50
•5!)
'59
'59
*5H
'5ft
'57
'57
'SR
'54

Ilambler Watfon . . $r.99
Valiant . 4-door . . . . $4!>5
$31*5
Falcon 4-door
$235
Falcon 2-door
$B!W
Buick Sedan
Ford Wagon , fl$R9!)
pnssenger
$493
Edsel 4-door
Ford Galaxie 4-d oor $299
Oldsmobile 4-door .. $»9S
Ford Custom 4-door $149
Ford Station Wagon $149
Plymouth 4-door .. $145
Dodfi«i -Vi-ton pickup $295
Plymouth 4-door .. $ «9

Many more to choose from ,
nil priced low !
_. Wi A-dvertlse Our Prlcas .^

60B

Sefofcfc
W
T RF-ALTO R

41 Years in Winon a
Uncoln-Mercury-Falcon
Comet -Fnirlann
Open Mon. , Fri. Kvo.
nfternoon ;!
¦
>SlieSea«a Wai^i«atiBHeM i«B»aa«aSHSMSlS«iniul Saturday

110 cmnR - m.2349
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FORD—Custom 2-deor, 1963, 406 V-l engine, 4-speed transmission. Color black,
good condition, good tires. Tel. 8 25* 1.
CHEVROLET—1955, V « . automatic transmission. Tel. 6A47 lor appointment.
CHEVROLET—1959 Impala 4-door hardtop, black with red Interior, V-l, iutomatic transmission, excellent condition, must sell. Steve Nahrgang. Tel.
Lewiston 5748.
CHEVROLET—1957 4-door
Lille, 761 E. Ith.

sedan.

Dave

Mobil* Home*, Traltars 111

Auction Sales

SEE OUR fin* selection of new and
uied mobile homes, «ll sizes. Bnnk
financing. 7-yenr plnn . COULEE MOBILE HOME SALES , Hwy. 14-nl E„
Wlnons . Tel . 4276.

DEC. 16— Thurs, 11 a.m. 7 mllM S. »f
Arcadia, Wis. Emil M. George Sr.,
owner;
Wluln
Ktfhner,
auctioneer;
Northern ;nw. Co.. Clt rk.

HWY . il Mobil* Horn* Sales, east of
Sh»norl-L» Mot«l, w« tmve 15 wld«i
on hand, Also new ii6t model 8 wldes.
T»l. 8-M56.

DEC, 16-Thun, 1 p.m. al the Mobil Station on H*y- SI In Harmony. T 4 K
Service & Tire Center, owner; Howard
Knudsen, soctlonean Harmony State
Bank, clerk.

RENT OR SALE—Trailers and eump•ri. Leahy's, Buffalo City, Wis. Til.
Cochrane W»-Ji33 or 5^8-3470.

DEC. 18-Sal. 13:30 p.m. ) mile* M. e»
Alma on County Trunk "B", then >
miles N. on town road. Arnold Hager,
owner; Jim Helke, auctioneer; NorthFORD — 1»57> (173, Straight shift. Tel.
ern Inv. Co., elerk,
ALL MODERN trailer hous», 1x45', High
M19I.
Quaen, all like new, will sleep S, reasonably priced II taken nt once. Mrs..
DEC. la-Sal. 12:30 p.m. Mil Stour Rd.i
CHEVROLET—1951 Bel Air 2-door h ardClydei LaRocqu*', Rt . 3, Box US, ' PlainHwy. 13 AAinomonle, Wis. Mlkei Clark ,
top, excellent condition, $595. May be
view. Minn. Tel. 5.T4-I7M.
owner; Johnson & Murray, auctionseen al Bill's Texaco. Tel. V946.
eers; Gateway Credlr Inc., clerk.
CHEVROLET—1955 Bel Kir, 1175, flood
Auction SaUt
DEC. 18-Sal. 1:30 p.m. 1 mll*« N. 0»
runlng order, all wirtterlted. 407 W,
Ettrick On S3, then S mll*» E. on "C"«
Ith, Hubert Zeches. Tel. 3017.
then 3 mllM S. William J. H»rm«V* ri
owner;
Alvin Kohner, auctioneer ; North4-door,
BUICK—1957 Specie!
aulomstlc
ern Inv . Co., clerk.
transmission. 1-owner, A-l shape. $365,
Tel. 6588. 464 Olmstead St.
Everett J. Kohner
158 Walnut. Tel. 8-3710, after hours 7|w DEC. 30-Mon. 13:30 p.m. 4 mllen 0. ol
(Sllmantors on Stat* Hwy. 81. Rlenard
CHEVROLET—1958. Privately owned. All
Johnson, owner; Werlein & Mclntyre,
reconditioned, completely cleaned and
CARL FANN JR.
auctioneers; Northern Inv. Co., clerk.
ready to go. Tel. 6-1493.
AUCTIONEER. Bonded and Licensed.
Rushford , Minn.
Tel, 8S4-7B11.
DEC. 30—Mon . 11 a.m. 3V> miles S., then
MUSTANG-1965, V-8, 289, 3-speed, burALVIN KOHNER
1 mile W. of Utica , Minn. Charles Briggundy, must sell, In the service. Arty
AUCTIONEER, City and slate licensed
ham estate sale ; Alvin Kohner, aucHammann, St. Charles, Minn. Tel. 932end bonded. 253 Liberty St . (Corn*/
tioneer; Winn . Land 8. Auction Serv..
3327.
E. Sth and Liberty) Tel 4980 .
clerk.

MINNESOTA
Land & Auction Sales

CHEVROLET—1955 4-door, all new rubber, excellent condition. Inquire 660 E.
Mark.
DODGE — 1965 Polar* 2-door hardtop,
¦
power steering, V-8, automatic. Save
(900. Private party, will accept trade.
New car war ranty still In effect. Tel.
?217.

I960 FORD 4-door sedan ,
V-8, automatic transmission ,
radio , heater , whitewall
tires, white with green interior. THIS WEEK'S
SPECIAX !
$f>0Q

WALZ

|

BUICK - OLDSMOBILE
Open Mon . & Fri. Night

ONE-OWNER .
CAR
1962 MERCURY S-22
2-door hardtop , 6 cylinder
engine , automatic transmission, whitewall tires , red
with black all -vinyl bucket
seats.
1957 DODGE 4-DOOR
Sedan , V-8, automatic, power steering, power brak es,
ALL NEW premium whitewall tires. In great running
shape , looks sharp, too.

INON A UTO
W RAMBLE R ^"\ DODOi"
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E. WALL-TO-WALL CARPETING In llvIng room and dining room, all brand
new last summer. New central post of- STARTO-JET will ttart your car In ateonds every day. For mora Information
fice area. You can't (so wrong en this
or dealership call Diamond K Enter2-bedroom home for only $10,500. ABTS
Guns, Sporting Goods
66 AGENCY, INC., 159 Walnut SI. Tel, prises, St. Charles 432-4308.
8-4365,
^
^ Motorcycles, Bicycles
WEATHBRBY SCOPE, 2%-10x variable)
107
Ice skates, men's figure, size) 11. Tel. FOR SALE OR RENT, 4-room house,
sale
or
rent
In
east
Flftri
St.
Also
lor
7436 after 6.
Fountain City, 3 family house with run- EXCELLENT USED motorcycles, tall us
wnaf vu want. ROBB BROS. Motorning spri ng wafer, 1 lo ts, on North
Musical Merchandise
70 Shore Dr. Rent terms. C. SHANK. 521 cycle Shop, 573 E. 4th.
E. 3rd.
USED BICYCLES
BLESSINO TRUMPET - In very good
Kolter Bicycle Shop
condition, with case. Reasonable. Tel. IMMEDIAT E occupancy! 861 W. Jth. 4
400
Mankaln
Ave.
Tel. iifi
3175.
or 5 bedrooms, Hi bsths, full basement, oil heat, 2-ctr garage. Will arBABV GRAND PIANO, cornet, violin. 41]
range long term loan with payments
Trucks. Tract's Trailer! 108
Wilson St. Tel. 8-1021.
like rent.

SHETLAND PONIES, any age or size,
will take any reasonable offer; brood
sow, due In 2 weeks. Willard Rati, Rt.
2, Fountain City, Wis. Tel. S687-4JJ5.

450 CC
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OLD MASTERS LIQUID WOOD, Modernize and reflnlsh old dark stained APPLES—We have a limited amount at
and painted furniture and woodwork
cooking and eating apples at reason- FIVE-ROOM HOME, all modern, available Jan. 1. Inquire 211 W. Mill after 5.
without removing old finish, scraping
able prices. F A. Krause Co., "Breezy
or bleaching.
Vi
Acres", S. on Hwy. 1441. \

DO YOU NEED help at your house? Tel.
6321.

Dogs, Pete, Supplies*

YOU BET WE carry a wide variety ol
high grade coals. Commander, 3 sizes, CENTER 500»/i—deluxe 3-room apt., parfurnace, stove and range; Petroleum
tially furnished, with
private bath,
Coke; Pocahontas; Berwlnd Briquets ;
drapes and carpeting. Available Jen.
Relss 50-50 Briquets; Stott Petroleum
'
1. Adults. By appointment only. Tel.
Briquets; Winter King Egg. J varieties
6790.
of stoker coals. JOSWICK'S FUEL S>
OIL CO., 901 E. 8th. "Where ynu gel FIVE-ROOM upper apt., tteat and water
more at lower cost."
furnished. Immediate possession. Call
at 117 Mankato Ave. after 4 p.m.
BURN MOBIL FUEL OIL and anfoy the
comfort of automatic personal care. DELUXE GE all electric 1 bedroom
Keep full service - complete burner
apts., carpeted, air conditioned and
cire. Budget plan and guaranteed price.
garages. BOB SELOVER , REALTOR ,
Order today from JOSWICK'S FUEL 4
Tel. 2349.
OIL CO., 901 E. Mh. Tel. 3389.

WIFE QROOCHY? Bills piling upl Kids
FURNISHED APT., private entrance, prlsick"? Furniture all beat up? Your
vata bath, available Immediately. Tel.
Christmas look like I sad one? Perhaps Furn., Rugs, Linoleum
64 •287.
a consolidation loan will fix things up.
A visit to-lhe MERCHANTS NATIONAL
BANK Installment Loan Dept. may riot BOOKCASE—solid hardwood In walnut Business Places for Rent
92
finish, 2 adjustable shelves, 9VV deep,
cure the children's measles but we may
30" wide, 37" high. $28.50 al BURKE'S
be able to cure your financial difficulOFFICES
IM
Morgan
Bldg..
single,
douFURNITURE MART, 3rd 8. Franklin.
ties and make life worth living again.
ble or up 1o suite of 4. See Sieve MorSpend 10 minutes of your time with ona
gan at Morgan's Jewelry.
ol our friendly loan officers and be con- HAROROCK MAPLE living room group
Including sofa, arm chair, olatform
vinced . We will try our level best to
rocker, coffee table, 2 lamp tables, 2 PRIME DOWNTOWN LOCATION — Reesslst you.
tail and office space. Available now.
table lamps and floor lamp. Brown and
tan upholstery. Brown lounge chair,
TROPIC AIRE HUMIDIFIER
brown recllner chair. Reasonable. Tel.
Reg. $89.95, special (39.95
52V» E. 3rrS.
9387.
MARK SCHNEIDER SALES
Tel. 6066 or 234*

28

JUNIOR INSTRUCTOR - for Harding
Beauty School. Apply In person.

Money to Loan

57

3730 eth SI., Goodview

1600 4th Ave. N .W.
Rochester, Minn.

Situation* Wanted—Fem.

Minn.

63

MODERN 2-bedroom apt., west location,
on bus line, gas heat and carpeted. $95
monthly. Tel. 8-1674.

Stirneman-Selover Co.

CRENLO, INC.

Help—Wale or Female

OATS, 1000 bu.; 400 bu. corn;, baled
straw; also Shetland ponies at Pickwick. Bill Cornforth, La Crescent,

Coal, Wood, Other Fuel

99 Used Cera

TYPEWRITERS and adding machines STOCKTON, MINN.—3-apt. building and
for sale or rent. Reasonable ' rates,
vacant lot. Must be sold. Address Intrie delivery. Sea us lor all your ofaulrles to the Merchants National Bank.
fice supplies, desks, files or office
Trust Dtpt* Winona. Tel. JMr.
chairs. Lund Typewriter Co. Tel. S222.
D. ALL ON ONE FLOOR, no steps to
THE PERFECT Christmas gilt, a Stuclimb. Utility room next to kitchen.
dio 44 portable typewriter. A PRESHow could you have It any handler?
ENT WITH A FUTURE, and If you
6 rooms In all. Let us show you this
find It hard to part with when the
home lilted only a few deyi *go. west
time comes, remember you 're allowed
location. ABTS AGENCY, INC., IS?
to buy two ami keep one for yourself.
Walnut St. Tel. e-4365.
After all, you're pretty extra-special
too. Come In today and sea It demon- TWO STUCCO HOUSES-1 J bedroom, I
strated. Price? Only S99.JO at WINONA
3-or 4-bedroom. Oarages. West 'station.
TYPEWRITE R SERVICE. t6l E. 3rd.
Carpeting. Will finance. Tel. 6059.

SALES ft
^
Open MoD & Fri. Eve.

.
3rd & Mankato

Tel. 8-3649

1964 CHEVROLET Bel Air
4-door sedan, beige in color,
matching upholstery, power
steering, radio, seat belts,
white sidewall tires, air conditioning. Real SHARP. The
price reduced to

— $1995 —

WALZ

BUICK - OLDSMOBILE
Open Mon , & Fri, Night

Everyone
Is Talking
Yes, everyonp is talking
about the clear , late model
used cars we're selling -and
the GOOD DEALS wc are
making. Here are two cars
that are absolutely as nice
a used car as can be:
1964 CHEVROLET 4-door ,
tu-tone finish , radio , heater ,
6 cylinder motor , automatic
transmission , whitewall tires.
Specially priced!

|. A U C T I O N |
At the Mobil Station
On Hwy. 52 in Harmony

j Thursday/ December 16 J
I 50 to 100 Amp. Marquette battery charger; Deming jet type
1 fluid pump ; Beeline wheel alignment with tools ; Stuart| "Warner wheel halancer; %, inch air impact tool ; hydraulic
|
floor jack ; Electric passenger tire mold vulcanizer ;
I Porta power ; 75 used 14 inch and 15 inch tires ; McCaskey
cash register; Electric polisher and sander; Allen timing
% lig ht; Allen Dwell and Tach tester ; many other misc.
I items too numerous to mention.
I
§
W.

$

Sharp One
infil DODGE 4-door, V-R ,
automatic , radio and hcat«r , NEW PAINT JOB , n
real sharp car, Look nt IhiH
price.

- $898 -

'

Harmony State Bank , Clerk

¦

¦

Howard Knudsen , Auctioneer
- -~ -Trrx%'*!ry K/ r^K%^^^

AUCTION SALE

i

|

Saturday, Dec , 18

|
|
p
P
jN
|
%
P
U
|
tt:
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p

|
'•::
P
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|
|
p

|

Sale Time : 12:30,
|
TRUCKS — 1960 Dodge %• ton pickup, heavy duty I
motor, 4-speed transmission, overload springs, etc.; 1959 Jj
GMC road tractor , completely equipped , air, 5-2 speed, |j
etc.; 1954 Chevrolet truck with log jammer, 2-speed axle, |;S
etc. ; 1953 Chevrolet truck with flat bed and sides; 1917 f i
tt Douglas truck with snowplow.
I
I
AUTO AND TRUCK PARTS — Assorted parte and |
component of autos and trucks. Such as: complete manual P
|
|
transmission for 1956 Oldsmobile; 2 Ford "A" transmis- p .
I sions ; EZ-Lift trailer hitch ; 13, 14 and 15 itch rims ; 6 $
|
and 12 volt radios ; headlights ; jacks; a great many more |
Ii
I too numerous to mention.
i;
TRUCK AND AUTO IGNITION" PARTS - Large as- |
* sortment for many makes and models.
B
HYDRAULIC PARTS - PTO units ; PTO unit and |
cylinder; two 1-inch hydraulic couplers.
RED FLASHING LIGHT - For wrecker or other :|
5
pi
ft vehicle .
SERVICE STATION OR GARAGE EQUIPMENT - |
f,
Six Lubsters; air grease gun; tube tester; welder; gas P
|
I hoses; gas nozzles ; tire balancer; complete tire machine; !|
|: bead expander; portable air tank ; radiator cap tester; P\
|
p compression gauge; welder cart ; 1-ton chain hoist ; etc. |
|
Station Equipment, Tires and Tubes, Accessories, Misc. il
| TERMS: Under $15 cash, over that amount Vi down , |j
$ balance in 6 installments, 3% added.
M
MIKE CLARK, OWNER
1
|
6
Gateway Credit , Inc., Clerk
%
Rep. : H. B. Seyer
;' Johnson h Murray, Auctioneers
I
1
1
I
1
I

%

> -- i

'" ' T,y r n * '^ > '?ny .T^ '^m^nm^iS^^^^ssm^'^

\ Public School 3
'
j AUCTION [
I Saturday, December 13 %
pi

%

A REALLY

.

.

si The following Trucks , Equipment , Etc , will be sold at
|
2012 Stout Rd., Hwy. 12, Menomonie . This is the Deutsch
|
Imp l. Bldg. on the E, side of Menomonie, the former
1 Allis Chalmers Dealer. This sale will be held inside,
1 regardless of weather on

1963 PONTIAC Tempest 4door , solid turquoise finish ,
radio, heate r , automatic
transrn i s s i o n , whitewall
tires. Local one owner car.
SOLD NEW and SERVICED
hy your Pontiac denier .

75 W. 2nd
Tel. R-2711
Open Mon. & Fri. Evenings

T & K SERVICE & TIRE CENTER

» r- *~ "

p

VENABLES

Sale Starts at 1 P.M.

j

-$1695 -

-$1295 - .

|
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p

U
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Commencing at, 10 A..M, Sharp

Consists of 5 school houses and contents in School Dis- P
trict 859.
%

PARCEL NO. 1
Known ss Whltlock School, located 5 miles east of
Ridfieway, will be sold at 10 A.M . Consists of
1 school house , 2 toilets , 1 14x20 wood shed , 265 gal.
oil tank , 2 burner oil heater , l antique swivel chair ,
Westinghouse refrigerator , bookcases, chairs , table ,
drinking fountain , electric clock and blackboards.
PARCEL NO. 2
Known ns Bush school , located 2(£ miles east , V* mile
south of Ridgeway, will he sold at 11:15 A.M. Consists of
I a cre of land more or less, n very £ood school house,
2 toilets , 2fi5 gallon oil tank , 2 burn er oil heater , Westinghouse refrigerator , plnno and bench , drinking fountain ,
desks , some lexf bonks , bookcases , blackboards and a
small sink.

I.
¦
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A;
PARCEL NO. 3
Known ns Ridgeway school , located in Ridgeway,
will be sold nt 1 P.M. Consists of
\<z acre, of land more or less, school house , 2 toilets ,
2fl5 gallon nil tank , 120,000 BTU Climatrol furnace , 3
electric clocks, desks , books , bookcases, world globe ,
blackboards , drinkin g fountain , pitcher pump, table-,
merry-go-round and n large school bell , 1 trtnchei 's desk. t
PARCEL NO. i
Known as Cooper school located 2 miles south of
Ridgeway, will be sold at 2:15 P.M . Consists of
School house , 2 toilets , 2(i5 gallon oil tank , 2 burner
nil heater , four ('. fl fluorescent lights , M.W, refrigerator ,
large school boll , electric clock , drinking fountain , cuphoards , blackboards and set of World Book Encyclopedias.

:

;
PARCEL NO. !»
Known as Boynlon school , located 3 miles west of '
Ridgeway will he, sold ut 3:15 P,W. Consists of
School house , 2 toilets, 2R5 gallon oil tank , 2 burner
oil heater , nn antique swivel chair , teacher 's desk, set
of mnps , Kelvin ator refrigerator , electric clock , black- j
bom cLs, small sink , bookcases , wate r fountain , table , and *
v a May pole.
:J
Lunch will he served at the Ridgeway .School by tho l\
Pleasant Husy Bees 4-H Club.
f\
H
TERMS: CASH.
Kr eddln Friek.son, Ain 'linnocr
U
MoblU Homo*., Trailer* 111
Itid gewny Independent School Dist . No , M50 , t'.lerk
f'l
S I A R 19*1 W< « . 1 herimnrm. ci \ lit ,
¦
¦¦
,
1
rnflcl y in mnvr In-to. Tel. 1-14 11.
.. ¦*¦ :¦/'re \::. r..^'"^ .C ':,K ;". : ''.^:;;,V.'' ;:; . ' . '. . ."¦!"" .'.v;-.. •.xf.mtJif.Vimrair!?*!
p
;«
Nk^l^CrllVI IOllT^fi P
\-i
121 Huff Tel, 23!M or 9210 P

OPEN
TON ITE
'TIL 9 P.M.
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By Roy Grant

BUZ SAWYER

DICK TRACY

By Chatter Gould

- ¦¦¦efeBe^BB^WaWeBBawMBBH eBeBMal^
¦¦¦¦¦I^BHHeiBHHBHHBMBLVtHVe^HHHHiMLMLTeVMLTeSI

By Mort Walkar

BEETLE BAILEY

BL0ND1E

By Chic Young

By Bud Btaka

TIGER
THE FLINTSTONES

By Hanni-Barbora

By Al Capp

LI'L ABNER
STEVE CANYON

APARTMENT 3-0

REX MORGAN, M.D.

By Milton Canniff

By Altx Kotzky

«3«.Don't Miss JORDAN'S

j £ ^L %

By Dal Curtia

DISCOUNT^flP
ll mfm\ ^r I

NANCY

/Iffik^RJ^^^mP^

By Ernl. Bushmlllor

WEDNESDAY, ONLY I f^AmkM
"
1965
/
j

DECEMBER 15

ONE DAY SALE It /
.at * I />
\W l
MARY WORTH

By Saundar* and Itrnrt

9 a.m. 'til 9 p.m.
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i

THE MORE YOU BUY .. . THE MORE YOU SAVE! ^!»^%
S
COATS
LINGERIE SLACKS
DRESSES X^j ip
, M WL
*
*
*
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SWEATERS
SKIRTS
BLOUSES it CAR COATS
if ||
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•SO W.it Third 5tr.«t in Downtown Winona
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